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PREFACE TO 1'HE SECOND EDITION.

l

THE Patllan Bm·derland is a picture of the North-West
Frontier of India as it was before the upheavals of the
late war. Vast changes have h>ken place since the book
was first written. Conditions have changed both in the
Military and Political sense, und the recruiting areas are
no longer what they were. Our ideas as to the values of
various races as soldiers l1ave changed with more intimate
experience. Nevertheless, it seems desirable that the
origina,l character of this book should be retained now
that a demand is made for a second edition. Writ~rs
more in touch with recent evsnts will write oi the frontier
as it is. The Pallwn Bord~rland represents it as it was
at the period of its maximum efficiency and stability before
the present state of transition supervened. The notes on
the distribution of our forces, the table showing the state
of recruiting in 1908, and especially the Appendix giving
the strength of our Levies and Militias as they originally
existed, are of special interest now that a Pathan War,
an Afghan War and two Waziri Wars have intervened,
I hp.ve therefore reproduced them here.
Considerable additions have been made in the present
edition, and Chapters IV and VIII to XIV have been
entirely ra·written.

July 1920

C. E,

PREFACE.
THE absence of any work dealing consecutively with
that part of the Indian Frontier described in tho followiug
pages, llas encouraged me to arrange and publish the notes
which I have collected during three years. 1\fy position
us Assistant Recruiting Staff Officer for Pathans has
enabled me to come in close contact with the natives, and
to travel leisurely amougst them, along the 'Pathan
Borderland.' A writer of more ability and experience
than myself will doubtless one day undertake the task
I have attempted, of describing, in succession, the districts
along tlw border, from Chitral to Dora Istnail Khan, and
will do the sttbject fuller justice. In the meanwllile, if
I succeed itt interesting eveu a small section of the public,
I shall consider myself well repaid for the time I have
devoted to producing this book. I most earnestly hope
that my readers will regard my work with a kindly and
indulgent spirit an<l overlook the many errors which no
doubt these pages eontnin. I must take this opportunity
of expressing my thanks to the Editors of the Civil ancl
Military Gazette and the Pioneer for their ooi1rtesy in
o.llowing me to republish many notes and articlM which
have alrel:ldy appearecl in their respective papers. My
thanks are also clue to my father, Colonel A. D. Enriquez,
whose help has been invaluable, and whose intimate
knowledge of the frontier and of Oriental languages has
nlwars been planed generouely at my disposal.
JI!ELUM, l'UNJAU: }

1909.

0. M. ENRIQUEZ, LIEUT.,
21st Pu11(jabis,
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THE

PATHAN BORDERLAND.
CHAPTER I.
CmTRAL,

The Norlih·Woat Frontier-Ito consollda.tion-Afalaknud-Ohakda,ra
-Exol\vations in Swat-The Ta.lash Valley-Massag~Alonnder
tlte Grent-Wa.ysido mom.nnonts-Pathan graveyn.rds-MU\.n
Gul Jan~Badalmh Kbant of Dir-The Panjkota Valley-Dir-Lowlkmi PMs-Chitr(!.lie-Zin.r;tt-Chitral~Tiriob :Mir-PoloThmcing-Kafua-Tambuk.

BEL'ORE exploring !rom top to bottom the Pathan
Borderland, it may be interesting to survey the methods
which have been adopted during recent years far the
establishment of a safe and permanent frontier. Lord
Curzon's economic reforms for efficient military control,
along tbis turbulent section of the marches of British .
India, have had in view the \Vithclrawal, as far as po!lllible,
of regular troops from advanced trans-frontier positions,
and their. concentration in large centres within easy reaoh.
Their place on the border has been taken by various
corps of Military Police, Levies and Militia, raised
locally; while four )llovable columns are alwavs
1

2
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ready to operate at a moment)s notice from their
respective cantonments of Peshawar, Kohat, Bannu,
and Dera Ismail Khan. Thus the garrison of regular
troops in Gilgit has been entirely replaced by Kashmir
Imperial Service troops. In the Chitral district there
is now but one regular regiment, which has its headquarters in Killa Drosh. The irregular Chitral Scouts,
numbering nearly one thousand men, are located in Chitral
itself, and they are further reinforced by a small body
of Levies, one hundred and ten strong. A single
battalion of Native Infantry 1s divided between
Chakdara and Dargai, and there is ·another regiment
in Malaknnd. About two hundred Swat Levies have
recently been raised. The Khyber Pass, the historic
road to India for all invading armies,* is held solely
by thtl Khyber Rifles, who are 1,691 strong. A chain
of fortified posts held by Border Military Police acts
ss a screen in front of Peshawar. On the Samana,
Fort Lo{~khart is garrisoned by :five companies of regulars,
there b~'ing only two companies in Hangu and one in
Tbal, tlw terminus of the Miranzai Valley Railway. The
Samana Rifles, a corps of Militia, composed chiefly of
AfrhHs, Orakzais and Khattaks, hold the important
forts of Gulistan and Shinawari. From the Kurram

* l't>~ianR, Greeks, Seljuks, To.rtars, Mongols, Patha.ns, Dura.nis
a.nd ~fgha~a-tho hosts of Darius and Alexander, of Ma.hmud of
C.ho.zm, Taunur Lun!!, Dabar and of Ahmad Sha.h, all marched to
India through the ·Khyber defile. Nadir Shah outfie.nked the pe.ss
1
11nd ui!W. a route through Tirah.

3
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all regular troops have been likewise withdrawn, and a
force of 1,372 Turis and other Pathans raised to replace
them. Means are also available for arming the Turi
lash/,at in an emergency. The able assistance the Turis
rcnclcrcd in the Khost expedition, and again in the action
of Peiwar Kotnl, has placed their loyalty beyond doubt.
In Waziristan two corps of local irregulars, the North
and South Waziristan Militias, numbering respectively
1,276 nml 1,495 rifles, hold tho 1'ochi and Gomul Valleys,
and net us a check on the troublesome Mahsuds. The
number of regular troops serving beyond the administrative
bonier has thus been reduced from 10,200 in 1899 to
l:i,OOO in lOOU, and the considerable body thus released
is now mussed in ccntrnl localities. 'l'hc Militias, Border
:Military Police ami Levies along the Pathan frontier
amounted to lO,HO in July 1U08, and of these ull but
l,lGO are l'athnm. Innnmerahle petty expeditions have
•
taught us where to select sites for forts, and where to
push forward r01uls and railways most advantageously.
Not the lm1st wrmderful of the mnny marvellous methods
employed in keeping our Jicldc and excitable neighbours
in order is tho usc made of the l'uthans themselves to
protect our marches.*
A glance at tho net work of road ancl railway communications, which forms un essential feature in the

* Note to Br:co11d Bclition -It i1:1 ob\'iouAly still qndcsira.blo to
al1ow whn.L chnn~cH ho.vc occurred in recent times. Nor cnn such
110hnngca bo como~idcrecl permanent until our future o.tt.ltudc lownrds
.Afghnni~tnn, Wn1.irist.nn n.ml tho Pa..thnn Tribes hns been decided,

PATHAN BORDERLAND.

sohmno for efficient control, shows how comprehensive
nrc the detailed arrangements for the protection of the
North-West Frontier. The extension of the PindiKashmir cart-road from Ba.ndipur to Gilgit is one of
the finest mountain roads in the world, and negotiates
some diflicult and lofty passes. Chitral is cont1ected by
telegraph with India by a line running round viii Gilgit ;
that route being less exposed to mischievous intenuptions than would be' the more dir~ct one thr0 ugh Dir.
Tho road from Chakdnra, ove1· the Lowar11i Pass to ChitraJ,
is everywheJ•e six fee~ wide, and is bridged throughout
by wire bridges. Communication between Gilgit ~nd
Chitral is now much improved, and telephones are exten-.
sively used in Killa Drosh. Information regarding the
routes beyond Chitml is always available, and the passes
are visited and reported on yearly. The outb1·eak of
1897, aml tim consequent isolation of the JI-Ialakand, showed
uhe necessity of a milway line from Nowshera
Dargni,
though a broad gauge line would certainly help better to
develop the trade which is yearly increasing, and which
iu 1910 amounted to 23 lakhs of rupees. The road up tho
Khyber Pass lms been so far improved that heavy guua
can go with ease aa far as Torkham, on the Afghan border.
The broad gauge line extends now to ,Jamrud. Work
on the still incomplete Loi ShUman railway came to "
standstill during the late Mohmand expedition. It ia
finished and ready for use as far as Shahid 1\fia.na, about
six miles up the Oabnl River gorge, beyond Warsak.
The Khyber Pass is further outflanked by the excellent
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:Malngori mad, which leaves the l'rshn wn r va lc near Shnhgoi.
Reliable commnnic~ttion between I<ol>nt and l'cslHmn.r
through the Kolmt PnHR lws been est~Cb!ishctl at laHL, uuil
an e:wellcnt tonga road, thmugh the J•roj<•cting IH'Ck of
Afridi country, iR now rtuitc safe for trawll<!rs. Kohat
is flll'tlwr linked to the main line l>y t.he r<·e<•nl crm1plr.t.ion
of t.he railwoy hri<lgc over Uw Iu<lus ale Kt~•halgurh; 1111<1
the Samnnn and Kmmm have hc<'l\ pln.,cd wiU1in cusy
reach of Kolmt by the ~Iirnnr.ni Valh•y lhw. A romllit for
big guns runs througlwut the length of 1lw Kurrnm to
tl\e font of the l'eiwnr Kotal, on th<~ Afghan llol.'t]!!r;
aml the ~rochi in similarly l'rnvirle<l witlt a tongn ruuil
to Datta Kiwi. 'fhe once in!ICC<;HHihio Ilnnnn io now
connected by roatl with hoth Kohnt nnd llem I•nwil
Khan. So, not only within the a<lmini"b'!ltivll btmlcr
is there u complete nyHh'JH olmad nnrl lde~t·uph eomm<mications, bnt long (cclcru luwc lwcn tln'[)Wll right forwnrd
through in<lepomlcnt tcnitnry toward• thc Dnrmtd liuc,
in the rlircctimm of Chitt·nl, Lnndi 1\otnl, the Kurmm
and 'Vnzil'h:tan, t.lml) t)nuhting \Hi to muintnin n footing
amoHbTHt our trnul)lt::.Jome neighhom·H,

Ful'tht·l", iutiHtnto

nn<l direct politienl intm·coursc 11 ith thn l<nnH-fronticr
tribes hnH been fneilitatc<l hy tho ('l"'ation, ill AnwMt
1000, of the Nortl1- West l•'mnti<;r I'rovine<l.
J,ct us now join tho mmunl t'llii.rHI llr•linf Cnhmm
on its way along the <lusty marl wllid1 CJIIits lim hosr•it·
able oasis of nianlan, Ull(l runs nCI'""' the Mladllf! 1mt of
J ainlo. to llmgni, :From thmwo wo nH<!~ml tlu; l\lnlnkand
ri<lge hy tlu; olr1 llutlhist tm~k wldd1 l<•nd" toorn •lir<;ci.Jy
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to the Kotal, while the baggage winds its way slowly
along the graded road. A very early start is uslllllly
made on these first marches, as the heat, even in early
October, is severe towards midday. The view over the
Yusulzai plain from the Malakand, at sunrise, is most
imposing. Dargai nestles at the foot of the hills. The
groves of i\iardau can be seen beyond the Takht-i- Bahi
ridge, whose summit is crowned with tile extensive ruins
of a once flourishing Budhist city.* From the Takht-iBabi many fine specimens of Grecko-Budhist statuary
have been excavated at int<lrvals during the last six:ty
years. The outline of the Ol1erat hills is indistinctly
visible through Lhe yellow haze which foretells the approaching heat of another day. Near the summit of the Kotal
is the grave of " Ginger," a gentleman who distinguished
himself as a bold standard-bearer during the attack on
the iVIalaknnd, and who appeared to have a charmed life,
until, at last, a bullet laid him low. A fresh wind usually
blows across the Malaknud Pass, and we were glad to
descend the far side to North Camp, passing en route
suoh historica.l places ns Crater Camp and Gibraltar
Hill. From the camp itself can be seen tile spot where
Major Taylor was shot, while making his gallant sortie.
The whole country-side te;Jms witl1 memol'ies of the 1895
and 1897 troubles. In 1895 the M:alakand was taken
by assault, after having been shelled for five hom'!!. On
thnt occasion the tribesmen were tempted away by a.

* See picture
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feint towards the Shshkot, which is a pass further to the
east, leading across the mountains into Swat. North
Camp played an import~nt part in the events of the 1897
outbreak. It is a grateful haven of refuge for the Chitral
Relief Colunm; and here, for the first time during the
march, existence, with only eighty"pmmd tents as a
protection Jrom the fierce sun, is endurable.
The ma:rch to Chakdara is an easy one. A gentle
descent leads to the valley of the Swat River. Amandara
Pass, near which the Guides Cavalry made their famous
charge, is passed on the way. The Swat River is orossed
by a substantial iron bridge, from the further end ofwhich
rlaes the fortress of Ohakdara looking from a little distance
not unlike a great battleship. A halt of one day is usually
made here, which affords an opportunity for fishing in the
river, or shooting c!dcore on the surrounding heights.
About three miles distant up the valley lies Thana village,
which is worthy of a visit, not only on account of its
pioturesqum1esa, but for its historical interest. It was.
the first village to respond to the exhortations of the
Mad Mullah, and so became the birthplace of the
Great· Pathan Revolt. Thana still retains a bad
reputation, and ugly wounds are constantly beiog brought
in :from there for treatment . in the Chakdara hospital.
Next to fighting and quarrelling, the chief occupation
of its inbabitanta is the weaving of the well-known
Swati blankets. These are hanclaome woollen rugs ol
a· deep maroon colour, ornamented in blaok, green and

white.

--PATRAN BORDERLAND.

From the archreological
point of view, . the upper
'
part of the Swat Valley, above Thfl.llll,, is full of interest.
It contains a great number of stwpas, which, owing
to t.he unfriendly attitude o! the Swatis, are never likely
to be explored. During the 1895 ocmtpation, however,
most of these topes and ruins were mapped ; but time
and funds admitted of only one or two being excavated.
These were found to contain great quantities of coins and
statuary, bearing unmistakable signs of Grecian origin.
One building, in particular, which had apparently been
added to by Budhists and Hindus successively, was without doubt a Greek temple. JL was a square building,
supporting a hemispherical dome. Two ionic pillars upheld
the archway, through which the shrine was entered. The
entire porch and the pillars have been removed to the
British l\iuseum. In this temple were found several Greek
lamps, and two statues, the one of a Greek dancing
girl, and the other of a Greek soldier, fully armed. Atl
important find in one· of the topes was a frieze, illustrating
the life of Budha. The last scene depir.ted the o.remation
of The i\iaster after his d~ath. A large subterranean
monast<Jry was also explored ; and during wme excavations, the working party came by accident upon a tomb,
Through the small hole made by a pickaxe, the out.line
of a shreuded figure with its arms folded, and its head
turned on one side, could be distinguished ; but as soon
as light and air got into the grave, the figuxe collapsed
into an outline of thin dust. From this tracing, the body
was found to measure five feet, seven inches.· The best of
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too exncting duties of picqueting the adjacent heights.
The heights by t!1e way, acco1-ding to the Levies'
estimation, consist of nny lrillocks not more thnn twenty
yards from the road. Dressed in their white uniforli!B and
belts, and wearing their hair in exaggerated sidelocks,
they lounge about tl1eir !JlUd forts looking hardly less
ferocious tl1an their zam?indar brothers.
A few miles beyond Chakdara, the road, now no
longer metalled, turns abruptly to the west and enters.
the Ueh Valley which terminat<Js in the Katgola Pass
(3,000 feet above sea-level) ; and beyond this point thereopens out the fertile vale of Talash. 1'here are some
shady chenar trees at the head of this low pass, and we ·
halted lwre for a while to have breakfast, and to examine
the extensive ruins which cover the lrills to the south.
for a distance of several miles. Indeed, there seen1s
every reason to believe that the Talash Valley is olai!Sio
ground, and that the ruins are those of the <>noient city of
l\Iassaga, which Alexander the Great destroyed on his
w~ty to India. Aceot·ding to Arriau, Alexander divided
his .forces into two armies at KbpMne or K6phes (Ca.bul).
Onc-l1alf marched by the direct route through the Khyber
to Peucelaotis (Peshawar). Thence it advanced and cross·
ed the Indus. '!'he exact point at which the Greek mmy
crossed that river is much disputed. Some believe it was
at Nilab, and others are in favour of Attock. A native
tradition holds that Sikundar crossed from Amb to
Darband in Y usufzai. This supposition would strengthen.
the theory of Abbott who locat<)S the famous rock Aornos.

OIDTRAL·

neM reli~s lu1ve been plnce<:l in va,rioUil m11Sonms. In m~ny
of the Swat ruins, as well us in those of Yusnfzui, the
use of the Gothic arch is frm1uont. Architcc,turo had
reaclwtl a high stnnuartl even in those ancient days,
<mtl tho Sf!uare, the pyramitl nnd the hemisphere are all
ropreHcntcrl.
Clu1kdara is the lnst outpost ol civiliz<1tion. Beyond
this 11oint various military prcctLutions, stlCh as erecting
srmgrtH antl Jlicqneting heightq, have t<> he taken, and

tho tlny's march is never begun unt.il it is quito ligbt.
Along the road crowds of suspicions hut highly picturesquelooking, rnllians collect to wo,toh the coluum go by. 'l'lley
cany cartridge handolicril, and lire armecl to the teeth
with l<nivcs, swords and every imaginable kind of fire-arm.
'l'hcir rifles nrn pm·ticularly interesting, nnd range from
the mos~ antiquated old bhmdcrbusscs to more motlor11
weapons such us i\lnrtini-Hcnry's, and nn occasional
1Amtlon-nmdo sporting rille, doubtlcsa stolen from som<l
Suhib. :rJlC tough l>irlc Patlmn shields arc getting rare ;
Lut ns tltcy me no longer of uny use, their owmira can
u,;unlly be indncc<l to part with them for a few rupees.
'l'ltcse WtlyAitlo watchers are ohiclly zmnitular,q, though
many cut-thnmts nrc ordered down to the roud to be kept
under healthy ohsorvntion whilo the column is passing.
'l'bo rille in theHe pnrte cannot be discnrtlctl oven to follow
tim pcac.,ful occuprttion of Howing nnd ror1ping, hut mnst
be lwpt ever lumlly 4gnin~t 11 Htll'!lrise visit from th~

;luslmuw. Other goml-looldug devils nrc the Swnt Levies,
who, consoled with lwokak and clwrpoi, carry out their not

OHITRAL,
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in the l\Iahaban mountains, or of Cunningham who believes
that the position of the ruius at Ranigat, in the Swabi
district, agt'lles beet with the vague dcscriptious of Alexander's famous monumental altars. Alexander himself
marcbecl towards the same goal thl'Ongh the difficult
coUlltry of Kllllar, Bajaur, Swat and Buner. Curtius.
describes how " Alexander fording the Gurreus, entered
the country between it and the Suastus, the chief city
of which was Massaga. This was captu.red, but not
without considerable difficulty. Its garrison !ought with.
obstinate com·age till the dea.tlt of their leader, when
they surrendered and evacuated tl1e citadel."
"The scene of these occurrences," writes Bellew,.
" can, I believe, be recognised in the valley of Talash
where are extensive ruins of massive fortifications and
other buildings that are described as covering the surfee£ for some miles along the bl'OW of a steep range of
hills. These ruins are still called Guri, and tlte natives
have many legendary tales of Kafirs who built and dwelt
in them. They are on the sou.tlt side of the Talasb Glen,
aud eight or nine miles from the left bank of tlte Guro;us,
which, there can be no doubt, is the modern Panjkora,
whilst the Suastus is evidently the Swat stream. Th&
route from Bajaur, !l'Om the remotest ages, has been through
the 1'alash Glen over the hill pass on its northern boundary,*'
and down to the village of Shukowli on the bank of the
Panjkora River." On the fall o! Massaga, Arrian tells us

12
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that Alexander summoned Bazira and Ora, ·whieh Yigne
;;uggests, may be the ancient names of Bajaur and Darom
("perhaps the 'darmh,' or valley of Ora"). While he
was on the point of marching to Bazira, Alexander was
informed that Abissarus * had reinforcecl the garrison of
·Ora, and he, therefore, turned his attention to that place
£rst, and afterw~trds proceeded to Dyrta or Thyrm, which
is most probably the moclern Dir. Vigue makes a further
·suggestion which may be worthy of attention. "F:rom
Aornos, " he says, "Alexander i.~ said to have macle a
second incursion to the terl'itories of the Assacani, for
the pnrpose of getting some elephants, and arrived at
Dyrta which he found deserted. Dir is not more than
Jlve or six marches from Derabuncl (Darband on the
Indus); and the accounts I have heard of the Lowarai
Mountains behind it would justify an opinion that the
Aornos may he found at or near it." It may, however,
he mentioned that Yigne wrote the above remarks in about
1839, and had never himself visited the Lowarai Pass.
It is nevertheless not improbable that if Alexancler did
penetrate as far as Dir, he may have pushed on· over the
Lowarai Pass, which is only fifteen miles dist41nt.
There are other wayside objects of interest during
these early stages of the Chitral road. Large heaps
-of stones known as sludtiil or '"witness stones " are

*Abissarus is callc<l by Anian the u lOng of tlte Indian :Moun~
tainecra.H Hi:a territories proba.biy included HaZ{I.t'a nnd & part of·
Xushmh·, and he was a prince of as muc-h importance ns Porua or
'Taxiles. · He aiterwf!.rds mado peace with Alexander.
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to be seen beside tho path, upon which the Malwmedau sepoys throw a few pebbles as they pass. These
heaps mark the spot where a man has been murclered,
aud usually also cover his remains. It is not uncommon to come upon places where it is the custom for every
passer-by to pile up two or three stones, one UJlOU the·
other, to propitiate some spirit, or to commemorate some
event of local interest. There is such a spot in the Kohat
Pass, where travellers always collect a few pebbles in
remembrance of a b1·iile who was kidnapped on her wedding
day: The Patlmn cemeteries, which are met with very
frequently, are also worthy of notice. Tell slanting
slabs of stone protrude !rom the head and foot of the
graves, aucl in some cases are elaborately decora.ted with
carvings. Gay-coloured ll.ags llutt.er from poles and
bushes. The graves lie north and south, and the body
is placed on its side in a niche with the face tumed towards
Mecca. The niche, which is cut into one of the walls of the·
trench, is called the larllt. It is usually made sulllciently
high to allow the deceased to sit up during the first night of
interment, while the angels Nakir and Munkk are questioning him about his deeds in life. If there is not sufficient
time, or if the ground is too hard, to dig the lait/1,
the ·grave is called sromi. Usually the burial-ground&
are shaded by the thomy pal.(Jsa tree, and are l'llverently
called IC!utn-garh or "the House of the Khans." In.
Swat, it is said that the graves of the dead are not long
respeeted, and that they ate oftcc obliterated after a few
years by the plough. Amongst the Khattaks the opposite·
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is the case. A traveller, if on a horse, always dismounts
on passing a graveyard, and salutes the dead with a
11alam alicum. A study of the different kinds of tombs
throughout the Pathan districts is vel')' interestiJJg.
Amongst the trans-frontier Mohmands it is the custom to
-erect a head and a foot stone of grey sl1ale rock, which is
specially quanied for the purpose. These stones, w!tioh
resemble taU thin pillars, a,re often found standing
upl'ight ten and twelve feet above the ground. Excellent
-examples of this type of grave are to be seen in the Gandab
Valley and at Mutta Mogul Khel, near Shabkadar. A
similar kind is also found in parts of the Yusufzai Plain,
where there are stony hills in the neighbourhood. About
Peshawar the graves are composed of round stones, roughly
built together, The Muhamedzais of the Charsadda
<listriot a:re fond of working intricate geometrical designs
in black and white pebbles on the tombs of their dead.
The Tori and Seni Khattaks Pl\t up handsomely canecl
upright slabs. In the Kohat Pass the style varies in eaeh
eemetery. In some, tho grave is adorned with only
a couple of carved wooden pegs, about two feet high.
In others, there are little stones shaped like targets ;
but more often any rock, however rough, serves the
puqloso. In the case of Afl'idi cemeteries it is possible
to tell the sex of the occupants of the graves. Those
<>f tho men have two uprigl1t stones with the longer axis
placed parallel to the length of the grave. Thooo of the
women have three uprights, placed lengthwise aarose
the motmd. Children of both sexes have two stones.
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In the Kurram the horns of an ooria! are sometimes
placed on a tall pole amongst the tombs, and iu the Toehi
the ill-kept graves are hardly recognisable from the surrounding litter of rooks. It is remarkable that a very small
village oftan owns an extensive cemetery, and one is quite
at a loss to imagine how there oome to be so many dead
. people among such a small community. Although no
effort is made to keep tbe tombs in repair, or to preserve
them from the ravages of jackals and lizards, yet all
Pathans, and most Afghans, are always anxious ta find a
last resting-place in their own village IO~ctn·oath. It
is no uncommon thing to see a corpse tied to a clta'l'poi,
being conveyed a great distance back to ita own village
for bmial. I once met a. sepoy carrying his deceased
brother in a box, on a donkey all the way from Dera
Ismail Khan to Khuuda in Y usufzai. Where i& is neceBsary
to bury a dead man at once, a vow is often made to remove
the corpse "1thin so many months ; and after an expedition, sepoys very frequently go ba<)k to exhume the bodies
of their comrades killed in action. • From my own observations I am inclined to believe that Pathans are
afraid of passing graveyards at night, ancl even in broad
daylight they often sing loudly to keep themselves company,
On the other hand, I have heard that the village cemetery
is frequently used as a place of refuge in times of danger.
Two miles beyond the Katgola Pa.ss is Sarai camping ground, a dusty ploughed field surrounded by broken

*Aftel' the Mohmn.nd expedition oi 1908, the Mnlun.nnds refused
to allow rcletivoo to oome bn6k alld ·reclo.im their dood,
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sangas, the remains of the last year's camp. Hntd
by is n Levy Post, and behind this is a clump of trees
which gives a little shade. A motor-car has been driven
as far as Serai Levy Post, but Jrencefmwarcl the path
degenerates into a mere mormtain track. The ascent
to the Kamranai Pass (3,300 feet) is very stiff, and
there were constant checks along the column, which
on this narrow ,road was spread out to a length of six
or eight miles. However, from the summit we had a
superb view down into the Panjkom Valley. l\1mtdab,
the stronghold of lVIian Gnl Jan, the truculent younger
brother of the Khan of Dir, lies in a nulJ<ll; to the north·
east. The troops on their way to the relief of the belea·
guered ganison of Chitral, went up the Mnndah Valley.
It was on the hilh to the South-west that Colonel Batty
was killed in 1897, during the retirement of the Guides
to the bridge, which the suddenly rising river bad swept
away behind them. The descent to Khungai is alsO'
st<>ep, and the narrow approach to the oamp became
so congested with troops and transport, that it was two
or three in the afterncon before the rear-guard got in.
At Kbungai, which is also known as Sadu, Mian Gul
Jan, tire Khan of Munclah, came to pay his respects to.
the General. Mian Gul is the stormy petrel of these
parts, and spends most of his leisure hours ill making
war on his elder brother, Badshah Khan, the Khan of
Dir. On this occasion he was accompanied by an escort
of his own cavalry, as picturesque a body of cut-throats
as ever existed. They were all armed to the teeth, and"
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wore extravagant lmiforms and velvet eoats heavily
ornamented with gold lace, The harness ol their ponies
wru< covered with scarlet cloth, and most of the fittings
were of silver. Everything, even their gay, ill-tied turbans,
denoted swagger and dare devilry. The Khan of Dir
was also p~esent. The period during whieh the relieving
column is in Dir territory is regarded as a time of truce. In
his courtly maaner and quiet dress, the Khan was a
striking contrast to the sulky Mian Gul Jan, who wore a
costly black astrachan uuiform. In the afternoon our troops
gave a display of machine gun practice against some
targets. Aftenvards the maxims were allowed to traverse
over a dry ploughed field, which was soon hidden in a clottd
of dust. It was a study to watch the faces of the spectators. The entertainment conclntled by bringing a mountain
battery into action, and bursting a few shells on a distant
mo1llltain side.
Mian Gul reflliled to be present anywhere with his
brother, and was .therefore allowed to watch the display
in solitary grandeur from a neighbouring tower. After
a short interview with the political officer, who, I believe,
fuld him to behave himself better, he rode away at SUilset
to his own fort at Mundah, acoompsuied by his picturesque
followers.
The march along tho valley of the Panjkora occupied
the next three days. A few stunted chenars were to
be seen here and there, and at intervale we ·passed strips
of cultivation, irrigated by small canals, taken out from
the river. O~herwise, except for a rampant growth
E, PB
2
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of ilex, nothing but a waste of boulders and dreary
mountains met the eye. On the fourth day from Khungai,
we crossed the Panjkora at Chutiatan by a wira bridge,
nnd ascended for a few miles along the right bank of the
Dir stream to Dir. Here, situated on a low hill, is the
'
stronghold of Badshah Khan.
The fort has three towers,
each surmounted with a loopholed fighting-top. It is
composed of mud and stone, interspersed with Jaye1·s of
wood. A salute of gtms was fired from it as the hruul
of the column entered the valley. The vale o£ Dir is well
cultivated, and numbers of ohenars i>l'(l scattered about it,
so that its greenness is refreshing after the wet~rying
aridity of the Panj kota. The little town of Dir occupies
a steep khuil abreast of the fort. Its crazy huts are built
one above the other, so that the roof of one forms the prom·
enade or front garden of the one above. A good deal
of rice is grown in the valley. In a small enclosure we
found the tomb of Mahomed Sharif, the late Khan of
Dir, who, together with the famous Umra Khan, played
so consipcu.ous a part in the local politics in 1895.
Henceforth we entered the region of higher mountains. The marches were short, but there was a goa<f
deal of climbing to be done .. The scenery for the first
time since leaving Nowshera becomes beautiful. Grassyelopes and pine-fringed precipices rise imposingly from
the narrow valleys, and entirely shttt them in. At
Mirga, there is hardly spliCe t<> piteh a large camp ; and so
enclosed is the gorge, that there are less than six houxs
<>!sunlight in the day. Twilight in October sets in at B-30
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Mirga
bas an elevation of about 7,000 feet. Directly ahead is
the Lowarai Pass, 10,200 feet. It is the chief obstacle
of tho march, und an eaTly start has to be made. The
distance from :l.firgn camp to tho summit of the pass is
live miles all(\ tho 1·iso in elevation is about 3,200 feet.
It is a stiff pull for the transport mules. Soon we were
well into tho region of pines, whose dark-colouring con·
trnstcd strikingly with thn pink masses of mountain
which towcro(l a]Jen!l. Everywhere were traces of last
winter's avalanches, wlwse melting rcmai!lll still (in mid
October) lay in tho vnlloy, and whose track down the
hill·si<lo was tracoablo by the debris of aplintemd trees.
'rhe pine zone hero extends from 7,1300 to 9,000 feet.
Presently we toiled over a spur and entered the pa•s
proper. Another two milM brought \lS to the summit
of Uto ridge, from which Jlosition we got !\ fine view of the
Hindu Kush and tho valley of the Cbitral river. Here a
hult wns mnde for breakfast, and we tried to distinguish
from nm011g tho sea of snowy 11enk•, the great ranges of
Shmu1ur, Mustngh nnd Snrikol, upon wllich meet the
three Empires ol India, Afghanistan and China. At this
point the Metbnr of Obitrnl, Shujn-ul-Mulk, met tho Politionl
Officer and comlucted l1im down into Chitrnl tmitory.
'.rlw descent of 2,800 feet tltrough tl1e pines to Zinrat is
tlown 11 steep ~ig-Y.ng rmth. l'hia valley is oitcn 40 feet
deep in snow in \vintor, nml evidence of nvnlanchca wna
cvcrywl1ore visible. At one place, about a quarter of a
1nilo !rom tl10 pa!lll, on rwnlanohe swept down on th~
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and a long, chill, wintry evening follows. Mirga.

has an elevation of about 7,000 feet. Directly ahead is

the Lowarai Pass, 10,200 feet. It is the chief obstacle
of the march, and an early start has to be ·made. The
distance from Mirga camp to the summit of the pass is
five miles and the rise in elevation is about 3,200 feet.
It is a stif! pull for the transport mules. Soon we were
well into the region of pines, whose dark-colouring contrasted strikingly with tbe pink masses of mountain
which towered ahead. Everywhere were traces of last
winter's avalanches, whose melting remains still (in mid
October) lay in the valley, and whose track down the
hill-side was traceable by the debris of splintered trees.
The pine zone here extends from 7,500 to 9,000 feet.
Presently we toiled over a spur and entered the pa•s
proper. Another two miles brought us to the summit
of the ridge, from which jJosition we got a fine view of the
Hindu Kush and the valley of the Ohitral river. Here a.
halt wns made for breakfast, and we tried to distinguish
from among the sea of snowy peaks, the great ranges of
Shandur, Mustagh and Sarilml, upon which meet the
three Empires of India, Afgha.ni~t;~n and China. At thls
point the Methar of Chitral, Shuja·ul-Mulk, met the Political
Officer and conducted him down into Chitral territory.
The descent of 2,800 feet through the pines to Ziarat is
down a steep zig-zag path. This valley is often 40 feet
deep in snow in winter, and evidence of avaln.nohes was
everywhere visible. At one place, abont a quarter of a
mile from the pass, an avalanche swept down on the
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Methar's party some years ago. Fifteen men and 22
ponies were overwhelmed, and the Methar himself had a
narrow escape. A few years ago the " relieved " regiment
expressed itil satisfaction at quitting Ohitral territory
by making ita band play on the top of the pass. The
vibration of the music brought down a great mass of
snow which blocked up the road, and buried some of the
men. None of these ilangers, however, beset the Reliefa
iu Oct<>ber, though on the return journey eonsidexable
difficulty is sometimes experienced, if the winter happens
to be an early one.
The difference between the inhabitant<~ of the southern
slopes of the Lowarai mountains and those of the northern
is very marked. We had now left behind us the truculent
Pushtoo·speaking races. The Ohitralis belong to the
same Dard family as the people of Astor and Gilgit,
whom they much resemble in appearance. Their dress
consists of thick dark-coloured smocks and pants, and a
cloth waistband. They swathe their feet in rags and
wear putties and Alltori roll-up caps, which (like the
Gilgitis) they frequently doeorate with yellow and purple
flowers. Their complexion is pink and olive, and their
hair is worn in a fringe four inches long round the neck and
ears. The Chitralis are a timid race, and h1we always
suffered violence at the hands of their warlike Pathan
and Afghan neighboms. They are, however, keen sportl!·
mon. Hawking is a favourite pasj;ime. Polo, shooting
the popinjay, dancing and other games are constantly
indulged in in Chitral.
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The camp at Ziarat, where the supporting troops
remained for ten days, while the relief of the garrison
of Ohitral t<>ok place, was situated in a grand pine forest,
at a height of 7,400 feet above sea-level. Imposing
precipices frowned dow11 upon the narrow valley. A
fall of snow 1vhitened the Lowa:rai on the evening after
we had croose.d it, Huge log fires were kept blazing
day and night, and aronnd these the Pathan sepoya and
the Kafir coolies danced after dark. On our arrival,
Ziarat was connected up with Killa Drosh by telephone.
During the first evening a rille was let off accidentally
in camp: The news was transmitted by a sepoy working
the telephone to Killa Drosh. Thence it was reported
to Ohitral, and by the early rooming anrious rnoosages
from Simla were received asking for details of the attack on
our camp.
But Chitral is forty•Iive miles fm:ther on. l;Jnder
the escort of a couple o£ Chltrali Levies-who carried
their loaded rifles pointed at our heads with the utmost
uncon<j"rll all the \'l'ay-a s:rnall party of us pUBhed on
to Killa Drosh, where the about-to-be-relieved regiment
treated UB to that open hospitality which ia only to be
found in such isolated places. On the second night
we stopped in the comfortable rest-house at Gariat.
The .following morning we crossed the Chltral river by a
frail win; bridge which spanned a chasm some hundred
and fifty feet deep. Ancl now the scenery was truly
Central Anian. A thousand times more blenk and barren
was it than the Panjkora, but it possessed a boldness
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and magnificence which filled one wilih unbounded admira·
tion.
Half way between Gariat and Ohitral we came upon
the village o£ Ayun, which proved to be a gorgeous oaais
in the treeless valley. Its chenars, walnuts and pomegranates, its sparkling streams and grassy lawns, would not
have been unworthy of Kashmir itself.
Arrived at Ohi!lral, we fust partook of the hospitality
of the inmates of tbe Fort; and learned from them what
objects to see. We visited the old Fort, now the residence
of the Methar, about which cling the memories of that
gallant and stern defence which in 1895 established British
prestige on the soutbe1'n slopes of the Hindu Kush. The
Fort is surrounded by gardens, in which the l\letbar bas
two tennis cpurts. The famous Water Tower c~tn. now
only be looked at from a distance, since it forms a portion
of the private apartments. No trace remains of the
trench, which was formed by the blowing up of the mine,
The Chitral river sweeps round two sides of the Fort, and
there are groves of trees on the remaining two sides.
The bazaar is full of interest. In it are found varied
types of huma,nity. Badakshanis, Gilgitis, Hauzas, N agaris,
Punialis, Pathans, Kafirs and Chitralis all rub shoulders
in its single street. We visited Baird's grave, a sadly
dilapidated and uncared-for monument of the siege.
They pointed out the nt<llall in which he was shot. CapWn
Bah-d was frrst buried beside the gateway of the old Fod,
but when the :M:ethar again took up his residence there,
it was found desirable to remove the remains to their present
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resting-place. It is a curious fact that, after a period of
two years, the body was almost intaot. The same thing
was found te have occurred quite lately in the case of a lady,
whose relMins were exlmmed in Gilgit for removal to
India. The rarity and dryness of the atmosphere in
these high regions, seems to preserve the tissues of the
body from decompollition for a rema:rkably long time.
Tho valley in which Ohitral lies is little more than
two miles wide. It is shnt in by high reddish mountains, whose bases are hidden in gre.at shelving slopes
of shale, which only an experienced mountaineer can
negotiate. The new Fort is at the southern end, and
below it a suspension bridge, 87 yards long, spans the
river. The bazaar, the Methar's Fort and the Polo
grounds are about two miles further up. The magnificent snowy dome of Tiriah Mil' filla up the end of the
valley, and thrusts its dazzling whits head 25,000 feet
into the turquoise vault of the Central Asian hea.vens.
The country folk have strange legends regm·ding this peak.
They say it is gua.rded by fairies and spirits, and that
anyone who attempts te olimb it goes ma(l.
On the day following our arrival we called on the
Political Oflioor, passing en foote the graves of Aman·
ul-Mulk, and his two ill-fated sons, Af:ml-ul-Mulk and
Nizam-ul-l\1ulk. During our stay in Chitral a game o£ polo
was arranged for our entertainment. At sunset we
repaired to the polo ground full of interest, to see the game
played in its primitive form. A goodly orowd had collected. Shalo.zeda Lais was pointed ont to me as being the

I
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chie:f religious leader of the country. The Wazir was
present, but the Methzr was not in Chitral. One.fellow
in the crowd wore a Royal Humane Society medal. He
gained it by pluckily attempting to rescue a drowning
man from tho Cbitral river. Among the players was the
i\Iethar's ltulf-brother, one of the seventeen sons ol Amanui-:Wiulk. A band consisting of smnais,* tom-toms and
kettle-drums, played without ceasing all through the game.
Their efforts reached a climax whenever a goal was scored.
There were many curiolll! rules to the game. When a
goal was made, the captain of the opposite pa,rty carried
the ball in his hand at full gallop, and struck ih forward·
from tl1e middle of the ground. There were here and
there a few hillocks and ditches, but they did not seem to
signify much. The ponies were left to deal with sooh
obstacles as they liked, and they certainly justified the
oonfidence placed in them. The Methar is a good rider
and often plays. I was told that ·whenever he fell off
it was a point of etiquette tl1at all the other players should
also fall off some time during the game. The play was fast
and reckless, and in most of its details resembled the polo
which I have witnessed in Ladakh and Baltistan. A
new polo ground has quite recently been laid out in Ohitral.
At the oonolnsion of the game, the vanquished team
had to dance before the winners.
Mterwards followed Ohitrali and Kafu dances.
The men of Obitral aro passionately fond of dancing,
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though during tho lust few years tho practice has been
diecournge<l by tho Mothw:, who considers it an unmanly
pastime. The Knfirs' dancing was a poor performance
consiaLing of n sort of jig accompanied by whistling and
clapping of hands. In their own country their dances
nrc said to be most elaborate and I>icturesquo. Tho
Kafira arc rm unforhumtc race, who hnva been much
persecuted by tho Amirs of Afghanistan, who have taken
considcmble interest in converting them to Islmn. Tl10so
wo saw in Ohitrnl were practically slaves of tho 1\fethar
and !mel loft their 0\\1! homes partly to look for work
ancl pa1·tly to escape being forcibly converted. They
occupy n vast extent of country to the West and North
of Chitrnl. Tlm transfer of Kafiristan to the dominions
of Afghanistan took place during the early part of tlw
reign of tho late Amir Abdur Rnbmon. The country
was taken after a lmrd struggle, nnd the Knlirs <lispluycd
considerable bravery in ilolandbtg their native mountnin•.
I do not doubt but that the Knllrs we mot in Chitrul were
not a fair !lllmplc. 'J:Itcy certainly put up n. spirited rchollion against the Afghn.ns in 19Ill shortly nftor the mmdor
of Amir Habibullah. Sir T. Holdich Apcaks highly of
tlwir inclepcndcncc and their mnny manly chnrac!{lristics.
Tho entort~inmcnt concludcil wi~h n display of 'l.'ambuk,
or shooting the' Popinjay.' An explosive gcmrcl wa~ tied
to n high pole. ~rile cmnpetitor~ rodo pu•t nt full gallop,
and fired at it wiult a Hhot gun. 'l'lte [cat nppMn:d tn
require a good clcnl of skill, but. the MoMmr'a lmH-brntbor
provocl himself 11 very excellent sl10t, nnd frcqtton!ly
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exploded the gourd. What tho Chitralis lack in personal
bravery, they make up for to a certain exoont in being good
Sportsmen, and they ]JOSSflSB many OWIJ.'acteristics which
the Englishmen in the valley would find pleasing, if mme
intiUlllte relations were encouraged. Unfortunately, tho
feeling agaillJlt the garrison is rather unfriendly, and thooe
Chitralis wlto have any dealings with Europeans are subject
· to all manner of petty persecutions.
At the invitation of the Wazir, we partook of refresh·
ments in his quarters in the Fort after the entertainment.
Two quaint old guns stood in the gateway, and in the
courtyard were displayed a number of markhor and ibex
heads. I also saw two avis poli horns, which I was told
were picked up on the Pamirs.
I do not think I shall easily forget the Chitral Valley
as seen in the gathering dusk from the walls of that historic
fort. The ehenar trees, and the tangled mass of pet~mias
in the garden below, the Ohitral river racing by, and tlw
sublime snows of Tirioh Mir flushed with the last rays of the
setting stm, all combined to form a soe;ne of surpassing
grandeur and beauty.

I
CHAPTElt II.
YusuFzAr.
Mardan-Rook inscriptions-A strange relic-An carhhqualcc-Autumn

fever-Tho Yusufzai plain-Ranigat-An ·old Subadar-:Ma.jorHot springs-A money.lendor's gravc-Takht-i-Bahi-FormerOivilization-Sari Bahlol-Jamalghnri-Thc 1\falnkand CanalKashmir-Smuts-A primitive meal-Glmlam Hn.idar Khan-Tho
Yusufzais-Their Wandorings-Pathnn occupation of tho Pesha.~
War Vale-Settlement of tribes,

LET us now return to Mardan, and tour through. the
country of the Yusufzais. There is not anotb.er district
in the North-West Frontier Province so full of interest,
from tb.e archreological point of view, as this. The ruins
of ancient Budhist and Hindu cities, which are scattered
broadcast about the plain and the neighbouring hills,
give special charm to every march. The Yusufzaia
themselves are a pleasant and cheery race, whose hospitality
is proverbial. Although on occasions isolated for weeks
a_t a time from the society of Englishmen, I seldom had
cause to feel dull or lonely while travelling amongst them.
They are vivacious and amusing companions, always
ready for sport, or an excursion. They have an established
and recognised gentry, many of whom have built and
furnished rest-houses for the special uso of Europeans.
They make their visitors heartily welcome, and invariably
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regale them with tea and refreshments on their arrival.
I have heard the sincerity of their motives questioned,
but personally I am inclined to thfnk that we are often
over-suspicious, and too ready to look for some hidden
meaning, where none exists. I am sure my host of Kundah,
Subadar-i\Iajor Kushal Khan, late of the 55th Coke's
Rifles, whose guest I remained for some days wbile
recruiting Yusufzais, could have had no ulterior motives
for !lis hospitality. It was with real regret that, two
months later, I heard of his sudden death.
i\Iardan itself lies amongst groves and gardens. Its
·trees radiate from it in all directions along the various
roads. Its comfortable btmgalows are the result of the
settled existence of their owners, and may well raise
·envy in the hearts of those of us who are wandeJers all our
lives in India.
Of the monuments of Yusnfzai, none are of greater
arehruological value than the two rock inscriptions on
the lJills, a quarter of 11 mile to the south-west of the
village of Shah!Jazgarhi. The longest of these inscription• is on the face of a block of stone, which has fallen
in past ages to its present position. The writing, which
·occupies n space o£ some twenty-four feet long by ten
broad, is still fairly dear. It is an edict of the great
Budhist King Asolm. Fifty yards from it is a smaller
inscription, now surronudecl by a low wall, which has been
-erected for its protection. It is a repetition of Asoka's
" 'l'olcmtion Edict" (No. XII}, which in the following
worJs inculcates forbearance towards all religious views : -
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" A man must not do reverence to his own seot by dis para·
ging that of another man for trivial xeasons. Deprecation
should be for adequate reaS<llll! only, becmme the sect of
'
other people is deserving of reverence for one reason
and another, etc." It is supposed that the edict decrees
the good treatment of animals and also gives the names
of contemporary kings ; but I am unable to say whether
this is tho case or not.
These edicts are believed to have been writt<~n about
B. 0. 250, on the establishment of Budhism in the Peshawar
Vale. Shahbazgarhi is supposed to stand on the site
of the ancient city of Po-ln-sha, which the Chinese pilgrim,
Huien Tsiang, visited and desoribed in A. D. 640. Frag·
ments of carved stones and low ruins still cover the gr<mnd.
Near the rook inscriptions is a hollowed out boulder, which
appears w have boon the cell of an ascetic. Tho edicts
ru:e written in Karoshthi or Syrian. These oharaoters
were introduoed in about B. 0. 500 from Bt~bylOll, by
Darius, son of H.ystsspes, who is said to have conquered
this part of India. The Peshawar valley wru; probably
under Persian or Mesopntamian rule until the advent nf
Alexander the Great in B. 0. 326. According to the
translatibn of the Pseudo Oallistlu;ne;; from the Syrian
text, DariWJ, King Of Babylon, applied for help to his
val!l!al PorUJ!, the King of the Indians, to stern tho advance
of Alexander. Porll8 actually started with 'an army,
and only retired on hearing of the defeat and death of
D11rius. The ccilll.try folk have a. eu:rions superetition
wiili :regard to these two irumriptions. They believ;e
'
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them to be wri~ten in a now unintelligible language, and
imagine thut they have reference to the whereabouts of a
great golden horse, whi~h is buried bene~th ~".hill. But
evmt if these Patbans could read the mscr1pttons, they
would be incapable of comprehending the lofty philosophy
<lf their Badbist predecessors.
About a mile from the village of Rustum, is a curious
•emi-circle of tall upright pilblrs, which st~nd ten or
twelve feet above the ground. Stumps of stones and
fallen pillo.rs, now deeply embedded in the tud, show
that the eh'Cle was originally a complete one, and that
its diameter was not less than 19 paces. The monument
Yery much resembles a Druid relic, but there is nothing
to lead one t<> snppose that hm·lzontal boulders ever
rested 011 tho uprigltts. It is within sight of, and only
nine miles distant from, Ranigat. This latter ruin, ae
hns "!ready been mmttioned, is supposed by Cunningham
to be tl!e site ol Alexander's Aornos. ~'he nearest hills
from which the pillars could lmve been quarried, are a
milo mvay and the task of transporting the blocks to their
present site must have been a feat worthy of Alexander
himself, and could only have been undertalcen for some
important purpose. Tho pillars are deserving of expert
arehroologieal inspection. Since no other known locality
corresponds with the description of the Aornos as given
by Herotl()tos, the cl!'im of this spot to being classic
ground may be ns strong as that of any other. The local
tradition witll regard to the pillars Is curious. It is said
that ages and ages ago (" Agle Zamanall men "), a psrf>y
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of women were chased hy thieves. They pmyed to God
for deliverance, and aa an answer were all turned to atone,
much, no doubt, tc the disgtlllt of the pursuers t>nd
purstmd alike.
Swabi is the chief village o£ the district of tho same
name, and I spent a few days thorn in the comfortable
Tahsil bnngnlow. A severe cruthquake occurred during
the early hours of the morning of th<l 24th of October
1908, which woke up tho whole town, 'rho oscillations
lasted for nearly fifty aeoomls, during which tlw Talulil
buildings crMlwd and groaned, and a min of cement
and white-wash fell from tho roof. The disturbance
was felt in KMhmir and Cabnl, nnd did considomhla
damage in Samarlmnd. At almost precisely tho same
hour on the following morning, nn even more alarming
succession of shooks, lasting over a minute, brought
tho villagers running out again into tho <l!l.dmoss, nnd
some of them rofusml to return to their houses until dnwn,
Tho autumn is nn exceedingly unhealthy aeuson in
Yusufzui, and o. malignant fovor gets a firm grip amongst
tho penso.ntq, and carries · o.O: many vicMms. H was
quito !llld to see tho people digging graves in almost cvm·y
cemetery tlmt I passed. The excellent system of distri.
buting anna packota oi quinine through tho postmnstera,
which has proved ~o benelieio.l in certain districts, Jma
not been introducc!lll(lre, tbougl1 the people would willingly
buy medicine. 1\frmy applicntions were mu<lo to me
for quinine. lb is a pity tlmb something is not dono to
check this autumnl\l fever, us its cficcte must tend seriously

i.
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to deteriorate the physique of the rural population, who
arc so far a line race, and who supply tho ranks of the
Indian Army with many good sepoys.
The Yusufzai plain is very flat, am1ls little broken up
by '"'llahs. In many parts the country is under cultivation,
which is. especially luxuriant in the vicinity of the
villages. •rho clay soil is remarkably fertile wherever
it is properly watered. The great tracks of submontano
uplands arc, however, quite unproductive. It is to
irrigate, and so bring these deserts under cultivation, that
the Malalmnd canal was co!lBtruct.ed. Large dntanhed
hills, eight or nine hundred feet high, crop up here and
there, either as single mounds, or in small mnges. Of
these the Takht-i-Bahi Ridge is the most extensive. Ou
the north the plain is bounded, by the mass of mountains
of Swat, Buner and the Mahaban. The country is at
present dependent for its water·supply on rainfall
and on a few wells. Maka.i (Indian·corn) and johwart
(millet) are tho two most important crops. Very lithle
baj1·a (spiked corn) is grown, and tho cultivation of cotton
is incorisiderablo. Of the minor crops the most important·
are sl111rs/ta.m, a plant used as fodder for cattle, and as a
vegetable ; end kunzalal;, a small bean, whose seeds
are employed in the manufacture of sweets (raories}, and
from which also oil is extracted. There are a number
of kmw.llal1 oil presses, worked by bulleoks in Peshawar
city, near the Gor Khatri.
Whilst in the 'l'iciuityof Kalu. Khan I took the opportunity to ride out to the ruins of Ranig11t, whiah occupy
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a commanding position on the Khudu Khel hills, a few
miles across the border, near the village of Naogram.
The inhabitants of Naogram are occupied almost entirely
in agricultmal pursttits. A couple of young fellows showed
me the way up the steep path, which ascends to the crest
of the ridge, some five hundred feet above the plain. On
the summit are numerous hollows and knolls, about
which are seattere'l the ruiru~ of a eity. Enormous round
boulders lie all about the place, and many of them are
hollowed out to form cells. 011e rock in particular is so
completely scooped out, that only a thin shell remains.
On the highest part of the ridge stands the Ranigat Stone,
which gives its name to the locality. It is a tall upright
boulder, and is the conspicuous land-mark of the countryside. There is a legend to the efl'eot that it was tho throne
of a Queen, \vho nsed to address her comt from it. Hence
the name the" Queen's Stone."
The structure of the buildings is even more solid, and
the blocks more regular, than is generally the case amongst
the ancient buildings of Y usufzai. They are here built
of granite, qttarried locally. As a rule; thin chips of
shale intervene bet\veen the big oblong stones, but in this
case the blO<Jks are so well cut that there are no interatioes
which require Jilling up. Qu,ntities of broken statuary
litter the ground, but it is all defaced, and the shepherd
lads, who are ieouoolaats by instinct, love to smash up
what little remains o:f the images. The spirit of.vand<>liam
is strong all over the Pathan hills, and it is only within
the last few y~o.rs that the people have begun to realise
~m
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tha,t these beautiful and exceedingly ancient Budhas have
their money value. Of the religion of which these monuments are a relic, they have no conception.
The most cmious and complete strnctme in Ranigat
consists of a square plinth, about twelve feet bigh, in
which are two vaulted chambers, entered by means ol
massive archways. The larger of these chantbers is t.n
or twelve paces in length. The further end is blocked
up with a mound of earth, and the place is now used as a
shelter for cattle.
A number of curious shafts, about twelve feet deep,
and of varying width, are found at R1tnigat. The biggest
is not more than four feet square. Archreologiscs have
expressed an opinion that these shafts were used for
storing grain. The natives ridicule the idea, and declare
that they were wells ; and I am inclined to agree with them,
There are no other traces of a wator.supply, and the pit•
are sunk in the lowest hollows. A shaft of that depth,
carefttlly faced with w;anite all the way down, must havo
been difficult to sink, and its extraordinary narrowness
would have made it capable of holding only a limited
amount of grain, Iu one of the shafts I found the bones
of a camel. The wretched animal had fallen in and died.
OI the history of Ranigat but little is known. We
can only suppose that it belongs to the same period as
all the rest of the Bndhist ruins of Yusufzai ; or we may
imagine, if it so pleases us, that this is indeed the place
where Alexander built the Aornos. There is a native
tradition that Bagrum (the ancient site of_i Peshawar)
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Sita H~m (on tho Indus ner.r Topi), and Nnogram (whiclt
ia Ranigat) wore buill; by three ln:otlJcrs, ancl named afoor
them.

Topi is n village not far from the Indus, ancl situated
at tho foot of the l'ifahaban mountains. I was entertainocl there by the Khan, Mohamed Umar Klum, o. dear
little fellow of five or six, whoso fat]Jcr lm,d ilied n couple
of years helme. lie beluwecl uilmirubly at tho menl
lw hntl had preparecl for me, although a bo.ncl of dcvotell
groy-beo.rds were doing their host to spoil l1im.
I also nccoptod tho hospitality of Subadar Major
l'ilansur Kho,n, lat<> of tl1o 21st Pnnjabis. He was nu
antiquarian in his way, and lmd collected mnny onrioua
local legends. He o.ssmcd me that okl coins and images
were constrmtly being found, and tlutt tl1ero were· many
fine ruins, notably tltoso o{ Banj, in tho lliahabnn mountains, across tho border, Stucco figmcs were Eomctimcs
dug up in To11i itaclf. He said that his father used to tell
ol o. camel ·driver who ]mel nccompanicd Ahma<l Shnl1 to
Indio,. 'flus camel driver clug out a handsome stilne
well from the sands of tho Inclns, wllicll he romcmberccl
IJaving nsocl in his own c!lildlwotl. 'l'ho olil Subndar
lltnjDl' knew all about Siktmdar, Jungiz Khan, Taimur
Long, Bahar, and other notable fignr~H in tho history of tlw
country, Mnnsur Khan cUed shortly after my visit from
the results o[ nu nUnok of the virulent (\Utnnmal fever,
already rcfermd to.
Thoro i• n spring in 1'opi wl1ioh is marked on the
map ns being hot. It comes np into a rcacrvoh beside
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the village mosque. I was inlo:rmed from several different
sources that in the hot weather the water is cold, and that
in cold weather it i• lwt. In winter, it is said, dense
clouds of steam are given off. I saw it in October, while
tho weuthor was still warm, and I found the waters quite
cohl then. Them is said to be a spring at Tsappar Khel
in the Jowaki country, which behaves in the same
w:~y.

1'hcre are copious springs too in Meui, a pretty little
village some three miles distant from Topi. The 1-ida
there is a pleasant one, and the view ove:r the low Gadun
hills, to tho Malmban mountains, is very fine. On the
way, I passed a shal!id, or memorial heap, over the
grn\·e of a man, wl10, in his life-time, 4ad been an ext<>rtimmte money-lender. Every passer-by threw a handful
of stones on t<l tho pile, and muttered a curse as he did so.
The money-lender lmd a more imposing slmldil than
many n saint can boast of.
The most aceessible as well as the most bnportani;
Undhisli ruin in Yusulzai, is that of the Takbt-i-Balri,
whioh is only about six miles north of Mardan. It stands
higl1 above the plain on the extremity of a low and broken
range of hills, whieh is an offshoot from the main mass
of the Burrer monntaiJLs. Takht-i-Bahi means, "the bill
of springs." 'rherc nrc two springs on the summit of the
ridge, and others at its base. Tho drying up of these is
an example of the failing of the natural water-supply
of the vale, which has been remarkaply rapid even in
recent times. It is stated in one of the leading worka on
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tho Yusulz:ll country, tlw.t the valley has always been

as dry as i& is now. In :refutation of this statement
mention may be made of the failing of tbo springs at
Takht-i-Bahi, Jamalgarhi and olaowl•ore, in our own
day. There is besides abundant evidence that the vale
was formerly very well watered, and even swampy in
parts ; and that originally it was .a lake bed. . At tbat
period the deep layer of rich surface clay was deposited·
There was, until quite recent times, n large lake at Topi,
and the name " Ambela," which is an obscure Persian
word for rhinoceros, was probably derivccl from the fact
that those \'nimals frequented the swamps about Rlliltum.
The Emperm Babar in his memoirs mentions hunting
the rhinoceros in 1519 nenr the month of the Khyber
Pass, and these animals existed in the vicinity, until
the time of Albar.
The forme:r civilization of Yusnfzai was of eon.rse
a far higher one than now exfuts. The miserable mud
hovels in which the. popttlAtion of to-day is content to
live, compare very Ullfavou:rably with the massive walls;
graeelttl arches and finished domes of the Mcient Bndhiat
citJes, whose ruins &re sc,ttcred everywhere. The modern
Pathan with his miserable feuds illl£1 fanaticism now
treads Ullder foot the monuments of a wondm-ful religion
of which he Jw.s no conception. Tho reader who would
understa.ud something of the philosophy o:nc.e known i11
Yusufzai will find an aoc.ount of it in a chapter on Bucldhism.
in my Bw·mese EMhanlment, It was o. civilization
first introduoecl by the Greeks, subsequently improved •
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on'liy the Budhists, and fnrtl1er developed by th.e Hindus,

to ba finully destroyed, and utterly wiped out·of•existence,
The destrttctive ·conquests·· of Mahmml
of·Ghnzni in A.D. 1001 ancT 1004, and the subsequent
devastatiollil of Jangi~ Kh.an and·· Taimur I,ang in the
13th and 1-!th centuries, · reduced ·the once prosperous
nml povulous country t<J an absolute waste,· whore h<mlly
the catUe grazers tlared to venture. " By . this dreadful
series of events," writes Sir ·Richard Temple, "'there
camo about that which· the historians eloquently and
truly describe 'a ahivwreck of nations.' · There was not
only a dislocation but a disruption of sooiety. Morally
ns ivoll ils materially every rool; was torn up, every foundation dug out, every lundn:uirk swept away, everything
that pert~tinec1 t<> civilization was .tlung into a vortex of
barbarism. The damage then dono to countries, at that
time nniong · tl1efairost on earth, has proved irropareble
during the succeeding centuries." The period of desertion
must have lasted many generations to admit of the "garden
of India" as described by Fa liian degenerating into a
jungle <;i!pable of slwltering tigers and rhinoceros.
H i• a good climb to the summit· of the Takht-iIluhi, but the remains ·of the ·Bndhist causeway up the
southern slopa is still in n moderately good stat:e of preservation, Tho western end o£ tho hill' at th~ point where
it fall• to the plain forms a high knoll; which wa.S evidently
used as a dofousivc w.ork. On .the least steep sides, the
by lVIahomedans.
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mound is built ronnel with massive walls, which, though
eighteen or twenty feet high, do not project above the
summit of tho !moll. A little further, along the narrow
ridge, is tho tracing of a court-yard contllining rows of
cells along its inner walls ; and close by is the base of a.
'stupa.' The structure of the walls is the same throughout,
and is identical with that of Jamalghari, Chareadda ·
Kashmir-Smuts and Guri, tho supposed llfassaga. That
is to say, the spaces between the blocks of stoue are elabomwly filled in with thin wedges of shale. Afm probably
more than twenty centuries, tlto walls of Takht-i-Bahi
in places still stand twenty feet high, and the corners and
angles remain. quite true and well defined. Here and there
the coArse plaster, with which tl1e buildings were originally
covered, still adheres in patches to the walls.
A road six feet ivide winds along the crest of the
ri~e past some reservoirs, for some three hundred yards,
tlnd then leads down the northern slope to tho main
city, whose buildings come quite suddenly into view
Ruined aad decayed though these monuments of a departed
religion are, they still remain imposing and dignified
relics. They stand on a plateau some two hundred
feet below the top of the ridge, and on its northern faoo.
On three sides the pls.tean fulls away precipitously, and
is built round with vast masonry works, so that the outer
walls of the buildings along its edge, though standing
only from sixteen to twenty feet above tho level of the
plateau, are really ai:cty or seventy feet high, being in
feet a continuation of the mallllive masonry envelope
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which encases the cliffs. The effect is most imposing.
All the buildings on the central plateau appear to have
been devoted to religions pmposes, and though packed
closely together, form four distinct groups or courts.
The first of these is a square enclosure, with recesses for
images running round three of the walls. Some of the
niches are still domed, but none of the images remain standing. 'rho best of them have been recently removed to
tho Peshawar Museum. A low platform occupies. the
centre of the court.
~Ir. Spooner of the Archroological Department has
done much to rescue the ruin from its own debris, to
bttttrcss up tottering walls and domes, and to tidy up
the place generally. Thus, while Bellew in 1800 descended
into the seconcl enclosure by only six steps, and found
it an open space, one has now to go down ten sreps deeper
to the floor of the court, which is occupied by a ·number
of plinths of various heights. These, the traveller from
Tibet or Burma easily recognises as being the bases of
clwrtens or pagodas. iVIany of them still retain ornamental
panels. Thoro are fine recesses all round this court, which,
to judge from the fragments of gigantio limbs found
littered nbout, must have contained statues not less than
twelve feet high.* To the west is a subterranean passage
seventeen paces in length. It has an arched roof. Dark
cells, into which it would be unsafe to venture without a
"' Tho walla of these recesses lean in towa.rds each other. and
appf'ar to be copied from tho Scythian or Syrian arah. The same
strncturo is to bo found in the ruins of Babylon.
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lantern, open out from . each sidG of this underground
passage. The place, I imagine, was pl'Obably a: retreat
of meditation for the monks.
From the second ·comt a flight of half a dozen .steps
leatls up to a third enclosure, whose buildings are still
well preserved. The walls are at least five and twenty
feet high. Rows of cubicles, in which probably tho
mm1ks lived, .run roun(l its four sides. Of the .fourth
court, only the outer shell remains.
On either skle of the main plateau, and· separated
from it by shallow ravines, are other ridges, thicldy covered
with dwolling.placcs. Of these, many are two·storied,
with flights of stairs ascending the outer walls. Ornamental
niches and arched doorways again relieve the blank
spaces, and . testily to the refined taste of the former
nhabimnts.
Recent finds of statuary amongst the ruins of the
Takht-i-Bahi have dispelled the belief that its treasures
are exhausted. Even n1ore attccossful~ howevcrl have ,
been excavations at Sari-Baltlol.* Besides fine images,
a beautiful carved panel was found there. Unfortunately
it was smashed up during the night by the fsnatic11l
inhabitants of a neighbouring village. Tllo smtm>ry of
ancient Gandhara has a special interest. It was created
bY. the contact of Greek art with tl1e intense religious
outhusiasm then prevailing in Budhist. India. The
images of Buddha thus evolved, became the pwtotype of
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all Buddha images in Indi1>, Tibet, Burma, Ohina and
Japnn.*
Thoro is much that is of interest in the mins of the
city of Jrimalgarhi, which occupy a site on the same
ridge as the Takht·i·Bahi, but some miles further to
the cast. But, for fear of being wearisome on the subject
of .these deserted cities, I will only mention that ·on the
extreme summit of the hill is a circular oourt containing
t!m base of a stupa, and that from it a flight of steps leads
to other imposing buildings. In its detnils · Jamalgharj
rcse•itbles the 'fakht·i·Balti, though it is far more. dilapid ..terl. Its sit11ntion is, however, finer, and· from the ruins
the viow over tho Yusufzai plain, and to the mountains
of Swat ancl lluner, i• very pleasing.
· Proceeding to Kat!ang, I enjoyed several days of
clticore shooting in the neighbouring foot hills, and flushed
a good number of quail in the crops.
I was persuaded to make an expedition from Katlang
to tho famous caves at Kashmir·Smuts. This necessitated
n start at 3 o'clock on a moon-light morning. The caves
are situated higlt up amongst the Paja hills. At dawn
I renolwd Bobozai, where the :Malik, Gulam Haidar Khan
provided me with coolies and guides. A crowd of village~
nttnc]>e(l thmnsolves to me of their own accord, so that
we made a lmge and merry party.
A mile's walk along al1 execrable path, brought us .to
the mouth of a valley, whose head lies among the precipices
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of the :E'aja. Those mountains now towered above us to a
height ol several thousand feet. One of the chief attractions ol the excursion, to my mind, lay in tho almost
terrifying scenery of this wild glen. Vcry soon, we were
picking our way up a torrent bed, between naked anil
aiaister precipices. The usual shrub jungle of tho :E'athan.
'hill-side grew luxuriantly in the nuUa.h bed ; and higher
up we found sweetly scentccl jessamine. l'resontly; tho
path threaded its way across tho. face ol au ugly-looking
cliff: along a shelving ledge, not more then six feet broad.
Above 1lil rose a straight wall of rock, and below gaped a.
deep chasm.
Beyond this obstacle we again dropped to a millal•
bed, where invisible water was trickling noisily under
the bonlclers. I was much struck with tho beau&y of
this glen. Ivy, vines and other creepers covered tlu~
rooks and trees. The ravine was densely wooded, and
the smell of fallen autumn leaves doliciaus. Moreover, after the weariness produced by hard climbing,
it wa,s refreshing to enter gorg"s, where the sun'&
ntys can only p"netrate for au hour 0r so during . the
day, and where now th~ chill ancl gloom of dawn still
lingered. Steep grassy elopes rose on the one hand and
terrific naked precipiceg on the othe~. Clusters of palm
trees clinging to the steep walls greatly added to th<>
plea.sing effect. Along the very edge of the clifis stood
the ruined walls of a deooyed Budhist city. The castleof tlte wicked dragon, as depicted in the fairy books,
could scarcely have been more funtaatically situated.
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The cave of Kashmir-Smuts has its opening in the face
•of a precipice. The ascent up to it by a lHliTO\V and
much mined causeway was not pleasant ; and the dew!lllt
from it later was still less so, since in glancing down to find
.a footing, the eye could not ignore tho sixty fest al void
immediately below. The Aroltreological Department might
well expend a little money on restoring the broken causeway
which, in its present stste, has proved too difficult a climb
for a good many explorers.
The entrance to the cavern is through a natural
portal forty feet square. Here we lit our lanterns and
prepared plates and torches of magnesium powder, with
which the Manager of the J\tlayo Salt Mines had ldmlly
supplied me. The main cave is best described as being
one enormous chamber, with three turns in it, n is
,exceedingly lofty and spacious. The :first section is dimly
lit from the entrance arch. Along either wall lie tho
rnilll! of what appear to Jw.ve been the cloisters of monks,
who UBed the cave 118 their temple. A' deep cleposh
<Jf bat's dung covered the floor ; and great !locka of
bats and blue rock-pigeon, disturbed by our ontmnce,
fled silently to and frp beneath th"' high vaulted
:roof.

The turn to the soeond section brought us to inky
,darkness. The bright white blaze of the magllesium

flares <liselosed a broad flight of stone steps, witll a low
and semi-ruinous balustrade leading up tho centre of
the cavern, and disappearing round the next turning,
Beside us a stone tsuk, sixteen foot long by ten foe& wide
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and ten deep, stood empty and ruined. The floor of tho
eave shelved slightly upwards,
Mounting this stairway cautiously, we turned into a.
big lla.ll, faintly lit by a hole far, far up in the roof. A.
handsome and well preserved shrine stood in the middlo
of the shelving esrtl1y floor. A dim religious llgltt pervaded.
the vast chamber, suggestive of prayer and medituMon.
~'he place was, indeed, a perfect 1mtural catlledrul. I
could well imagine processions of bygone Lamas bearing
torc!tes, ascending the broad stairs, and. proceeding to th<>
· shrine in the hall beyond.
To the left more steps led to a side cave, which &Oon
bPAJame so low and confined that we were nearly choked
by the fumes from the torches, It has never been explored
to the end.
A legend that this tunnel has an exit in Kashmir, is
responsible for the name of " Kashmir-Smut<! " or
H

Kashmh:: caves. 0 *

On leaving the gloomy cavern I halted for an hour
on 11. plateau across the glen, and hod breakfast amongst
the ruins of the city. A. troop of monlceys were play·
ing the most perilous gamoo on the face of a11 apparently
perpondicular precipice, and their antics astonished even
the Pathans of my party.
A. heavy meal awaited me on my return to Babozai,
where the Malik, Ghulam Haidar Khan, and Khadi Khan,
*There is a. tradition o.mongst. tho n11-tives thnt; :Sutlh.a himself
spent o. short period ot retiromont l!klld moo.ita.tion in tbi& cave. Ther&
,Ja p:tobilbly no truth in the story.
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his brother, had prepared a feast of ha1-d boiled eggs,
grilled chicken, and sweet ohuputies. The arrangements
were, perhaps, a trifte primitive, but the Malik showed a
delicate attention for my comfort by sb:aining the milk
for me through his own fingers. However, to my relief,
it was subsequently poured into the kettle &long with the
tea, water and sugar and subjected to a good boiling.
Given a really keen ap}Jetite, the eatables provided on
sucl1 occasions are by no means unpalatable, but the !<>a
is almost undrinkable on account of the quantity of sugar
which is heaped into it.
Glmlam Hn.idar Khan is an old man now, whose
beard would be white but for the son.rlet dye. In his
day he did excellent work in connection with the eollooting
<Jf supplies, rilles and fines from the neighbouring Bunerwals. He received a kl1elat in 98, in recognition of his
:sorvicos.
The Yusufzais, strictly speaking, do not occupy the
plain of Yusufzai, but live in the neighbouring hills of
Swat and Btmer. The inhabitante of tl1e plain, who
11re generally known as Yusnfzais because they live in
Yusufzai, sltould really be called Mandanr. They trace
their des!Xlnt from Mandan the brother of Yusuf. The
Baiznis who occupy the plain of Lnndkhwar are the only
tmo Yusufzais left in the lowlands.
The M~ndanr Yusufzais are divided into three great
branches, mz., the Utmanzai, Usmanzai, and "Razar. They
are ll big-limbed, handsome race, and a:re largely enlisted
in the Indian Army.
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Their history as a nation ia not lacking in interest.
They are believed to be the descendants of the Gandhari,
who occupied the Peshawar vale at the time of the advent
of the Greeb. In the :fifth or six century a general emigration occurred of the natives of Gandhara, brought about
most probably by the irruption o£ the Scythie hordes.
As a Budhist community they travelled to, and settled
on, the banlts of the Helmund, and founded the city of
Gandhara or Kandahar. During their stay in Khorssan
they adopted the doctrines of Mohamed, and as a
lYiussuhnan nation commenced their return journey iu the
early portion of the fifteenth century. " 1Vbat fndnced
tnem," writes Bellew, "to make direct for the Peshawar
Valley, the ancient Ganclhara, is a subject fol' enquiry.
Whether they were guided by mere chauoo, or whether some
txadition stillling.,red in the memory of their grey· beards
that the country towards which they had set their faces
with kith and kin was their true fathlll'land, is uncertain,
though the latter would seem highly pl'Obable."*

* Tho olaim of tho Afghan and Pathau nations to being descended
from Saul, and from the wmtder:lng Hebrew Colony converted to
Alwlala.m in Ghnur ncn..r Horn.~ by KhaJid.bin-Walid, in A.D. 022,
a.-ppea.r~ in many cn.l!es to he \YeU founded. The YuaufuJ..is, howcTor,
a.a haa been shown in the text, havo no common origin with the N'!Bli
of the Pathans ; he.ving mm:eiy adopted th~r religion c.nd language
from long and c\os.a a.Esociation. ..-As a.n ins:tauee of the dangcx~"
Ga.ya 13etlew, If of drawing oonclnsious from moro names, it rna.y hera
bo s.tat.ed that the Ynt:~ufzals reokon themselves true Afghans, a.nd
cuU thomselve::J ]mi Ismil, Thek JHuuo lnf.itul8 'descendants of
JofM)ph,' aud thei-r country abound& with Israelitish names eueh a.s
ar<~ found in the SeriptUl'eB. In fact>, by tho hnt.y P.nquiror, their
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They appear to have settled for a while in Ningrahar
which is the vale of Jalalabad, and to have formed only a
part of a great community restlessly searching for a home.
The Gigianis and JVIuhammedzais who have since again
become their neighbours, settled near them for a while in
Ningrahar, while the Tarklanris, the present Bajauris,
whose original home appears to have been the Guma
Valley, found a temporary halting place in Lugman.*
The Yusufzais, accompanied by the Utman Khel,
forced their way through the Khyber and· occupied the
plain lying between the Cabul and Swat rivers. Their
aggressions brought them into conflict with the inhabitants
of the Peshawar Vale, the Dilazaks, a race of whose origin
little is known. It is supposed that they derived their
name from t~e " Saki " which word was used to denote
the early Bndhiat disciples of Sakia Muni (Budha). During
the reign of Akbar a portion of the Dilazaks were deported
to Hindustan, and the Emperor J ehangir removed the rest
from Peshawar, and Hazara, and formed them into a
colony in the Dakhan. Only a few families now remain,
claims '·Juld be at once admibted, 11nd their country 1e considered
a second PalosliinG ; for in support of the belief there is tho bill Pear
(Pohor), tho mount Moriah (Morah), the peaks Ilam and Dumah, the
Valley of Sodom (Sudhum), the stream of_ the Gadarenos (Gadhar),
tho pln.in of Galilee (Jalala), etc,, whilst for the tribes tltere are the
Ama:t.itrs (Amazai), the Moabites (Mubibwal)~ the Hittites (Hotiwal),
etc."
Tho present occupants of Lugman are supposed to be the most
shrewd business men in Afghanistan, It is said their doceitfulnoss
is duo to tho fact that the Devil spent his_ firSt night on earth amongst
them, on his expulsion !rom Heaven,

*

1
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S.e-poy Tokhab-Rabia Khel, Orakzai.
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and when I made enquiries I found that there was only
one Dilazak serving in the Indian Army.*
In the meanwhile the groat l\Iohmand irruption
was also moving eastwards towards the Peshawar Yale.
The bulk of this tribe found its permanent homo in
the mountainous regions north of the Cabul River,
while a small section, now known as tho Bar Mohmands,
became detached and settled in the plains due south
of Peshawar, between the Bara River and the Afridi
Hills.
The Yusufzais assisted hy the Tarklamis,
Muhammedzais and Gigianis in the meantime gradually
The
became masters of the Yusufzai plains.
Muhammedzais are now settled in Hastnagar, and the
'Gigianis in the Doab of the Swat alld Cabul rivers. In
the sneceeding revolutions the Tarklanris nwved into
their present holding in Bajaur; the Utmaukltel occupiccl
the lower portion of Swat; and the Yusufzais retaiuoll
the whole plain between tho Cabul river and tho Indus,
and made besides considerable acquisitions in the Swat
Valley, in Buner aud in Chamla.
The final struggle for territory ensued, and as a
result the llfaudanr claus overran the whole of the Yusttfzai
plain, ,and the Chamla Valley. The senior Yusufzai
branches of tho tribe retired :to Swat and Buner, retaining
in the lowlands only the Lundkhwar plain, still occupied
by the Baizais.

* There is a. village oo.l1cd Dilazak north~easb of l:'eshn. war~ near
Muhammed..i. It is inhoblood by Khalil•.
E, PB

4
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About 1553, at the period when Humayun, King of
Cabul, was marching to re-establish the Moghnl Empire
in Delhi, the Khalils and Dandzais moved down the
Khyber, and respectively occupied the districts west
and north of Peshawar, thus completing the Pathan
settlement of the Peshawar Vale.
Of all the Pathan tribes the Afridis alone seem to
be able to claim the distinction of hamng been long established in their present country. They have been identified
with the Aparytm of Herodotos, and appe<>r to hove
remained stationary for twenty-three centuries, although
their territories have been so much encroached upon by
Khattaks and Bangash that nothing but the hilly regions
remain to them.
While we are on the subject of the settlement of
the Pathan races on and beyond the administrative
border, it may not be out of place to follow the peregrinations of the remaining tribes who live in or near the NorthWest Frontier Province.
The Orakzais are believed to come of the same stock
as the Afridis, Bangash, Turis, and Waziris, and their
original home is said to have been on the slopes of the
mountains o£ Suliman. The Orakzai and Bangash
settled in the Zaimukht country during the successive
invasions of Subaktagin and Taimur, and were thence
driven into Kurrani, and again from there into the Miranza.i
Valley. Th,e occupation of the Kurram by the Turis
and their gradual encroachment into the lower part of the
Valley, then held by the Bangash, forced the Bangash
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in their tu:rn to press the Orakza,is. In these aggressions
they were assisted by their neighbours the Khattaks.
The struggle was settled by a general action in the vicinity
of Mnhammedzai near Kohat, towards the end of the 16th
century. The battle is said to have raged for three days
and to have resulted in a victory for the Bangash, who
have ever since occupied ll'liranzai. The Orakmis then
retired to their present holdings in Tirah, Khanlri and
Mastura.
The settlement of the Khattaks b their present
te!'Titories along the l1ght bunk o£ the Indus probably
tool< place some th1·ee hundred y<mre previous to the
expulsion of the Oraksais from Miranzai. Tl1ey originally
came from the Suliman mountains, and have been identified
wfth the Sattagyddoo of l:Ierodotos. They were driven
out . on to the plains o£ the Indus by the Waziris
who themselves occupied the pl,aoe thus vacated. An
irmption of certain Baluch tribes, probably the. same
Baluchis who still occupy Dera Ismail Khan, and who
are now entirely separated from the rest of the Bahteh
nation, forced the Khattaks nor&hwards. Thus preEsed,
they gradually spread all ·over tbe Teri, Laehi, and
Ohautra districts. The Sagir seetion struck out an
indepenclent· line, and a few of thmn are still found
across the Inclus. The Akora Khattalrs have pushed
up beyond the Cabnl river and into the Yusufzai
plain, and colonies of them are found aa far north
as Jamalghari and Lundkhwar. The Bammchis of Bannu
appear to have sha,red to a limited extent the wanderings
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of the Khattaks, and have now surrendered muoh of tlwir
land to the all-grasping Wazids.
The lst.est arrivals are the Sllinwaris, who came from
Persia with Nadir Shah in A. D. 1738.
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C'HAPTER III.
PESHAWAR.

P:r::snAWAtt Cl~Y-The Caravans-Trade with Aighe.nis.~n-Fl·uit.
Ctt.rt)ets:-MJ.l.rkets-Coins-The Trans-Fronticl•trlhcs-Cis-F:rontieJ:'
t:rihes--Troos-Jtunrnd-Blood feuds-A ttuce-'fho Kb.yber Pe,ss
-.Ali J\!Iusjid-A pictUI'csquo Wa.rden-Lundi Kotikl~Aifn:ir of
the 4th 1fny1 1908--Shinwaris--Charsadd.o..-Mir Zlo:,ra.t DhariHn.sUnfl..ga.r--Tho
Gandab
Va.lloy-Dnnd-Torke.i-TJu~
Mohm•ni!s-:Mul<nn.

I doubt whether there is a more fascinating city in
tile East than Peshawar, or one requiring greater loea.l
knowledge to be thoroughly appreciated. What it lacks
in too way of :fine buildings is amply made up for by
its unique human element. In its streets India meets
Central Asia, and of the crowds which throng its bazaars
fully thirty per cent. are travcllers on their way to and
from IIindustan, or are strangers from the neighbom'ing
Pathan mottntains. Not the le<~st picturesque are the
sull<y Afghans, who, to judge from their truculent manners,
have forgotten that they no longer walk the streets of Oabui.
It is the peculiarity of the Afghans that they are always
thoroughly at home everywhere, and never seem to 1'ealize
the necessity of dropping any of their swagger when in
foreign lands. In pleasing contrast are the cheery, laughing
Pathans, many of whom are 'in town' for a holiday, <~Ud
who, like trippers all the world over, are determined to
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enjoy themselves. Each tribe has its own Caravnnsarai
where its members hire a cliar)Jai, and deposit tlteir belong·
ings. Swatis ewathod in gay Mnlalmnd blankets, hand·
somo featured Afridis from the ncighbonring hills, spot·
Iessly clad Ynsufzuis with flowing pyjamas and exquisite
love-locks, jostle each other, in the main thoroughfares
of the city, and percolate tl~rongh tho motley crowd of
Pcshawaris. Occasionally one sees a group of ~Iolummds,
perhaps on their way to the Kohat Darmh to purchase
rifles ; or ragged, underfed Orakzais distinguishable by
the peculiar pearl grey clmildats they affect. These latter
engage in the mazarai* trade. Quantities of mazarai
are grown in l\!irenzai and in the lower Orakzai valleys,
and there is a large demand for 1t in Peshawar. Even
more poverty-st,ricken than the Oraltzais are t·he little
Tartet•-featured, slit-eyed Hezarns, who, in early winter,
come down in crowds to tlte Punjab to escape tho rigours
of their own climate, and to lind employment on milway
and cam;! constructions. t On the same errand are the

I

* Dwarf !)1\lru.

t Tho HaztH'M hold tho strongest valleys and mountn.lns in tl1e
heart of A!gbanist:m, extending wcatwaul from Cu.bult Gha.'lni nnd
IU1o.b·i-OhUzo.i ti> the neighbourhood of Horab n.nd Balkh. They
are besides wi<lely diatrihntcd throughout Afg1tanista.n. ntul n.re found
ln Bvory town and vUlnge. Tboy are a.n indm1triona rooo nud are
employed ns son•o.nts in nearly every Afglum fllmily. Indeed, t1wro is
ft. proverb to tho offcut thut •• Afg1uma woutd ho.va ti> work like don~
keys but ior tho Razara.a." There is o, difierencn of opinion aa to thoir
origin. Abdul FJ.'w.a1J a historian of the 16th IJenturyJ sf.n.too tlmfi.
they &re tllo romo.ius of the Army of Muryn Kluin, the grnndwn of
Ohongiz Khan.. Acoording to another tll.eory, they origina-ted from
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Ghilzais, who, lt01vevcr, go much further a-field in senroh
of labour than the llazaras. Occasiom•lly may bo seen
Usbegs, Russian subjects from Kokhand, in quilted,
long-sleeved coats, The merchants of Bokham mul
Smnarkand car~'Y on au important trade with Peslmwm·.
Last of all como tho fair-skim>erl Chitralis, representing
an entirely different type. They saunter abont in their
embroidered Olwgr:M or cloaks, with the usual yellow
or pmple fimvor stuck gaily in their roll-up caps. It
is au interesting crowd to study, for it is essentially oosmo·
polita.n, It is amusing to watch a young Afridi buck,
supported and advised by ball a dozen friends, selecting
ll gold and velvet waistcoat,, beneatlt which his heart
will beat proudly for months to como.*
It ill notlting short of an education to witness the
arrival of one of tho bi-weekly cartwaus, which como
the milit.ary colonies estabti<;hcd by Chcngir. lOmn h!m~elf, to consoll~
dato his lines of tommunicnHonJ nmcll in tho !ln.mo wn.y as Alexander
the Grea.t strongthcncd ]1.ls commuuica.ti(J.ns1 by dhtritmtiug colonies
of Kllifira l.rom Koko.nd ,n.n(l DAdakahn.n, tn Chitrnl. HQ.ch oolony ie
.supposed to htW(I conaist.cd of ono thotU!I.md {H!lznr} men, llrrnca the
namo Httzt\ra. Nine of tho colonies wore pln.cod in t1to Hn2nro of
Ca.bu\1 and ono was lo-cated cns!J of tho InduJJ M nn ndvanccd post.
It; nmy bo mentioned, ltoW<;vcr, that tlto lltVUl'M of tlto 1n.ihl!i (Abbot~
tltibtl.d districts) in no wa.y rcsomblo tho>~o oi Afghanistan. Yet
n third haditiou «scribes to ~bam n. :Mogu\ origin. The }laznrns of
Afgha.nisOO.n arc without cxooptiou Shit\hs:, a:nd they spenk ~ bastn.rd
Peraia..n, aud not· l)us1ttooc. Theil.' euli11t.men& in tlw Indlnn Army

11!:1 pionCOlra: is quito a new OSllCrtment,
+ u So strong is persona\ nnit.y in tho brctu:ts ot Oriental men
and women, young and old, that (rom Caito tu Ctt-lcuttn, ih would be
dUllnult to find a. sad heart \lndor a handsonw con-t." -Sir Riohard
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down from Cabul all through the winter. They are
conducted by an Afghan escort as far as Torkham, and
are there taken over by the Khyber Rifles, and passed
down the Khyber defile to Jamrud. There they spend
the Just night of their long march. All next day the ·
caravan, consisting perhaps of three thousand camels
ancl a host of men, women and children, streams into
Peshawar city. The entrance of the Bajauri Gate is
packed wit.h transport, and here a handful of ensto!l1l!
officials fight, to all appearances hopelessly, in a desperate
cause. The confusion is indescribable.
Oucc within the city, and tlte danger of being t1'ampled
on over, it is possible to take stock of one's BUlTmmdings.
The strong-limhccl, bubbling camels, relieved of their
heavy loads, squat everywhere. Their heads, throat~
and quarters al'e covered with hunches of black hair
which, by the way, is out once a year ancl is of great com·
moroial value. They are remarkably fine beaste, and are
much larger and stronger than those of the Punjab, or
those which the Ghilzais bring down . to India over the
Peiwar Kotal. The Afghan camel drivers are sllaggy
and powerful in proportion, and the pleasme of a!Tiving
at their destination induces them to th1·ow off much of
their usual aulldness. They are tall, broad-shouldered
iellows, with fair skins and black locks, and wear untidy
pugroes and hairy posltteens.
Hundreds of ponies accompany a caravan. They
are bull-necked, struight-pasterned, savage-eyed brutes,
whose chief recommendation is their obvious strength
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and hardincse. Amongst them, however, :uc animals
of a finer breed, which look us if they might develop
into handsome creatures with good loocl and grooming,
Dealem are at work picking out the most likely looking
ones, as soon as the ' ]{ajila '* m•rivcs. It is~ howev~r,
not easy to judge tlwm, for they are almost completely
hidden in gay cloths, carpet saddle-bag.•, beads and swagger
trappings. As soon as they arc unloaded, they nrc wrapped
up again in several thick ' nllmbnas,'t and tim] to a
' chal'pai,' with which they easily walk ofi to settle a
quarrel with, or take a bite out of, a neighbour. Couse.
quently tho Mewsc Bazaar is a scene of confusion and
strife. The sanw conditions reign in all the mmlcTous
'sarais ' whiclt lead out of it on every side.
The chief imports from Afglmnistan nrc wheat, hides,
skins, ghcc, n-sa.frotida, horses, })Ollies and mules. rl'he
imparl; trade lms grown very considerably, and statist.ics
before the war showed a yearly expansion of over
R.s. noo,ooo. 'rhe development of the export trade points
to a spreading desire in Afghanistan for British·made
goods. Chief amongst these commoclities are cloths,
manufactured leather goods, articles of apparel, china,
procelain, glass beaUs, p~troleum, corrugated il'on a-nd
kerosine oil. In 1908 the IUwber Pass was twice closed
by the British authorities: tho first time because of a
disagreement about the springs at Torldmm, and on the
second occasion on account of the misbeliaviour of tho
Sarhang of Dakka. An unexpectecl result of tlwse measures
t Dlnnkots.
* Caravan,
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wns thnt tho Amir was personally inconvenienced. The
supply of kerosine oil mn short h1 the palace, and no
more was procnmblo till the dist>greement with the British
Government had been adjusted. Amongst other exports
is silver which in the shape of rupees, is flowing steadily
from India into Afghanistan. The re<1son for this is that
there is a growing demand for British rupees in llalkh,
Bnkhnrn anti Cnbul, in all of which places there is profit
to he made on the exchange.

!:
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Besides this 1 the caravan

nHirchrmt;:;, as they grow prosperous} are carrying huck
mora aml more cash with them every year.
Whole c,;r,wans of fruit frequcnt.ly come down to
Pc•hawar. They carry quantities of melons, graJlCs,
pomcgraMtcs, chilgosas and pistachios. Tho alluring
fruit-shop windows of Piccadilly, where the wcl!·polished
apples 1111<l pears of Kent look so tempting, have their
counterpart in Peshawar. An inspection of the fruit.
shops affords n good <leal of interest. 'fbc best melons
are imported from Onbul aml even from Samnrlmnd and
aro priced nt from two to three rupees each.* Small
" "In 1•'•\tglmnl\/' write!> I.a.ne Pool11, u grow suoJ1. ntlricots nnd
lJOtlll"ftrl\Uatcll- tlmt tl man wnuld journey !rom afar to taste tl~m.
Matty yt•:urt o.fter lm was bnni8hcrl from thi3 htnd, the Emperor &lr.\r
rc~a.Ued wlth U: High tim !ltwour of tho dded U.ttrioots ntnffcd with
a\momh, which \Ycro so good in Mnrghimm. Tho luseiona pomcgra·
nnh~:l of Khnj<"nd WNl~ not. to be despised, hut tho tnctona of Akh:U l
who Nlllld re;;is:t the melons. o-f Althsi? which had not t-bcir equal in
tho world, not. oven in tho spreading molon fields of llckluul>, >lnd
tb!) IsmnH Stu:dkhi melons with a ycUow akin, mottled-like sbagwt>n,
• tt wonderfully dclicntn and toothsome melon.' "-Lnno Po:o~'a

Dr1bar,
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pomegrnn&tos also como from Cabul, but are inferior to
the lm;cious, deep-red variety brought down at considerable
troublu and risk from Kandahar, Mustang and Samn.rkand.
For one of these latter, the Poshawari Lucullus, will
pay "" much as seven anuas. Tho pomegranates of
Peshawar too have a greal; reputation, and during the cady
summer months find a large market in Delhi and Agra, ·
where they nrc sent every morning in a special train,
Tho be!l.ntiful white gr!lpos of Cabul are brought down
jn cotton wool, and sold for one rupeo eight nnnas a seer.
The walnuts of 'firah are, if anything, superior to those of
Kashmir, aml both !1.1'0 fouml in the Pesha.wat bazaar,
From Tirah and from the Sulimau mountains come the
iusidioua chilgosas, which the Pesha.war folk nibble all
day.*
Peshawar is the chief centre of a very impottant
trade in carpets betwee11 Persia, Ceutral Af.1a and India,
and the mg fancier may speml many engrossing hours
in the carpet shops. I tried hard to come in direct communication witiL the Afghan trailers, hilt in this I was
unsuccessful, for they have little to do with the• disposal
of carpets in detail. A carava11 of rugs starting from
Eoklmra, Me1-v, Pru1jdch, Samarlamd or Koklmnd is
always preceded by an ogont, who Mrries au invoice and
description of tho gooilll. Tl1e dealers in Peshawar buy
up the whole oonsigument before it arrives. This ;., why
the llluropellJl has to pay such long prices for even a very
•mall prayer carpet. The merchants too know full well

* The
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ohi1gos& ie the kernel of a ceJ."''i.l\in pine .cone.
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how to sway the rug g8ntly before a pnrchuser to fascinate
him with tho moving lights and shades, playing over the
deep brown and maroon colours. It is httercsting to note
that tho long, narrow carpets aro giving place to ones of a
more convenient shape-a concession porhaJlS to E11ropoan
tastes, on tho part of the Central Asian weavers. But
even now they are often faulty in having one end broader
than tho other.*
Every trade has its own sepamte quarter. In the
' chirya bai<lar,' or bird market, aU kinds of gaily plumed
little birds, whoso homo is in Oabul, mny be bougltt.
Thrushes, goldfinches, linnets and other Enropean birds
are procurable in Pcsbn.war, but they rarely survive tl1c

* Tho prt~.yor carput has t:.wo {unctions : to I)Wtcot tho worijhippcr
from n.ctnn.l contMt with tho ground, o.nd to llJlsist in ooncentmting
l1ia. thoughts on holy tliings. The firat objcut whieh t!to oro.itsnmn

wonld nattn·iiUy !lcsiro to introduce int{) his artistic scheme would
bo tho ' Nihrab,' whtoh is that part of tho mosqt10 w11ero the priObt
stanfh~ when reciting public prn.ycra i n.nd this is the dominant cltn.rae•
terisHo of overy })royer rng. It ia, roughly, in tho slutpo of an l\rcl11
th~ top being Fomotimcs rminted and sometimes _rounded1 but N1o
.a.pox is nearly always well imUcnt.ed, Md is invnrin.bly po!ntOO towards
Mcccn or Modittn. when tho l'ttg ie .spread on tho ground for ltse. Ncar
tho n.IlOX, nml jus& honcttth it~ is somotimos found a. tri1mgula.r pnklh
wbir-h iA intcntlcd to tO!irosont. tho littlo pnckot of sacred cn.r~h, whi<1h
some Mn.Jtomctluns plnoo on tho ground nnd touoh wiJh their foto·
he11.dfl wi11.m lll'O.St·ru.ting themselves. Within tho 11pex of the Mtkrab.
und lmnMtlt tho triangular pntoh, the weaver frequently introrluces
the rcprescntu.tion of a. comb. to remind tim 1VOrshillJlCr that his beard
ahoul<l bo woll lwpt when ho ie engnged in Iris devotions. Within tho
niche enn often bo traced tlto t·udi! representation of a. rosa.ry for the
•lovout MussulnHm cnl'rice on his person a string of UO beads, each
of which reprlliiCnt-s ouo of the 11 beautiful nnmes of A!lah.~'-ClvU
L.md ~tfiUtnr!t Ga~etie.
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Indian !tot weather. In one quarta' are situated the
braziers, iu another shoemake!'~, embrnidernra and uniform
dealers. Elsewhere a whole street is devoted to making
up the mazaw·i, or dwarf palm, into its various commercial
forms. Amongst oM1er stalls are those of the money
changers, where it is by no menus uncommon to pick up a
copper or silver Grecian coin, or a Bactrian u Menandnr/'
or ~' Eucnttides. a
Frotn the coins found in difl'crent parts of the North·
West Frontier Province, a great deal of the early l1istory
of tho country has been ascertained. Little is known
of the various Greek and Greeko-Bactrian Kings who
succeeded Seleukos Nikntor in the heritage of Alexander
the Great. It is certain that Greek influence cxi.~ted
off and on for upwards of three e()llturies. Professor
Wilson, who mnde a careful study of the coins he collected,
has given tho following lis& of rnlcra-Demctriua, B. C.
190 : Antimacbus, B. C. lllO: lVIenandar, B. C. 126 :Apollodotus, B. 0. 110 : Hcrmrons, B. 0. 98: and Stmbo, A. D.
80. The copper Menandur, which is still common, lms tho
bust of a Greek soldier on one side, and on the reverse a
mounted horBOman. The silver 111enandnr is not so
fTequently seen, and bears the head and shoulderil of a
typical Greek, with the inscription " Menandar. "*
*Oiilwrs any tbu.t Mon~ndnr rulerl from D. 0. 10:6 to B, 0. 148,
and was sucoeuded by EuetatidM. ~c Aaoording to Strnbo/ 1 -aa.ys
Wilson, u Memmd;,r was QUO of tltose DMtrio.n Kinge by whose viotol'ics
the boundJ\dOS of tha kingdom w-are t:lhi.efly Gxtamled towatds the
<:-~st.'* :S:o o~ tho3utlej and passed c:.lsl••ward n-s farM tho Jumua ;

but Profesaor Wilson comes to tM conclusion 11 that he never wns
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Another common coin is that of Kadphiscs. It
r<ipreseuts tho Scythian period, which succeeded tho
Bactrian. Of the Hindu dynasties which followed the
Scythians, a silver coin displaying on one side a saddled
bull, and 011 the other a horseman, is found in large quanti·
ties, as too is a copper coin bearing a lion rampant and an
elephant, with Sanskrit characters. This latter is also
found in the Suki Sultan Surak ruins near Rawal Pindi.
Coins arc constantly being turned up by the plough in the
Peshawar district. A number were discovered buried
i11 an earthen jar a short while ago, but it is said that the
finder consigned them to tho ground again, to avoid trouble
with the Police.
There are not many notable' buildings in Peshawar
eity. The most elegant is the nwsque of Mohabat Khan,
1!0 uamccl alter its founder, who was a governor here
in the days of Shah Jehau. Its slender miuarettes rille
high above the mass of meaner houses. On oceasioos
General Avitable, the Neapolitan Governor of Ranjit
Singh, did not scruple to use thc.se same miuars ail gibbets,
from which to lmng half a dozen " true believers," at one
time. The Fort, which stands on the site of the Jlela
Hissar Palace of the Durani Kings, was built by the Sikhs.*
. 'fhe · Gor-khatri, now ·a tabl!il office, was formerly the
King of Da.ctl'i&, bul> tha& lte roigued {B. C. 126) over an extOnelve
tra.et. from the loot ot tho Paropamiaaa;n mountains to the sea. " a.nd
was u n oonquol'Or of the neighbouring pl'Ovinc~/'-Extraet from
4
~ A yen.r on the Frontiar,n
'
.Peshawar was used £ot many yoo.rs by the Durn.ni J?rlncea Ml &
winter residence, in the Bl!iU16 way tha.b tha present Amir of Afghanistan

*

now uses Ja.lo.laba.d.
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residence of General Avitable. It was visited by the
Emperor Bnbar in 1519, who made mention of it in hie
II!.emoim.

[

I
!

r
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The Gor-khatt1 stands on the summit of a coill!ider·
able eminenee, and on a clear winter day the view from
its roof is really magnificent. You see from he:re one·
third of the arc of hills enclosing the Peshawar vs.l&
bael<ed with glistening snowy ranges, extending from
those east of the Kllilllr river to the Mohmund, Bajaur
and Lowarai mountains, and so on westwards to the
white ridges o! Swat and the l\'Iahaban, Due west of
Peshawar lie the Khyber hills, with fort 1\:laucl visible
in the throat of the pass. The main peaks of this knot
of mountains are Tartara (6,764 feet) and Rotas (5,423
feet) ; while to the 1•ight of these, the sugar-loaf point·
of Toratsuka (•1,453 feet) is very prominent. To the
left of the Khyber, the hills rise steeply to the uplands
of Tirah, and almost above J ammd are the twin peaks of
Zera, which were used as a signalling station in the Zakha
Khel expedition of 1908.
From the Gor-khatri the geography of the neighbou-ring
Pathan tribes is laid open as on a map. Away east
where the 1\:luhaban hills reaeh the Indus, lie the territories
of the Utmanzais*; next to them those of the Gadunaf and

*

:111Ie Ulma1mtis are a &ndtmr tribe. rrhay lie along tho Indus,
south ot Amb, and olao e~tend.ois-Indus: into Ha-mra, in tli(J Haripur
Tahsil. Thn :majori&y of them. &te in British Territory, notn.hly n.round
Sw•bi.
t PM Gadu~ are a. non~Afghan ra.oo whose original home is

believed to havo boeu neo.r .Abbottabad in Ha.?.arn.. Numbera ara st.ill
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Kiludu Khel ; and in succession, travelling westward along
the mountain wall come the countries of Buner, Chamlat
Swat,~ Ranizai, Utman Khel § and Bajaur.!l Then turning

*

located in that vicinity. Others suggest that they m.a.y he descended
from the Yadu, a. tribo expelled from Gnjra.t in B. 0. 1100.
Phe Btmerwals are a znu.guifiocnt, deep.chested, dark-skinned
race, who aro now ooming forwu-rd for enlistment. Their fighting
qualities were proved in tho Amboyla. Campaign of 1SG3, and again
in. Swat and Male.ka.ml in 181}7, They have a re1mtn.tion for truthful-.,
ne-ss o.ncl honesty. The ohio£ sub-divisions of tho clan am tho Aeha.nts,
Nasozais~ Douiatznia, Gadai1~is a.nd Numza.la, Of these aU except
Na.soza.is ~ tt:Mlb • every tenth yen.r, that is1 they iutcroltange their
property amongst themselves, Thoro a.t'e about 290 Bunorwals at
present in tho ranks of the Indiu.n Army.
t 0/tflml.a is in1mbitcd by Ohamla.wala, a ~:£a.ndanr Yu$ttfzai elan.
They are, however, now absorbed into Buuer and often enlist as

*

Bunerwnls.
:t: Swat is sop~rated from the Ynsufzn.i plniu by the l\Ia1a.ko..nd
and lliortt mountD~ius, Upper Swa.t is known M Kohistan. Its
iuiJa.biLanta aro noh Patlmns, but belong to tho su.Jno Dard family as
the Chttm.lis and GUgltis, Swat 1n•opor is a. low~tying 1\nd .enoloaed
valley, where much rico ilJ grown, It has consequently nn unlteaJthy
climate~ and the Swntia suffer from sovel'& ievora, whioll must tend
to detcriora.te them as a fight,i.n.g race. The sub..divjsions of tlte Swath~
aoro tlte Bnh:.nis1 who n,lso own the northern portion of the Yusnioo.i
Plain, the Khwt'tzozais, Khnde.kzn.is, the Abnzn.ia; and the Ranizals.
Oortain seetiona of the trilm "We8h,' or exeh&nga iands periodically,
§ The Ul-man Kliels are believed to have had their odginal home in
the Gumal Valley. Oniy a slllll.U portion of the tribe is cis-Frontier,
This section was given l~nds ahoub Lundkhwo.r and the Pttja. moun·
tains in Ynsufzai, together with oertn.in IChn.ttaks~ iu return for serv:ioe!J
they both rendered to the Balzat against the Ranizai. They epoo.k
enthusio.stioally of their beautiiul vale of Ambn.har.
ll Tlu: Bajatttis e.re also known a.s Tarkln.ncia. Their wandering$
a.nd final settlement hn.ve already been traced in Chapter IL 'l'h&

threG ruling chiefs amougst th8m aro the Khn,us of Jhandul, Kbar
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south, the uplands of the Mohmands pass in review. South
of theJn again the Mullagoris occupy tho foot hills, and the
i'!Iullagori road may be seen crossing the low spurs, beyond
the little post of Shall gai. Then follows the great sweep
of Afrirli hills, from the Khyber right rouncl to Chemt.
The Kulci Khols inl1abit the nearer ridges of the Khyber ;
beyond them are the Aka lU!els, and to the south the
Adam Khels occupy the Kohat Pass. Thence, the Khattak
hills run back into the dist-ance t<Jwards the Indus again,
thus completing this wonderful panorama.
Cis-frontier tribes occupy the intervening plain. Of
these the Khalils live between Peshawar and the Khyber.*
Due north are the Dandzais, an unimportant little section.
In the Doab between the Swat and Cabul rivers are the
Gigianis, and on too left bank of the Swat, in the district
of Hashtnagar, are the ~'[uhammedzais. The Yusufzais
inhabit the lllain of l'llardan ; while to the south of
Peshawar, between the Bara river and the Adam Khol
hills, the country is occupied by the Kuz l'llohmands,
a branch of those same :Mohmand tribea now settled iu the
mountains beyoncl l\fichni and Shabkadar. 'fhe histo1•y
of how these various tribes migrated here, and distributed
and Nawaga.i. l'hoy aro a tribe who certainly mn.kc good soldiers
and might bo muoh further drawn U}lOn for rooruits for the lndio.n
Army. ,In 1908 only 250 wore cnHs.ted. Tho Mamun~ Ibru.him l{hol~
Ma.idn.ni and Jhauduli are .tb.o ohiof sub.divislons of the tribe.
*Tho KhalHs enlist in constdorable numbers in the cavalry. They
are fond of atyling themaclves Kimin l\fohmauds, but have no
right to do ao, Tho cMci sub-~Wotions of the tribe aro tlio Jillnn:!li,
Iahaqzn.i~

I

Muttezai n.nd Datoza.i,
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themselves over mountain and plain, has already been
described in the concluding pages of the last chapter.
Peshawar cantonment is pa1· excellence the favourite
station of Northern India. Its gardens and roads are
full of flowers, and in season mses, chrysanthemums
and violets make a great display. The variety of trees
in the neighbourhood could hardly fail to attract the
attention of even the least observm1t person. 'l'ho commonest kinds, which line the :Mall in im entire length,
are the Farash (Tamarix Articulata), Mulberry (iVlorus
Indica), Siris (Albizzia Lebbele), Toon (Oedrela Toona),
Shisham (Dalbergia Sisso), Pipal (Ficus Religicsa) and
the Jaman tree (Eugenia Jambolana). The Cheel (Pimts
Longijolia.) gmws to a great size, in spite of the unsuitability
of the climate, and Chcnars (Platanus Orientalis) appear
to thrive, though, as a rule, four thousand feet is their
lowest limit. The Sllecimens found in Peshawar are
ns yet young. Their leaves wither quite early in the
summer.

Peshawar was once famous for a Budha tree, which
in many hundred years grew to an immense size. Its
foliage "completely blotted out the sunshine." Mention
is made of this remarkable peepul tree by the Emperor
Babar in about 1520 A.D. There appears to be no record
of what eventually happened to it, but it probably fell
to bits from sheer age, or was cut up for firewood by
the unsentimental Sikhs. Practically all the fruit trees
an~ flowering shrubs which grow in the south of Italy,
thr1ve in Peshawar too.

1: :,
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The Khyber Pass on ' Haft/a' day, and the Khyber
Pass during active service, are two very different places.
In the former case it is dooply interesting to watch the
great caravan passing through the defile, on its way from
Cabul. It is a scene of picturesque confusion, and one not
easily forgotten. Under service conditions the confusion
is equally great, but the picti1resquencss is l!tcking. Clouds
of dust, armies of flies, congested transport, ovm'Powerlng
heat and troublesome snipers, nrc only a few of the
discomforts.
Fort J'amrud is a large mud enclosure perched on a
low mmmd about two miles from the mouth of the Khyber.
The present post stands on the site of the ill-fated fortress
built in 1830 by Hari Singh. It is a lonely spot to be
quartered in. Tl1e only possible recreation, namely
.that of shooting along tho foot hilL•, is oven forbidden.
A wateNnpply was laid on after the '!)7 OXJledition and
proved a great blessing. It has since been improved.
The defensive towers of Kuki Khel tribesmen occupy
undulating ground immediately beyond the border. The
last time I saw the Khybm', was during the Mohmand
Expedition in May 1908. There was then a remarkable
scarcity of human lifo in the pass. Doubtless the Mridis
were as uncertain about our intcntiollll as we were ourselves.
'
.
As a rule, however, the inhabitant•, when not employed
in stalking, or being stalked by, a neighbour, may be
seen working in their fields. But even then the rifle
cannot safely be put aside. I doubt very much whether
the Pathan really appreciates the atermy mode of life
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he is expected, as a matter of course, to endure, A tronblesome and highly inconvenient blood fend is often the only
heritage his parents leave him. I have heard many
Afridi and Orakzai sepoys complain bitterly that they
had spent the whole of theil' furlough close prisoners in
their own towers, without once stirring out in the day
time. "Conceal," says the Arab proverb, "thy tenets,
thy treasure, and thy travelling." A sepoy with a blood
fcncl has to employ considerable strategy when proceeding
on leave to his home. His comrades in the Regiment
who, when across the border, may be his deadly enemies,
will take care to give timely warning of his coming. The
route and time of departure is, therefore, in such cases,
kept a profound secret. No mercy is shown in these blood
feuds, and amongst only a few tribes are the wome11 and
children exempt from barbarous ve11geance. * The high
road is eonsiderecl neutral grormd, Feuds cease during
times of national danger, and sepoys, while serving in
the ranks of the Indian Army, sink their hereditary
quarrels. In the Regiment the parties concerned may
with safety be the best of friends, though neither side
can trust the other sufficiently not to shoot him on sight
across the border. t Newly-joined Pathan recruits have

'

• !

*Tho Waziris a.re said not to injure the women and children of
their enemies. Family feuds luwa their origin usually in matters
rola.ting to " Zar, Zan and Zamin" (gotd, women and land),
t I may mention a case where a :Malik Din and a l{am bar Khel,
whoso respective tribe:s wore at war, decided to remain friends across
tho border. They were membet·s of- tho same recruiting party, and
declined my offer to issue warrants by different routes. As a rule,
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to be taught by the older sepoys not to quarrel, ;md after
about six months begin to roali.•e the advt~ntagee of living
peaceably. At first, however, thoro are tremendoua
battles in tlte lines amongst the young bloods, in wltich
fists and sticks are freely used,
A feud may be settled occasionally by a money
payment, or be silenced temporarily by a truce, Some
time ago the entire Adam Khol tribe agrcecl to have
an armistice for twelve months, and they set up pillara
to witness tho ' su!ah ' or peace. The truco was scrupu,
lously respect.ecl, except in one case, whore a man shot
his enemy. As soon as this outrage wus known, tho
Jowaki ji1ya, * consisting of six hUlldred eldora, imme·
diately assembled, and quartered themselves on the
offender. They refused to do business for a week, during
which time the wretohed man had to feed them. 'l'hoy
then tried him, burnt his houso am! property, and fined
him two thousand rupees. This money had to be raise<!
quickly, and the Ji1ya gave one thousand rupees to the
murdered man's relatives, and divided the rest amongst
themselves. There is no doubt but that the greater
part of the community is heartily sick ol constant strife,
and is always glad to arrange a trttce whenever possible.
There was some talk of prolonging. the period of the
armistice in this case. Negotiations were not, however,
successful, am! the ' sulak ' ended on the clay ol the

'

I!

I

however, a. feud amongst members of n. :reeruiting party is highly
detrimental to recruiting,

* Council.
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Id (October 1908). Within a week, five men were ahot
in tho Kohat ' darrah,'* and two more in the J owald
hiHs. It may well be asked why tl1e Pathans adhere
to such inconvenient customs. ::Vlost probably they do so
as a concession to public opinion. A Pathau who does
not take up l1is family feud is as much discredit.ed es an
En"lislunan
would be, who failed to meet his debts of
0
honom. Besides he is bonnd, for very existence sake,
to deal s11mmarily with his hereditary foes. Tho introduction of necurabe and long range :rifles has rendered blood
feuds still moro intolerable.
Some people disbelievn tho existence of these vendettas;
but how very real and disastrous they aro, is shown by the
fact that large numbers of Pathans are exiles from their
native villages. I may quote, as only one instance of .the
nmny I !mow, tlm case of a Klmdu Kllel family, of whom
only three males remain. They still have to pay the
penalty for twenty-eight mur<lers, some of which were
committed by since deceased relatives. In consequence
tho family has had to leave its home and will probably
never be able to return.
Tl1e two favourite methods of waging feuds are
oitltor to lay an ambush on the :road for an enemy while
he is travelling: or else to gather round a village au night,
and shoot down the inhabitants as they come out in the
early morning. In the latter case the aggressors arrange
themselves in groups of four, aml retire one group at a

*
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tima under cover of fire, if they are pursued. If a man
is killed iu notion and his whole body cannot be carded
away, at least his head is cut off and removed, to deprive
the enemy of the pleasure ol recognizing their victim.
The hills of the Khyber Pass are gaunt, 1n1d and
broken, The road, in many places double, rnns &long the
bed of the ravine, High shale mountains tower up ml either
baud, ancf the lower spurs which command the road
are crowned with small stone forts, from which the Khyber
Rifles throw out n screen of piequets when the pass is
opened for traffic.
At Ali Masjid the valley narrows to a forbidding
gorge. Tho Fort is situated high up above the road
and is approached by a zig-zag path. A small white
lY1usjiil, or shrine,- .in the nullah bed gives its name
to the place. At all seasons there is water in the stream,
in which we caught a few fish. There are pools too,
where one can bathe, and I hsve pleasant recollections
of enjoying a much needed wash, while my orderly lrept
a look-out for wipeJ:S from a neighbouring bluff. I can
conceive nothing more trying thrtn the flies and heat at
Ali l'r!asjid itt May attd June. The dUllt was swirled about
with every gust of wind for lll! to inhale. The flies were
well nigh intolerable, and were with difficulty kept from
the spoon as it was raised from ~he plate to the month.
The camp, in spite of its two exits, was a most difficult
one to move in o.nd out of, and the confusion into which
the long lines of mules and camels fell, resulted in much
tedious delay. The Jlne peak of Rhotaa rises above this

I
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confined valley. It appears to st<>nd back considerably,
but there is a story told of how, to settle a discussion
as to how far distant the summit really was, a party
of levies in Ali Masjid Fort sent a comrade up Rhotas
to fire a rifle in their direction. The bullet hit !Uld killed
one of the party. .A sad mishap occurred on the afternoon
of our departure. ilfajor C<>ape Smith went out iuto
tho hills with ill1 armed escort, to try !Uld recover some
straying camels. His party was attacked, and he himself
mortally wmmded. He died shortly after being brought
back to the Fort.
The Khyber must once have had a picturesque warden
in the person of Colonel Leslie (alias Rattray), who wss
0110 of Ranjit Singh's British officers. '£his adventurer
had his head-quarters at Ali i\1asji<1 Fort, and also occupied
certain caves in the vicinity, from whence he levied black·
mail on all passing caravans. Captain Woods describes
him in 1837 as " an ill-conditioned, dissolute-looking
English~IU~n, slipshod, turbaned, and robed in a sort
of Afghan deshubil!e-having more the look of a dissipated
priest than a military man." "The Sikh fortress. of
Jamrud," he continuoo, "depended for water on the
stream that runs throt1gh the Khyber, and the chief occupa·
tion of the young Heutenant-Colonel, for so he styled
himself, was to stop the supply, and again to permit it to
flow on being bribed to do so." Major Pearse tells how
"this reprobate turned l\fussu!man and assumed the
name of Fida Mahomed Khan, much to the disgust of
Amir Dost i\Iahomecl, who expressed in strong terms the

t
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contempt he felt for men who could change their religion
to improve their fortune."
Beyond Ali Masjid, and for a distance of nve miles,
the pass assumes magnificent proportions. Tlte defile
which is only a few hundred yards broad, is flanked by
imposing walls of rock which tower up precipitously,
and end in phantastic pinnacles. This is now Za,kha
Khel . countt•y. At the village of Zintara is a largo
mud !ort, with the usual !tigh defensive towers. Near it,
on a spur above the road, are tho somewhat dilapidated
remains of a Budhist ' stupa,' upon which the Pathans,
with their ready appreciation of a 'position,' have
built a sr.mga1-. From this point onwards, the valley
becomes a mile or more brow, and forts, villages
and plots of cultivation are scattered about it. The
defile ends at I,undi Kotal, where the road debouches
on to a rolling plain, surrounded on aJlsides by mouutaing,
In the centre of this amphitheatre of hills, st.ands the insigni:fieant-looking, but far-famed, fortress of Lundi Kotal. *
Two miles beyond Lundi Kotal is the outpost of
Michni Ka.ndas, where on the 2nd of Th1ay, the evening

* 11 The tribal limits in t.lto J(hyber Pn.ss M'e :~The Kuld Khels
from Jam1•ud to whoro the 1:t:ackest)n xaad begins,
Tho Sip!\b Afddis. from tho beginning of the Mackeson road t.o
Shagai:
'I'll~ Katnher Khol from Sult!l¥1 Tarra to tlle white mosque of
Ali Masjid,
Tho :Malikdin Khei hom AH 1v!asjid moaquo to Gurgurra.
Tl~e Zn.kho. Khel from Gurgll.Frn. to Ka.nda.r x.n.vine nt!a.r Garw ..
L~~.-la.Beg.

The Shinwaria westwa.:rd of Torkhun.
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previous to our Mrival, a small party of Khyber Rifles
had made a gallant stand against enormous odds. The
Ghuzis had brought scaling ladders and had actually
succeeded in planting them against the walls of the blockhouse, before their onslaught could be arrested, From
a ridge above the post I got m interesting view, on tjto 3rd
of May, of that strange Afghan lashkar, the reason of whose
appearance and disappea:mnoe remains still a mystery to
the uninitiated. It paraded just before dusk with five
banners, outside the line of foxtified villages at Khairgalai,
across the ra.,;ino. It consisted chiefly of Afghans from
across the border, and of Shinwal'is, and a great collection
of local buitmashes. Headed by that restless spirit, the
late Sufi l\!Iullah, it bad wrMted Khairgalai aad th~
neighbouring villBgeS from their peaceful inhabitants.
'fhe Lundi Ketal affair of 1908 should be regarded as a
separate business altogether from the Mohmand rising.
What caused it, and why it came to nothing, has never
been satisfactorily explained. Perhaps it can be
attributed to the general umest which had followed the
Zakha Khel expedition of the preceding March, Be
this as it may, Lundi Kotal was threatened, and British
territory actually invaded by a great hostile gathering.
The strength of the lctshka•· has been much exaggerated,
but on the 3rd of May 1908 it numbered at least eight
thousand men. Many of the enemy decamped during
the night, and the remainder were easily driven o:li by
our troops next morning, after a few hours' fighting
abottt the Khairgalai heights.
'
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Tlte Shimvaris, whose country lies beyond Lundi
Kotal, and all along tho norlhem slopes of tho Safod
Koh, are, as has already been mentioned, tho ·latest
arrivals on our frontier. Their ancestot'S accompanied
Nadir Shah from Persia in
They have always
been a troublesome and turbulent tribe, especially fond
of intet'rnpting the caravan trade between Cabul and
the Punjab.* Their behaviom bas, however, muoh
improved since 1888 and 1884 when Abdur Rahman
eent Ghulam Haidar (afterwards the Commander-inChief of the Afgha11 army) to chastise them. The late
Amir had a very poor opinion of the l10nesty of the
Shlnwaria. There is n well-known proverb to the effect
that " you may try ldudnesa for hundreds of years,
but it is impossible to make friends of scorpions, snakes
and Shiuwaris." From the high ridges of Khargalai
the view into Afghanistan is very fine, The road is
seen winding down the valley from Torkhan to Dakka,
and through the buttress of mountains a glimpse is
obtained of the Cabul river aud of Lalpura. Extensive
snowy ranges form the distant background.
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But to return to the Peslmwar district. I can well
understand people being c1isappointed with t.hc ruins

*Tlto Rhinwnria IU:e n.U.o !.ond o1 raiding tho Turis in the Kur.mm.
On ono occasion t1tey lnlldG n, dnrlug expedition n.go.inst tlwm. by crossing
the Sa:fotl Koh in a tlorce snow storm. They carry on a eonsidcra.ble-

fruih tmdo with .Peshawar. Their $Ub·scctiona a.re th(l Manduzai,
Srutgu Khel, Sipl\ll and AH Sher lChel, This lash sccti(Jn is sl~uated
near!!s:t the Khyber.
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at Charsadda. Still, the locality is not without some
interest, and a good deal of money has been spent on
excavations as recently as 1902. Charsadda was visited
in A.D. 640 by· the Chinese Pilgrim Huien Tlliang. He
described it as being then a f!om:ishing centre of Bndhism,
abounding in topes and monuments. The most notable
-finds have been the ' }Iashtnagar pedestal ' which is now
in the British l\1useum, and an inscribecl image which has
been taken to Lahore. Thoro are several mounds in the
vicinity, which appear to have accumulated through the
ages about the ruins which form their core, lYlost of them
have been dug into. The tmnulus, on the right banlc of
the Swat river, O}lposite Charsadda, is known as the Balla
HisSf\.1', It must have been a place of some importance,
.;ts the mound is full of fragments of old-time masonry.
Quantities of images, coins, rings, and pottery have also
been found there. Some eight feet from the stcrface, a
massive stone wall has been unearthed. It was found to
be three-and-a-half feet thick and from eighteen to twenty
feet high. It stands in perfect condition, and is built of
soliil stone. This buried wall may have been part of a
Budhlst monastery.
lYih Ziamt Dheri, which derives its name from the
little shrine at its foot, is another mound near the village
of Utmanzai. Archroological experts have identified it
as the city of Shahr-i-Napursan or 'the city without
asking.' The natives still call it the' Khaneh-i-Napiorsan.'
If illir Ziarat Dheri is indeed the Shahr-i-Napursan,
it is the site of the 'Eye Gift ' stupa, one of the four
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important !opes mentioned by Hulen Tsiang. A
great deal, however, is conjecture, and no remailll! of
masonry are visible now. It is a lamentable fact, that
until quite recently bricks and stones from all the ruins
in the neighbourhood were habitually removed by
villagers for building purposes. Not far o:ff is the Ghaz
Dhori or 'tamarisk mound:' It contains the base of a
' stupe,' and traces of flag pavements. • Fragments of
statnu:ry still litter the ground. There is now no rlonbt
as to the religious nature of the buildings of Gl1az Dheri
as a small stone relic-box was found beneath the ruins of
the ' stupa 'in 1902. 1.'here a.re also walls, still protruding
two feet above ground, in the adjacent hillock of Palatu
Dhori. Them is little reason to doubt but that these
Budhiat settlements were destroyed by Mussulman hands
at the saille period as the other ancient monumont;s of
Yusufzai.t

*

Tlu.;re am also romains of flag pavements in 1'n.kht.-i-Bn.hi1 Snri
Boltlo!. Jamalglu.\ri e.nd Rs,n!gn.t. In all co.sca the flag stones IH'Er
ohlo:ng~ The natives partdoulatly eovot thoro for th<Jir own houses
and itt is only by posting clwwkt'dal'8~ Ol' wntehmon, tha.t they onn
be pt<ivonted from romoviug them. However, we ar.o hardly iu fl..
position to condemn their vandalism, for the g1·en.t Herber~ Edwtudos
himself confesses to having broken up ruins, r~puteU to be of Greek
origin, to obtain brick to build tho fort ill llannu,
Thorooent disoovory of a rclio onakot contnining some fragments
o:f t-he bones of llmlhu himseH is probably the most imp(nt.n.ut Rroh.roologloal find ever tnade in tho PeslU.\.WGt' Vo.le. The casket was un·
ca.rthcd1 early in 1900~ in the: Shahji Dheri mounds wlt.iolt li<) n.mong.st
the tama.risk shaded grn,veyl\l'ds on tho eaet side. of Peslmwa.r City.
The hia,tory of these relics, antl nn n.coount of tho dr!Yllatic manner
in which thoy 'vero found~ ia doSed bed in de-to..il iu olmptor lS of my
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Charsadda is the chief village of HashtiUlger. Tl1e
district most probably derives it;; name from ' Hast Nagar,'
or the ' eight villages ' of Charsadda, Prang, Aha•ai,
Tangi, Tarangzai, Umarzai, .Sherpai and Rajar. Cmmingham suggests that King Astes, a prince of Pnshkalavati,
may have named the locality'. Astes Nagar' (the village of
Astes) a[ter himself. The former theory, however, seems
the most reasonable. Hashtnagar lies aloug the left bank
of the Swat river, and is inhabited by the Thfnhammedzais, *
who came down !rom the Jalalabad Valley, as before stated,
during tl1e fh"St westerly irruption of the Patban tribes,
They have lately begun to tilke kindly to sepoy lifo, and
there were in 1908 about one hundred and fifty of them
in the regular Indian Army,
A good many Mohnumds live amongst tho :1-inham·
medzais, and a lew used to enlist. Army service was at
one time popular amongst the translrontier ~Iohmands,
who came forward in large numbeJ;S immediately th.e
~lohmancl Expedition of 1908 was over. In fact, several
young lads came to Peshawar, ancl presented tllemselves
for service with their wounds still llllhealec1.
The interior of the ~iohmand country is said to
contain many l'ich valleys ancl flourishing settlements.
The Ganilab Nullah is the only part of the country I
have visited, and that certainly is a hopeless wilde~noos.
Mile after mile the scenery offers nothing bnt dreary
boulder-strewn mountains. The streams in summer

* 11 Zui '' at the ternrlnation of a. proper noun mea.us
i.e.p Yusu!zt\1, 20n of Joseph; MuasMo,i, son of Mos:ea,
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disappear underground, and only rise to the surface at intervals. The purity of the water is not above suspicion.
In the deeper pools there are q1111ntiti.es of little fish, which
can be caught in a sheet, and which n1ake a very tolerable
substitute for whitebait. Small eels are also quito common
and oan be hooked. The lmrdy pink oleander thrives
in tho ravines, ami lends the only touch of colour to the
desolate landscape.
In June the climate o! tho Gandab Valley is detestable.
Tho excessive heat is intensified by mdiation. The
narrow glen acts as a funnel for the scorching wind, which
blows hard for days on end. No tent can stand against
the storm, and I have see11 half a' Of\mp collapse wllen
.struck by a sudden blast. Dust and even small pebbles
a:re blown about with great violll!lce.
Tho village of Dnnd, where, during the Molunand
Expedition, we endured, in early June, three weeks of
wind, heat, cholm:a and flies, had been deserted before
our arrival. It was Mid that its occupants had inter·
ferod >;ith the traffic along tl1e :road and had in consequence
b""n annihilated by the other Mohmamls. Tho Halimzais
in whose country we were, were sapposed to be friendly.
However, they left the valley to a man, having firs!; taken
the, precaution to remove all the woodwork from their
houses. The roads in the valley wore in a shocking state.
This will be the more readily understood whe11 I mention
that on the early marches it was not uncommon for the
head of the column to reach its des!;ination before the tail
had left camp. At Hafiz Kor and Dand 11 considerable
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mrt of the transport, after standing loaded for fourteen
1
honrd, was not able to move off before dusk.
From Torkai we got a good view o:f the Karappa.
Pn.s. 1'ho road to Galanai can be seen climbing up
tn tho tlillicult katal. Sottthwa:rds, too, tho panorama
over Shabkadar and Peshawar to the Cherat Hills is
tuagnificent. *
'l'lw Bar, or translrontier i\1ohmands, occupy tlte mountains nortlt of the Cabul river from Dakka and Lalpura
to onr ilficlmi, Slmbkadar, and Abazai border. The
grca tcr Jlnrt of the tribe is under Afghan influence. Its
:mbdivisions aro the Baizai, K.hwaizai, Tarakzai, Dawezn:i;
Kukmmi, Utmanzni ancl Halimzai. This latter clan is
tltc nenrc•b to British territory. n is said that the
Molunnmls tlid not show much inclination to rebuild tho
villages destroyed by thu l\fohmand Field Force. They
l~ttn' since received large consigmnents of o;rms from the
Per,, ian Gulf vt'ti: Cabnl, and have alBo purchased numbers
of rilles from factories in tho Kohat Pass. They have
gained for themselves a reputation as b1·ave fighters, as
well ns troublesome J:aiders, but are thoroughly mistrusted
and <1ctestcd by tl1eir neighbours, who accuse them of the ·
gros.~est treachery. During the latter part of the Thiohmand
Rxpcdition, the Mobmands induced hal£ a dozen Mriili
scpoys to dO!lert with their arms. and accoutrements•
J\.q soon us tho dcsertera joined them they \verc immediately
• ,At 'l'o.rkai tho up and down o:onV'oys crossed anoh other.
Liet1tcun.l\t Wells, <>i the- Guidest who died of cholero,. at Qaln.tmi, had
written tho word n Torqua.y u on the hill·aide1 in whit~ atones,
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relieved of their rifles, ammunition and clothes, and
were left naked to find their way back to Cl.'imh as best
they could. Most Afridis had no sympathy with the
deserters, who were disloyal to their salt, or, as the Pathans
express it, " had defiled the ground where they had been
fed " ; but at the same time they were greatly incensed by
the action of the Mohmands. 'rho Mohmands, moreover,
are vindictive, and frequently exhume the bodies.
of even Mussulman enemies, and burn them, Soldiers.
who died or were killed in the Mohmand country were•
buried about the hill-sides, and not in cemeteries, and
their graves were carefully disguised, As I have already
mentioned, the Mohmanda refused to allow relatives,
to remove the dead, for proper burial, after the war. They,
as well as the Orakzais and Waziris, mutilate in a very
peculiar way the bodies of those who have committed
offences against women. The Waziris also erhumo and
bmu their enemies sometimes. The Afridis do not mutilate
the corpses of their foes ; but, on the other hand, they do·
not spare the women and children, and 1 have heard some,
ghastly tales of butchery of young boys.
One o! tho best known outlaws who has ever troubled
the Mohmand border was Multan. He was himself a
Zakha Khel, and had at one time been a aepoy in the•
26th Punjabis. His military eclncation gave him "'
thorough insight of the habits of pioguet~ and sentries,
and enabled him on more than one occasion to disguise·
himself and his followers "" sopoys, or border police.
In this way he carried out sev~ral auceessful expeditions.
E, l'B
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His most daring exploit was to raid Peshawar city itself.
On anotltsr ocoaaion he attacked J alozai ; and it was his
gang which shot Major Ooape Smith at Ali 1\fnsjid in May,
1908, and which fired into AJi Musjid camp a few nights
later and nearly hit me. Multan met his fate !tear Peshawar
in 1909, whilaleading a raiding party of Shittwaris. Timely
warning was given of his appro110h, and his gang was
<Jaught in the open by a squadron of cavalry. He retired
into some ravines, where he was held in check until a
<>ompany of infantry eame up. He and a few choice
"hots deta<>hed tltomselves from the rest of the party
and put up a gallant fight, in which one sowar was killed,
"ml an officer badly wounded. Evenhually Multan was
!dllcd by a bullet which struck him in tlte feee. This
l:Uffian is said to have had great faith in the power of charms,
"nd a number were found tied to his rille. The members
<>f his gang who were captured on this occasion were
executed shortly aftmwards.
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CHAPTER IV.
JALOZAI,

l

.Jalozal-Brltish Yonumeuts-Kl!attaks-}fultnn tl1e Out1n,w-Deatb of'
Multnn-Rifie Tlu~fb--Tombs-Panorn.mn. of Rills.

recalls to many a soldier the memory of
thooe ' dear dead days ' when winter wars were waged,
and battles were intimately associa.t.u with sunshine and
•andwiches.
At first sight peThaps Jalozai may not appear an
attractive subject t.o write about. But ns a matter of fact
there is quite a lot to be said concerning this tangle of
ravines and low stony hills below the Cherat range.
Jalozai has been the training ground of the Peshaw11r
garrison fm, half a century, and is scattered ov<;r with tho
JALOZAI

sangars and trenches of generations ol budding soldiers.
The hills are yellow, stony, and Ullinviting, but amongst
them deep nullahs wind in and out, starting as hot, arid
ravines, but often turning to pretty, shaded glades lower
down, where springe suddenly gush from the river bed,
and How on beneath palosa trees, besides terraces of green
turf, and through beds of watercress. The tired soldier,
returning heated from the assault of. ' savage enemies,'
finds these dells mOBt inviting.
There are two rather interesting monumente away to
the east of the road. One is a briok obelisk, the iMcription
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on which reads " Sacred to the memory of J,iautenantColonel William Donald MacDonald, Deputy Lieutenant,
and Justice of the Peace of the County of Caithness'
Scotland, who died of cholera when commanding the 93rd
Sutherland Highlanders at Camp J alozai on tho 29tl1
October, 1862, aged 315 . years." The other monument
is " Saored to the memory of :Major U. G. A. Middleton,
Ensign J. St. Drysdale, Assistant Surgeon S. B;ope, sixty
one rank and file, thirteen women, and fifteen children,
all of the 93rd Sutherland Highlanders who diad of ohol~a
at or near this spot during the month of October, 1862."
Tharo are three walled enolosu:res containing only thirteen
graves, in which this unhappy company appear to have
been buried together.
The inhabit.ants of Jalozai are Akom Khattaks, with
the euriom exception of Dag, Selli Khan, and one other
village, which. though in the Peshawar district, are
Tori Khattalra. In the hills above live the Jalozai and
Ashu Khel section of the' Adam Khel Afridis, "" far east
along the ridge as Cherat, Aftar Afridi Point, Oborat
and the ridge rewards the Indus, is British territory. A
rough path leads dil:ect from Jalozai to CJhorat, and thence
to Kohat. It; is ocoaaionally used when the Kohat Pass
road is closed by the Adam Khel, or when a man wishes
to avoid enemies in independent tarritory. At one time
i'v1ultan, the famous outlaw, wao the terror of Jalozoi. On
one oooasion he dressed his gang as police, and being
hilllilell an ex-sepoy ol the 26th Punjabis, easily deceived
the aen.try in the tilwwki, raided the thana, a.nd oarried ofi
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twenty-eight Government mulea and a quantity of loot
from the village buniaks. The mules were eventually
recovered through the mediation of the Adam Khels.
Another time he remained three daya in disguise in Pabbi
village, quite close to the military picquet. Having
matured his plans, he looted Pabbi and made good his
escape past the picquet. A sentry challenged him, " Halt,
who goes there ~ " " I'm Mnltan," replied the outlaw
coolly, loosed off his rille into the post, and so esca,ped
leaving the sepoys to fumble for their ammunit.ion. Even·
tually lVIultan, as described in the last chapter, was rounded ,
up by the 19th Cavalry in 1909, and killed in the Fandu
Nullah, twelve miles from J alozai. Ja.ffar, an equally
well-known outlaw, paid Jalozai two or three visits.
At one time rifle stealing from Mmps in Jalozai became
so common that Bl·itish Tommies used to bury thei~ arms
in the middle of their tents and sleep over them. An
enterprising Patha.n wormed his way one night between
the sentries, and actually dug ont a rifle from beneath
its owner. But lucidly just as he was securing his prize
the soldier wolte, a,nd a desperate tug-of-war for the rifle
ensued. The whole tent woke up alarmed arid dazed,
bumped their heads together, seized each other , by the
tlnoat, and were soon a struggling mass beneath the
heaving canvas. The thie£ got away, but had to leave
go of the rifle. Up in Cherat a rifle thief was onoe unlucky
<Jnough to be noticed by o. sentry who happened to be
the regimental boxer. Tho Pathan was handed aver
to the police next day in a. much battered condition.
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Near Jalozai there is a large cemetery, the buria}
ground of all the neighbourhood, where dead gene1·ations
sleep peacefully under the palosa trees. No one outs
the palosa of the ' House of the Khans,' and the trees
there grow to a good size. The most conspicuous tomb
occupies a hillock. It is hung with flags and peacock
feathers, and for tactical purposes is known by soldiers
as 'flag grave.' This is the shrine of the Mllllah Shirki.
Two beautifully carved slabs of slate rise slanting from the
head and foot, and the body of the grave is also encased
in carved blocks, hound together with iron clamps. Th0
delicate geometrical designs frequently used in tombdecorations on this frontier are well illustrated in this case.
No name may be written on a Mussnhnan tomb, but
inscriptiollB are allowed on the slabs above. In
this instsnce the inscription is in Persian, and being
In the name or God the bounti:ful and
translated reeds
merciful, the date of death of the rev~.:red and much loved
Mulah Sahib Shirlci, whose standing is !mown, a master,
was on ll'riday night, the 22nd of Shadr, of the year of
Hijera 1328 (1900 A.D.). The disc of the sun has become
darkened. Jonah has entered into the mouth of tho
fish.'
Still more notable is the tomb of Mirza Gul in this
same kltan-garh. Mirza Glll it was who produced water
in the ravine, and in the well by the camp, by sticking
his staff into the ground. Near his tomb is a spring
whieh is said to be hot. It is very slightly so, ancl is
probably only of deep origin. n is claimed that to bathe
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in its waters is a cure for eye diseases. This saint, !llirza.
Gul, was a disciple of Sheikil Baba, whoss white cement
shrine is such a conspicuous landmark on the hills near
Dag. Sheikh Baba again was a disciple of the celebrated
:Kaka Sahib, at whose tomb a festival is held yearly in

Nowshera.

I.

Sheikh Baba's tomb at Dag is worth visiting. It
is a well-kept cement building, and stands amidst a cluster
of palosa trees. The ground all round is covered with
tombs, and the place is much frequented by sick people.
We met one man being carried there on a bed ; and another
poor old man was lying in the ravine below, too exhausted
to oontinue his pilgrimage. The palosa trees about the
shrine are heavily laden with stones of all sizes, which
pilgrims have placed on the branches. .The Sheil<h and
his eon and grandson are buried inside the building.
He lived about two hundred years ago. People visit the
shrine from as far away as Swat and Buner. Sunday is
the great day for pilgrimages to local shrines everywhere.
on the North-West Frontier. It appears to be the next;
most holy day in the week with Mussulmans after Friday.
The reason. they give is that Sunday ill the day set apart;
by Isa Ali·e-Salaam (Christ). It is also the day on which
the earth was created, a hot day, l),nd therefore a lucky
one for e pilgrimage or journey.
There are certain. t<>mb.s of great length on this fxontier
which have a habit of growing. Habib Ullah Shah's;
tomb near Kurram Ghaxi in Bannu is 22 yards long .
He was a Syed from Balkh. Hia mother's grave is 18
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yards long. One in Peshawar City is 20 yards long, and
there is a very lengthy one on the J amrud road. But
most celebrated a£ all is the No Gaz Zyrat (the Nine Yards
Orave) in Peshawar Cantonment. Hindus reverence it
almost as much as do Mnssulmans. The Amir of Kabul
·sent Rs. 50 to the shrine at the time o£ his visit to India.
After rain Jalozai assumes a new aspect. The whole
panorama of Pathan hills becomes dark and soft in colour.
Behind them rise the noble snows of Kafiristan, Chitral and
Raj Nag. Snow even lies for a fe,; hours on the lower
ridges. Eastward, the smoke of Jamrud fort and the fine
entrance o£ the Khyber below Tartara, are easily visible
thirty miles away. Looking north, the road and the fort
<>f Malakand can just be distinguished above the low ridge
<lf Takht-i-Bhai. And westward rise Mahaban, and the
uplands of Buner, the Udyana of the ancients.

l
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CHAPTER V.
KORAT.'
Pass.-Matn.nni-Rific~:facWrics-The- traffic in
Ajri&is-The Pabhan Olmra.oter-His treatment
of women-The K.him o:f Tcri-Two outlaw.s-A raid that failed
-Behaviour of Khattnlru-KJu:ttttik d1Wees-Narai-A haunted

".lKohm.t--.Tbe Koho..t·
firc~~rms-The

mouqtMn.

Komoc is situated at a point where several different
tribes meet. Directly to the north it is separa.ted from
Peshawar by an arm of Afridi country, which protrudes
into British territory. The Khattak hills stretch away
·east and south : the Bangash occupy the vu.Jley of
Miranzai to the west : and Bi1<0ti Orakzais live in the
mountains to the north-wast. Kohat
s charming little
·cantonment nestling amongst rugged Pathan hills, a.nd
it can have no better recommendation than that evro:yone
who has lived there has a good word to say for it.
.The station is well wooded, and possesses some fine
·old banyan trees. Water is plentiful, and rivulets run
beJJide all the important roads. ~n the.~e streams live
<>nriou~ little green crabs, which the sepoys · have
nicknamed 'half rights.'* The water-supply ia derived
from springs which l'ise at the foot of the hills, near
Mohammed'zai. The compounds o£ the homes are small
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and stony, but no\'ortheless there are ninny pretty gardena,
end witlt such &n abundance of water much can be done
even with unpromising soil. Unsightly mud boundary
walls are a great disfigurement to the place, but an attempt
has been nwlo l<> replace them by senetta hedges. The
main street of the city is picturesque, It is three·quartera
of a milo long, an<l is usually crowded with transfrontier
Pathans from tho neighbouring A.fridi and Orakzai hills.
Quick and ensy commnniootion between Peehawar
and Kohnt by way of the Kolmt Pass has been established in comparatively raoent times ; and then only
by nltcmatcly chastising and ooa1dng the Adam Khels,
·through whose territory the road runs. The Pass is
in many rcpccts not unlike the Khyber, but is a good
deal sm:tllcr. From Peshawar to the British border
at Chitta Thana is a drive of twenty miles over the plain.
Along tl!C roa<l numbers of funny little tuft-tailed . rats
ara to be seen, Flocks of rooks, wl1ioh migmte to the
Peshamw valo from Oahu! nearly evory.wintet•, occasionally
l'iso in denso masses into the air; and bleary·eyed lizards,
who bmrow for food into graves, lio basking in the sun.
There is n fortillml post at Uatanni, which is said to have
boon captured some years ago by the well·known outlaw
Jnflnr. Ho laid o.n ambnsh near the gat<> at dawn, and
thell himself mise<l a cry that the village was being attno](ed
by thieves. Wl1mt the sepoys rushed out to assist tho
villagero, Jaffar overpowered them, and seized the post;.
This bandit wns killed some years ago while &ttacking
a house quito near to the Peshawar railway station.

1
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Directly after crossing the hoTder beyond Chittl\'.
Thana, the road enters the defile. I was again struck
with the size of the cemeteries which seemed out of all!
proportion to the population of the villages to which
they belong. As is usually the ease across tho frontier,.
all the villages in the Koh.at :Pass are protected by high loopholed towel'S and walls, In several of them-notably in
Khani-mela., Sl1ahedatalab and Sahib-ud-din-thore are·
rifle factoriBl! which sttpply :fire-arms not only to ·the Afridis
of the Kohat Darrah, but even to such distant tribes.
as the Mohmands, I visited most of the factories near the·.
road, and found the men employed in them willing enough
to show me how tl1e W!>rk was done. In the larger workshops a. complete plant of machinery for boring out and·
turning rifle barrels has been set up. It is all worked
by hand. As a rule Punjabi g1msmiths are employed.
They keep secret the art of grooving the barrel as :far us
possible ; but the local Pathans are quick at learning·
how to make all the different parts of a rifle, and now do a
great deal of work for themselves. The wood for stocks
and handguards comes from Tirah. His good walnut, but.
not always very well. seasoned. Powder is only manufactured in certain villages. I have he»rd that an inferiorkind of cordite is also produced, though I doubt whether·
this is really the case. The weapons ara made to resemble
Government rifles as nearly as possible, and are even
stamped with V. R., and ' Enfield.' The word ' Enfield '
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*This na1ne ia derived lrom ~ shaheiJ,• a. grave: and i t-alab, u. ta-nk
Dotlt tank and gr&ve are poosed on tho road near the v!llage.
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'is, however, nearly always misspelt. I once found a.
Government Martini whose parts had been completely
,.ubstituted by parts copiecl itt the Kohat Pass. Tho
dishonest sentry who effected the exchange must have done
so bit by bit, replacing a different portion each night that
the rifle came into his hands. Kohat Pass rifles sell for
·eighty or a hundred rupees, bnt are acknowledged to be
very inaccurately sighted.*
There was at one time an active tm:ffic in fire-arms
from the Persian Gulf and Cabul. A single-loading rifla
•Cost only Rs. 14 on the Persian border of Afghanistan in
1908, and a magazine rifle Rs. 50. In Cabnl these same
weapollB were worth Rs. 240 and Rs. {500, respectively.
Ily the time they reached the .Afridi tribes the price had
'again risen, and the Adam IChels gave as much as Hs. 800
for a magazine rifle. Similarly a (ten) clip revolver, which
on the Persian border cost Rs. 50, and in Cabnl Rs. 100,
:fetched Rs. 300 in the Kohat Dan·ak. .As may be
imagined, the prospect of such a large profit encouraged
.a brisk trade in fire·arms.
Water is very scarce in the Kohat Pass. There
are a few wells, but the chief supply is from large tanks.
When thooe dry up, as they do in summer, the women
have often to go long distsn.oes for water. There is
+There aro eimilar rifle factories in Oraltza.i viUagcs in. the
Khanki Valley. It is not uncommon for Patbans from the Kohat;
Darrah to work with gun-smitlt!l in the Punjab in order to leam.
·the trade of rifio-malrlng. They n.re content. to begin witlt merely
blowing the beUowB, and sometimes foign povert.y in order to get
·employment in workshops.
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always a certain amount of tmffie through the pass, and
a good deal of salt goes by this route to Peshawar. The
Akora Khattaks are the great salt carriers. During the·
summer of 1908, a dispute betweoo the British and Afghan
Governments over the possession ol the springs at Torkhan
led to the closing o! the Khyber road. Trade between
Cabul and India was tempora1•ily diverted into the Kmram.
and Kohat Valleys,
After traversing the puss for eleven miles, the road
rises to a kotal., or ridge, occupied by a British post.
'fhe katal has been the site of many a :fight. ;From it,
the view over the Kohat vale is admirable,
The Afridis, a portion of whose territory we have·
just tmverseil, are the most import11nt tribe on the
North-West Frontier. Their strength is estimated at
25,000 :fighting-men. 'rhere were 2,680 Afridis serving.
iu the regular Indian Army at the end of 1907, The
0l'!lkzais, who are said to muster 30,000 fighting men,
only supplied ow: regulars with 550 sepoys. Indeed, the·
Afridis even in those days were oveNecruited. Tbey are a.
formidable people when they combine, and they have
learned a good deal of the art o! war from us through
the sepoys we have trained.*
*.Many A!ridis waro omployod in Militian, Bo-rder Milit&ry Polioe~
etc. In Hl07 there were 1,031 Afridia in the Khyber Rifles alone.
The eight' aub·divisions of tho elan nre the Kuld Khel, Kamba.r Kh-ol,.
ICa.m!.\1.' Khel1 MaUlnlln Khul, Aka Khel, Zlikh& Khel. Sipah and Adam
Khel. Of those, the latter oooupy tlto Kohat Darralt. Tho Kuki
Kh.cl.1 Mulikdin Kltol, a.nd Z&kha Kbel nro the throe chief tribes in
the Khyber; though others have small holdings there too, and ahate'
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The character of the unfortunate Pathan has been
·torn to bits by the writers of half a cent11ry, who have
lavishly ·applied to him the adjective!! "treacherous,"
'" blood-thh~ty" and" cmel," until it h!1S become fashion·able to ·regard the Pathan as the ·worst kind of savage.
I ouco lmow a military officer who declined on pclnciple
"to write tho word "trustworthy" on any Afridi sepoy's
discharge certificate, no matter how loyal and meritoriollS
his services had been. But tlte Pathan is· not as black
·as ho is p11int-ed. It should not be overlooked 1that most
·of the triboo have only been established three ·hnndred
years ht bheir present territ<Jries, and that thou habits
-1tro not really much worse than were those ol the various
English tribes during the first few centuries after their
final seWomcnt. Tlto conditions of a feudal system.,
.under which each baron liv-ed in his own castle, and waged
·oonstant private wars with his neighbours over disputes
relating to land !llld women, arc simply being repeated
,again across our border. For atocies of gross treaohery,
·of eolcl-blooded murder, and inter-family strife, we have
-only to tum back the pngos of our .own history book. In
fact, it seems q uitc unfair to judge tltc Pathan according
to twentieth century etanda1-ds, For him it is still tho
tenth century. Moreover, it is u!lgonerous to a1!Sert that
there Ul'tl not many noble exceptions amongst them.
' Distrust of all mankind and readiness to stciko tho first
the nnnun.l Govorliment subsidy. All tJ1ese tribe-a~ O'-"Cn tho Adam
Kholt hnvc 1nnd in Tirn.b. The ..<\dam Klwl, liowovnr, do not migrato
..n.s cJ::tcnsivaly llS t.he rest in summer.
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blow for the safety of his own life l1avo become the maxims
<>f the Afridi. If you can overcome this mistrust, and
be kind in words to him, he will repay yon by great devo·
tion.' This is the opinion expressed by Warburton
nfter many years of intimate experience. No European
who has tJ:avelled amongst the Yusufzais or Khattaks
eau fail to be struck with the n.menability of these same
tribes to a fixed system of law ancl orde1·. Cis-fmntier
Pathans are under effective control. Trans-frontier ones
-are not. That is the whole crux of the matter.
The picturesque pen of Lepel Griffin ha& immortalised the Pathan as the embodiment of all the kno;m
vices, held loosely together by one or two minor and
utterly umedeeming good points. One is tempted to
think, however, that effect, rather than useful informa·
tion, has been the object in view. The vices attributed
to the Frontier tribesmen are mOI'e or less common to
.all humanity. It is eusy to make a blood-curdling selection
.of them and concentrate them in one sh1gle individua.l,
easier still to introduce the resulting amalgam to a
prejudieed public as a type of the race, But in the
end you only get a Comic Opera Pathan,-an overdmwn
oarioature of the real thing, In truth the tribesman
<Jf fact and his brother of liotiou are two widely different
beings, and if the latter is to be found at all, it is in the
Andamans, and he no more represents his people than the
rest of tho jail population of those attractive islands repre·
sent theirs '. Not that the Pathan is by any means a
.sheep in wolf's clothing. Indeed, his best friends are
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bound to admit that there is more of the wolf in him ~han·
is absolutely necessary for sel£-preser~ation. Yet, on the
whole, he is more sinned against ~han sinning, and the·
world has scarcely dealt fairly by him. To begin with, a.
malevolent fate has fixed his habitation on a scientific
frontier between a sUJ!picious Mussulman principality and
a mighty and very grasping Kafir Empire.
It is an inconvenient thing to be oonver~ed into a.
buffer State, and very exasperating when you are saddled
with the responsibilities of the ticklish situation against
your will. You may avenge yolll'self temporarily by
playing off a Viceroy against an Amir, but the game is.
played in your own yard, and in the long run yon have t<>
refllise that the piper has to be paid by yourself. A
political character is forced on this poor savage unsolicited,
and he is constantly on the stage of Indian politics, Even
his most intimate privata affairs are treated ns events of
international importance, more or less requiring intcrferenoe from outside,
Nature, too, has oUTIJed him with the cotmtanance,
figure and physique of a stage brigand au(l noblesse oblige.
Does not his bold dare-devil, cut·throat appearance saddlo
him with a terrible responsibility ! There is nothing
degrading in a barn fowl leading the life of poultry, but
what would the birds say if tlte haw·k did the same !
Why, the very sparrows would point the heak of scorn
at him I But what is the Pathan to do 1 If, being born
with the beak aud talons of a hawk, he fulfils Nature's
mandate and goea a-hawking, an unromantic British Sirkat'
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promptly hangs him ; if, on the other hand, he seeks
peaceful occupation, say, on the railway, he is either
scorned as de.generate, or mistruated as a wolf in sheep's
clothing. But even here one is more or less dealing with
the Pathan of notion. Yet there does exist tho Pathan
of sober fact, who, in spite of his clothing, is neither wolf
nor sheep-the Psthan with whom we rub shoulders daily
in our frontier statiollll-whom we like and to a very
great extent admire. It is he who really represents his
race, But beiog the plain matter-of-fact Pathan of everyday life, literature knows him not, and only those, are
aoquainted with him whom: duty c4!sts in his midst. To
such he is full of interest, and his real picturesgueness
lies in the fact that, in spite of hie surroundings, he is
more like the Briton than al)y other native of India.
When you meet a Pathan, you moot a man like yourself. Ask him a question and he does not; like many
other natives of this country, assume you only do it te
amuse yourself, and say " malttm 'IUikin," or walk on
without answering. No, a Pathan is always pr!'ctioa!,
and as he credits the Sahib with his own commonsense,
' he always answem a question sensibly and to the point.
There is nothing finicking abou~ him. He will never
allow you to abuse him, but makes up for it amply by never
malriug you wish :to do so. There is perhaps no native
of India who is less irritating to our nervea, and his ideas
of tact seem to :run on quite the same lines as our own. ·
Contrast the demeanour of the man in the street in BannU:
or Kohat with that of his fellow subjeot in Calcutta or
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Patna. Y au seldom get a polite answer from a Babu
unloo& yon are his official superior. Yet he has the
organism of a jelly·fish, and if it conmins a heart at all, it
is a Penal Code. He has only that to save him from the
eonsequence of the impertinence which he mistakes for
independence of character, But the Fathan, who is equally
protected by the law, never requires it. His heart, being
of the same stout material as his body, he takes his
independence for granted, and very seldom parades it
in the garb of rudeness,
In the matter of their treatment of women, the
Pa.thans have agsin been maligned to a great extent.
It is true that they value them as marketable goods, but
the common phrase that they sell their women as cattle
is soal'<lely correct. They sell them only to those who
will honourably wed them, and as a rule only to men
of their own tribe or section. The honour of his wife,
and his women-folk generally, is of first importance to
a Pathan, and abduc~ion is the commonest cause of
feuds.*
I once kaew a trans-frontier Yusufzai woman, who
in the capacity of friend rather than servant was taken to
England by a lady. With education Babu Jan very quickly
developed a ready wit, and easily overcame the shyn<!Bil
which a life-time of seclusion had engendered. She
told me that the Yusufzai women visit each other in their
houses, and have their own social amusements, but that
• A Pa.than will pny a.s much as Rs. SOO for a. wife, It ia an
nt;~J.; only a wife. but a. servant,

investment. · Bbo ia to him
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they strongly resent intrusion. She remembered that
on one occasion a. party of girls stoned a lad to death for
interfering with them. The employment of the women
depends on the conditions of life in any particular locality.
In Yusnfza.i the women spin, cook and draw water. The
Khatt~~<k women rea.p in the fields, but seldom plough .
In the more mountainous and poverty-stricken regions
they labour hard at grass-cutting and water-carrying,
and through excessive work quickly lose their looks and
youthfulness.

*
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The Khattak hill!; south of Kohat, in the vicinity of
Laehi, Tori and Banda Daud Shah, aro very pleasant
to tour in. The Khan of Teri, Ghafur Khan, is one of the
few hereditary Khattak chiefu still remaining. He was,
when I visited him, eighty years old, but still showed
signa of having been a fine man. The poor old gentleman
was totally blind, and had long einoo resigned the care of
his estates to his son Hakim Khan. I partook of tea and
cigarettes with him in a pavilion overlooking ihe Teri
Towe stream. The Khan maintains about sixty levy
sepvys, and as many sowtws. They often do useful
work against outlaws who trouble the Waziri border.
Four of thEl!le SOW<V/'S were attached to me whil~ I was
recrniting in the vicinity of Teri.
The little village of Kot Banda near Teri is the
home of Asil, a notorious Kbattak outlaw, who, with
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' was terrorising the country
a kindred spirit Mir Ahmad,
while I was there. They had both abducioed women and
murdered villagers, and the local authorities wm:e doing
all in their power to bring them to book.
Troops were out after them from Kohat, Bannu and
Thai ; and the police and '~llage cMgas, or patrols, were
searching the hills in every direction. I was interested
in watching the hunt. Asil and his companion easily
,evaded the troops in euoh broken c01mtry. The police,
however, headed them ofi succe.•sfnlly, and laid au ambush
for them on a little-n:equented track, leading over into the
Waziri hills. The outlaws oo.mo upon it in the dawn, but
escaped unscathed in a. storm of bullets. The kidna.pped
women were, however, recovered. In the end, .Asil got
away safe, and is still at large. Mir Ahmad was driven
by hunger to enter a Waziri vlllage where he was taken
prisoner. He escaped, recovered possession of his rifle,
and made a plucky fight until his ammunition ran short.
He was then scized and handed over to the police.
On tho whole, tho action of the Khattak viUagore,
for whose solo benllfit the outlaws were being hunted
down, was not creditable. Either from feelings of
sympathy or fear, the ohigas, or patrols, worked badly,
and in some oases had to be driven out by the police to
search the hills. It was even reported. that Asil sat down
and smoked 3 pipe in a village, where an unsuspecting
:Militia picquet was stationed. If this is true, it shows
the desirability of recruiting l\Iilitia sepoys from the
locality they are to serve in,
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Here is another illlllltration of Khattak apathy.
A dog, in the last stages of rabies, made its appearance
in the village of Banda Daud Shah. • The Chief Commissioner happened to be travelling on the road, so there were
a dozen armed policemen sitting about. Not one of them
would shoot the animal till I gave a written authority
for the expenditure of ammunition. Eventually the
marksman of the party came forward and missed the dog
twice at five yards. Luckily the poor brute was too busy
biting itself to take any heed, and a third shot, from a
rest, at ten yards, finished him.
In the February of 1909, just after I left this part
of the coU!ltry, an exciting incident occurred in the
village of Tabbi Khwa, not far from Teri. A party of
outlaws, most of whom were Khattaks, entered the Teri
district, apparently with the intention of carrying out a
daring raid npon Kalabagh. They were accompanied
from their retreat in the Khost motmtains by a young
fellow wile was all the while carefully planning their
destruction, but who himself feigned to be an outlaw.
On arrival at Tabbi Khwa this man pretended to receive
information of a police ambush ·near Kalabagh, and
induced his associates to hide for two days in a small mud
hut. In the meantime he managed to warn the thanadar
of Teri, who summoned a jemadar and t:wenty sepoys
of the Border Military Police from Kohat.
"" u He comes from Daud Shn.h
means He is a barn.Jool,

i
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is an old Patha.n saying, whioh
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The' hut ;vas suooess!ully surrounded, and it W!l.S
diaaovercd that three o! its walls were blank. This
aMbled tho besiegers to creep up and push great heaps
of dry brush-wood in front of the only door. When a.
goodly pile had been collected, it was fired, and seven
of the outlaws were shot one by one as they tried to
escape through the Hames. The eighth ran out, surrendered, and was takett prisoner. The remaining two came
out together and threw down their rilles : but as soon
as the police approached to capture them, they whipped
out lmivoa, and were not finally cut down until one of the
besiegers had heett killed, and two others serioUJ!ly wounded.
To draw a knife after feigning surrender is a common
Pnthan trick, and it is wonderful how incautious their
foes often a~o. I remembar a case which occurred not
long ngo in tho Khyber, where an acquaintance of mine,
Azim Rhsn, a Znkha Khel Jemndar of the 20th Infantry,
shot o. friend of his in the bent of a quarrel. Believing
his opponent to be stonc-dend, he approached him, and
received one lrnilo slash on the hand which nearly severed
thl:co lingers, and another on the head which rendered him
mtconsoious, nnd nearly ldlled him. The two were found
a little later lying one upon tho othe~ in a pool of blood.
They were dragged apnrt and conveyed to the hospital
in Luudi Kotal, where both recovered.
Tho Barak section of the Khattaks, who live about
Gurgnri, me particu!ll.rly thick-headed and uninteresting.
The Tcris nre nearly as bad, but tl1e Seci and Khwaram
tribe& are more vivMiol1.s. The Khattaks are fond of
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litigation, and a large percenti>ge of the people I met
on the road were travelling in connection with law-suits.
If there is nny part of British India which is utterly unsuited
to modern methods of administration, it is the North·
West Frontier Province, Unnble any longer to take the
law into their own hands, the cis-frontier Pathans flock
to the courts. Certainly one man in ten has a. suit pending,
and it is almost 11 point of honour to appeal against
an adverse decision. The result is most injurious, as the
peasantry beggar themselves over these petty legal pro·
oeedings, The underlings about the courts are notoriously
corrupt, and the ease with which the law can be resorted to
leads to a good deal of injustice in cases where a wealthy
llliln can trump up a case and produce unlimited witnesses
agshmt a poorer neighbour. Quick justice, crushing
punishment, and no appeal, is who>t would suit tho Patha.na
far better. They would like it and understand it, and it
would save their pockets.
Mter the month of the Ramzan, the Khattaks. indUlge
a great deal in dancing at night. They form a cirole
about a blazing log-fire, and dance round it with their
swords in their hands, At fi:rsttho step is slow and stately,
but as the dancers warm to it, the pace improves, till the
figures are flying madly to and fro, while the dho! and
swrnai players work themselves into a frenzy.
Oftsn this performance is followed by single
dances, when young fellows in white kurtas* and gold
• Shirt•.
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waistcoats run out and execute a pas seul. Their figures
~eem to skim over the ground, spinning at incredible
speed, with their robes floating about them. Now the
dancer approaches the dllo!s* and goes through a mimic
attack, flinging himsell on his knees and whirling his
two swords about him, till they look like circles of fire.
Dancing amongst Khattaks and Bangash is regaining
popularity, but it was for a time discountenanced by the
MullaAa. Khattak sepeys, after a hard day's work, will
o:ft<m dance for an houx, while other natives sit down and
rest.
The hills in the vicinity of Narai and Bahadur Khel
are full of salt. I rode out to Narai from Banda Daud
Shah through broken hilly country, where e~en ·tufts of
grass grew scantily. The hard, thin strata of sand-stone
was tilted up at an angle o£ seventy degrees with the
horizontal; and as the soft soil under it had been washed
a.way, it formed jagged ridges, running parallel to each
other. across the country for miles. N arai is a seattexed
village amongst the hills. The salt mine~~ are jmt beyond
it. Masses of white salt lie on the sudaee, embedded
in the reddish soil of the mountains. The deposit has not
been worked for fifteen years on aooount of the diflieultiea
of tralll!port, but it is carefully guarded by watchmen.
There is a lot of salt, too, further along this same
ridge at Bahadur Khel. A path leads from there over
the Manzalai ffills to the Gurguri Valley. It is a lonely
• Drums.
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ride, for the track is but little used. There is n small
police post on the crest of the Manzailli, :from which a good
view is obtained of Ka.fir Kot, a mountain xising from
the uplands o£ Waziristan. The rocks on its summit
are heaped up into natural bastions and curt!l.ins, which
have the appearance of a gigantic ruined fortress. Kalir
Kot has an elevation of 3,729 feet. It is also known
as J umeh l>akeh. It is aa grotaague a peak as could
well be imagined, and there are st.ories told of its being
haunted. So strong is the superstition, that .no native
will go near it at night.
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is a summer retreat-a blessed, breezy refuge
fur removed from tbe suffocating heat of Kabat.
Tbe journey to this little sanitorium, perched upon
the Pathan hill tops, is a curious experience. A toy train
crawls slowly up the Miranzai Valley from Kohat. Punctuality on this railway is of no consequence. It is. not
uncommon for the train to be delayed an hour, because the
engine happens to be lost, or the guard oversleeps himself!
Passengers join and leave the train while it is going at
iull speed ; and when the engine runs dry, they help to
refill it with a bucket from a way-side stream.
The Miranzni Valley was originally peopled with
Dilazaks and other races, of whose early history nothing
definite is known. The Orakzais conquered it, and
remained in occupation for some time, until the Bangash
tribes gradually encroached upon them, as they in turn
were driven out of the Kurram by the more warlike
Turis. In tbeir expulsion of the Ora.kzai from J;Iiranzai,
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the Bangash were assisted by the Klmttaks, All already
mentioned, the final struggle took place in about the 16th
century at 1Vluh!1lllmedzai. After three days fighting, the
victory fell to the Bangnsh, and the Orakzais were driven
inte the mountain regions which they now occupy. The
country people ha.ve a tradition te tho effect that, during
this battle, a youth, dressed in spotless white, ran between
the contending forces crying " Dairla, Bamda Bangaslza,
Glumla Orakzo " {" It is this-the plains for the Bangush ,
and the hills for the Orakzai "), The story coneludee.
that this was regarded as a divine intervention, and that;
the various t1ibes lo1thwith withclrmv to the land indicated
by the youth. Mnhammedzai can be seen from the
train. There is a small fort there to guard the mouth
of the Ublnn Pass, which leads to tho winter settlements
of the Bizoti Daulatv.ais, a Wlll'lilw clan of Orakzais,
belonging to the Samil political £notion.
The J>liranzai Valley hero and there closes in and
forms gorges only some 300 yards broad, with imposing
blu:ffs projecting into the stream. More often, however,
it expands to a vale from two to three miles wide, ehut
in by low hills, and producing crops of Indian-corn, bajra,"'
cotton and rice. All these grow luxuriantly in the rich
soil. No wonder the poverty-stricken Orakzai, in their
barren mountains, regret their former home and occusiop.ally indulge in raids into Miranzai. The valley is well
wooded with mulberry, shisltMn, neem and poplar, and
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there ~>re fruit trees, vines and well-filled kitchen gardens
around all the villages. The homely blackberry has
it$ place in every hedge. A great variety of birds inhabit
Miranzai. The most oommon are the dove, Indian jay,
king crow, green Kashmir fly-catcher, crane and a bird
like a seagull, which feeds exclusively on frogs. Of game
birds, Chicora, blue rock, imperial pigeon and sisi are
plentiful, while higher up the valley above l:Iangu, partridges are also found. Hares and a few pheasnnts are
met with here and there ; and in season, quail abound
in lower Miranzai. Each field has a maelwn, from
which radiate dozens of grass ropes, propped on sticks,
which communicate to every part of the cultivated area.
By this clever arrangement the watchman in the mackan
-can frighten away the birds from every comer by pulling
·Or shaking one o:r other of the ropes.
One of the most profitable products of the country
is mazarai, or dwarf palm, which is cut during late
August and early September. The leaveB of mazarai
grow straight out of the ground, and not from a parent
stem as do those of the ordinary ornamental palm. It is
-cf great commercial value, and ltere sells for 11,bout fifteen
seers for the rupee. In Peshawar it fetches a good deal
more. From it are made ·chuplis,• ropes, bed strings,
nets, matting, baskets, grain-bins and other receptacles.
In the summer every man carries a bundle of it about
with hlm, and weaves it into rope ne he walks along, and
• Sandola.
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the boys make themselves slings of it {or throwing stones.
The dwarf palm is largely export<>c1, and its value has
greatly increased aince the advent of the railway. It i~
said to grow in tho '.rirah Valleys also. Weaving is one
of the few oooupations not considered derogatory by
Pathans, and many of "the Oralrzai tribes, notably the.
Mamozai and the truculent .Ali Khels, are weavers by
trade.
Hangu was in former days the seat of the Khans of
Hang\t, who ruled the i\firanzai Valley for a period of three
centuries previoUJ! to British occupation. The family was
deported some yeai'S ago to Lahore, for political reasons.
At p1esent, only the Khan himself is kept under restraint.
The Bangash, who inhabit i'!liranzai and lower
Knn-am, are saicl to have originally come from the Suliman
Mountains, They are descended from Samil and Gar,
the two sons of Ismail. Fmm the violent quarrels of
these two brothers have risen tl1e political factions of the
Samils and Gars. The whole Orakzai nation has arranged
itself on one side 01 the other, and Samil-Gar quarrels are
always sufficient excuse for a fight when no better reason
oan be found. The Bangash are nearly all 'Sunnis,'
but there are important 'Shish' communitiea in Hangu
and in lower Kurram.
From Hangu, a ten-mile drive along the foot hills
over a bad unmetalled road, brings one to Patdarband,"
where mulea are ·waiting to talm one up the hill. Fort
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Lockhart frowns grimly down into the rooky glen over
the line of limestone cliffs, which form a precipitous wall
along the south side of the crest of the Samana ridge.
The l!S<lent is a, steep climb of five miles, and entails many
a weary zig-zag. The boulder-strewn kl!uds are covered
with a variety of shrubs, such as the palosa, kanger,
cliirai, oll.ikri, senaUa and gurguri. The gmyuri is
of a deeper green than the rest, and in July produces
a purple berry which the natives est, and from whiah
very excellent sole gin is distilled. As one rises, the
shl'ubs give place to grallllea which, after the rains, clothe
the mountains in a fresh green garb. The heatt is rejoiced
by light breezes, and the heat of the plains decreases in
proportion as the scenery opens out beneath one. Now
villages appe<>r, hidden in all sorts of unexpected folds
<lf the ground, and around these are large patches of
maize. The red tulip adorns the hills in spring, and
the deep blue gentian in late autumn ; while there are
not less than one hundred varieties of wild flowers, many
of which are to be found along an English roadside. In
the stony mt'Ual~s grows the pink Oleander, which so
often lends colour to a sombre Pnthan landscape. The
Rttbia Albioaulis and the Onosma EcModes are found,
and used by the natives for dyeing purposes.
The inhabitants of the Samana here a.re Rabia Khel,
who were formerly extremely hostile to the British. They
are noted ior their olee.r complexiollB, blue eyes and brown
hair. Many of the young lads are good-looking, and,
though rather short, are wiry and w~ll·knit. Further
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along the ?idge, towards Gulistan, live the Akhels. From
the summit of the Samana Ridge an extellllive view is
obta,ined of the Khanki Valley. The high limestone walls
of the Tsappa Range confront one across the ravine, and
hide the saored retreats of Tirah from inquisitive eyes.
From the northern crest of the Sa.mana, the hills drop
away st-eeply into independent Orakzai territory. Forti·
fled towers are dotted here and there about the hill·
sides as usual.
The Khanld Nullah is about six miles broad. Its
river enters the Miralll'lsi Valley near Rais~n Station,
The bottom o£ the Khanld seems to be well cultivated.
In many of the villages there are regular rifle factories.
The upper Khanld is permanently inhabited by tho
Mamuza.i and Alisherzai clans of the Lnshkarzai, and
in the lower portions the Ismailzai, Miahti, Sheikhans
and Ali Khels have their winter settlements. The road
made by our troops in 1897 can be seen zig-zagging up
the opposite slopes to the Sampagga Pass. The Sampaggn
has an elevation of 6,550 feet, and besides its associations
with the 1897 war, when it was taken by assault, it is
historically interesting as being the site of a battle in
A. D. 1587, when the Orakzais defeated a Mogul punitive
army which had attempted to penetrate into Tirall under
Ghalrat Khan. The So,mpagga was then called the ' Loe
Sangpajah Ghakai.' Directly beyond it is the fair Mastura
Valley, rich in apple orchards and walnut groves.
Dudng the winter, the Same.ne. Range is completely
deserted. Only a small detachment of Sikhs remains to
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garrison tho forb. The Rabia Khel betake themselves
to either the Khanki or llliranzai Valleys. Food stores
are only obtainable with the grestest difficulty until the
tribesmen como up again and re-occupy their villages in
the spring. Then, meat and excellent milk aro procuxablo.
Tho honey the Pathans bring in is very good, and they
produce Tirah walnuts for sale in October. Mushrooms
are plentiful in aut1lllln.
The elevation above sea-level of Fort Lockhart is
6,496 feet, and the olimnte in winter is severe. Blizzards
rage for days on end, during which the sentries have to he
relieved hourly. The snow lies many feet thick, and tho
road is only kept open for foot passengers with dif!ioulty.
In summer the heat is tempered with cool breezes, and
tbo nights are never unpleasant. The average rainfall is
said to be 21'43 inches. The rainy season lasts ofi and
on for three months, during which time mists envelop
the ridge in impenetrable whiteness, obliterating the
scenery, except when temporary rifts disclose for a few
fleeting moments the sunlit valleys be!Qw.
n Now melting in mists, end now breaking in g1enms;
Lilte the glimpses a saint hila of hooven in hi~ dreanta. 11

·The Orakzai are, as a rule, very poor, and moat of
the lads I saw looked thin and llUderfed. Their average
height is about 5 feet 6 inches. The tribe is divided
into twenty-five sections, and numbers some 80,000
fighting-men. They could be utilised for recruiting
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purposes much more than they arc. As already mentioned, there were in 1908 only li!iO of them in the regular
army. Though they make good aolc1iers, only four regiments enlist them.* They arc usually dressed in pearl
grey cloth. Tho dye is produced :!rom an e~trth found
in tho mountains of Tirah. 'l'he colour does not fade,
and has the extra advantage of being quite invisible from
a short distance on' a !till side. t
Amongst tho Or..kzai inter-tribal quarrels are continually disturbing the peace of the community and ren~;
dering the highways unsafe. I collected from recruiting
parties who came into Samana from 1'irah, the following
details of a little war which was waged all through the
summer of 1908. 'l'he cause of hostilities arose from a
disagreement between the Ali Khol and :Mala Khol, as
to which of them shonld assist the Khoidad Khel in expel·
ling the Wnziris fl'Om Cltinarak. CbiJlll.rak was the ootate
of the late 1\Ialik Sarwar Khan, The Khoidad Khel
offered the Ali Khel such a largo sum of money for their
assistance, that tho cupidity of the Mala Khel was roused.
and they in tl1eir turn insistocl on being allowed to help,
so as to secure a share of the subsidy. The result was a
*Tho following rcgimonta onlis& Ora.kznie. :-2lab Punjabis• 40tk
Pnthane, 46t.h Punja.bia, nnd 12'7th Bn.luch l.Jght Infantry.
t Tllo toUowiug Gt<J the most important di-visions of tho Ora.kzahJam~tlzei {ohiof eub.scotions Ro.bi£\' Kbel, Akhol n.nd 1\fum&ze.l);
LMMmrtnl (ohiQf sab·soction Alisherza.i); Daulat'Zai,. Sturi Kholnnd
Mo.auzo.i. J3'1Jsldcs Lhea.0 a.:r<1 tho Miahti1 Ali Khel,~ Ma.la. Khol, a.nd.
Sheilthnn, who wero rQa.Uy llamaaya1, or serfs, but; whoJ by virtue
ot their o.oquirod el#rongtl1• havo oomo to be regarded n.a Orakzo.l!h
E, Pll
8
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violent quarrel between the would-be allies. In the
meanwhile Chinarak was lost sight of altogether, und left
to its fate. 1'he Ali Khel belong to the Gar political
faction, and the Mala Khel to the Samil. Various other
tribes attached themselves to one side or the other, and in
consequence the whole country was thrown into tumult.
As may be imagined, recruiting for the Indian Army
au:ffered a good deal.
The centre of strife was the Ali Khel stronghold of
Zanga Khel, against which the Mala Khel brought their
only cannon. At first a Sikh worked the gun, but he
was soon superseded by a well-known charwter, Jemadar
Mir Khan, late of the 40th Pathans. The Jemadar con·
treated to demolish Zanga Khel for one thousand rupees.
The amount was to be paid him only after the place had
been, taken. To supply the gun, shells were collected
from Dargai and Sampagga and other places where British
batteries had fired in. the 1897 expedition. An attempt
was made to refill the empty projectiles with explosives,
but this was not successful. They were instead :fitted
with wooden plugs, which it was believed would expand
on contact with the fort walls, and do more damage
than ~mpty shells would. The entire cost of supplying
powder was borne by the Jemadar, who lost a good deal
of money over the business, as he failed to reduce Zanga
Khel, and consequently never received any of his thousand
rupees, He placed his cannon in. an epaulement at about
one hunrued and fifty yards from the fort, leaving ordy
a small hole, through which the muzzle ol the gun was
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pushed when it was ready to fire. The de!ende1'S of Zanga
Khellrept a sharp lookout, and as soon as the gnu appeared
at the aperture, they poured a l1eavy musketry fire from
LIOO rilles into the opening. So disconcerting was the
storm of bullets, and so many men were killed and wounded
serving the gtm, that the Jemadar at last gave up the
contest in despair, A heavy fall of rain disl1eartened both
pal'ties who forthwith dispersed to their homes. The
China~·ak quarrel was, however, too convenient an excuse
for fighting to be allowed to die out, and has since been
the eause of much strife. The gun used before Zanga
Kllel was originally captured from the Durani Governor
of Kohat, at some time antecedent to British rule.
There ia another cannon, !mown as the ' Mishti Gun,'
which was fired constantly in the Khanlri Valley, and
which could be distinctly heard from Fort Lockhart.
This firing was in connection with a dispute of long standing between the Malilc Din Khcl and Kambar Khel, over
the possession of territories in KajuraL It gave ris& to
a good deal of fighting in Afridi Tirah all through the
summer of 1908.
Fort Lockhart is a strong fort perohed on th;,
narrow crest of the Samana Range. There is soaaeely
sufficient flat space inside it to pitch e tent. In summer
there is usually a Civilian Camp near the Saragarhi
obelisk, and the fatal hill of Saragarlti, with a monumental
cairn on its summit, is a. mile to the west, along the ridge.
Two tennis courts, over which a sentry stands while a
game is in progress, and whe~e the band plays twice a
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week, are situated wibhin fifty yards of the Eritish
frontier ; and close by Crag Picquet stands boldly out
on a spur of rock, a sentinel on the "Edge of the
Empire."
Gulistan, or Fort Cavaguari, is four-and-a-half miles
distant :from Fort Lockhart along tlw Samana ridge. It
is a narrow building, lying lengthwise along a ' coli.' At
one end it has a high tower, from which sign!l,lling communication ia kept up with Fort Lockhart. By adding
a few feet to the height of the tower of Fort Lockhart,
the intermediate signalling station of Saragarhi has been
rendered unnecessary : so that that ill-fated post has
never been rebuilt since its destruction jn 1897 by the
Orakzai la$/!km·. OJ1e or two Akhel villages lie near
Gulistan. Their site has been cleverly chosen so that
no one can fire into them from the Orakzai side without
the risk of peppering and outraging the occupants of
the El'itish fort as well.
Dargai · is only about eight miles beyond Gulistan
across the Orakzai border. An expedition to the scene
of the action of the 20th October, 1897, entails a hard
climb, but is very well worth the trouble. A visit to a
battlefield, where the eye meets with peaceful pa.stures
and smiling crops, in place of the turbulent scenes
of strife which the in1agiuation has conjured up, is a
singularly disappointing pastime. nut there is that about
the stern precipices of Dargai which, I found, satisfied my
expectations, and filled me with an awe that Ohillianwallah
.and Gujrat had failed to arouse.
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An. excellent bird'a-eye-vie\V is obtained !rom the
summit ol the Samano. Suk,* which is n lligh hill rising
behind Gulistan to a heighb of G,71l0 feet above sea-level.
On the evening of my visit a thunderstorm had previously
dispelled the heavy rain clouds, leaving the panorama
fresh and lovely. The view is as extensive and grand os
any bit of scenery along tho whole frontier. Samana Suk
fell away in an imposing precipice for several hundred
feet, to the depths of the Chngru glen. Tho Chagru is a
narrow nul!ah whose stream is a tribtttary to the Klumki
River. It is out in two by a. ridge, known ns the Chagru
Kotal, which joins the Samana Suk to tho mass of mounto.ins on which the Dnrgai cliffs are situatccl. Villng~s,
each posaeMing at loast ono fortified tower, and each
surrounded by a little patch. of lmlian·eorn, lie bidden
here and there. In front rise tho llistorio uplands of
Dargai, cnlminating in Nn.rik Suk (6,890 feet) which on
that side of the Chagru glcn correspomls with Samana
Suk on this. Kamppa lies away t1own in tho Khanki
Valley, and beyond it, tho road leading up to the Sampagga
oan be seen. Khai1ki was still ilhuuinatc<l with a fioocl
of sunlight while the rest of tho picture was nlrcncly fading
away into the gloom of twilight. Behind tho Sampagga
rose the walls of the Safed Koh, already whitonecl by tho
first fall of snow, and to the :right of it tho 'fsa jlp~ Moun·
tains, with their steep gxa!!l!y slopes, terminating in a
formidable liM of precipices, formed tho far wall of the

* Suk mco.ns
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Khanki glen. The fringe of the famed pine forests of
Tkah was easily distinguishable along the sky-line. The
mountainous country directly in rear of Narik Suk is part
of the territories of the Zaimusht. 1'o the south lay the
vale of Miranzoi, with tho post of Shinawari nestling
amongst the foot hills. It was, indeed, a wonderful
panorama this, and one worthy of Kashmir itself.
On the following morning, my way to Dargai lay
along the road to Shinawari round the shoulder of Samana
Sttk, and then branched off and followed tho narrow ridge
of the Chagru Kotai across tho Chagru Valley. Thoro is
one fortifted village called Dar on the kotal, and beyond
is a considerable descent, which necessitates a stiff climb
up the far slopes. I had an escort of half-a-dozen Samana
Rilles, who were kindly supplied by the commandant of
Fort Gulistan, but the Al<hel Orakzais, in whose territory
I was trespassing, seemed friendly enough, nnd were
pleased to give me any information about the action of
1897. Tho ascent to the Dargai heights which were held
by the Pathan la•hkars is under cover from fire to within
a distance of 80 yarrls from the base of the position. It
was this last part of the climb which had to be crossed by
the attacking troops, through a hail of bullets. The cliffs
which the enemy occupied form an obtuse angle, jutting
out towards tho Miranzai. Those to the west are
perpendicular, and absolutely unsoalable. Only a few
shrubs protrude here and there from an otherwise clean,
amooth face of rook. In height the precipice is about
two huudred feet ; but so steep are the grassy slopes which
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they cap, that slopes and clifl< ~eem to form one continuous
drop, right down, two thousand feet, into the Mirarum.i
Valley. The eastern wall of the position is leas steep.
A path goes up it, but is wholly exposed ; and had the
Pathans remained on the heights, instead of retreating as
soon as the troops began to collect in the dead ground
au the base of the precipices, it seems very doubthtl
whether British bayonets could ever have reached the
summit. There is one tree on the crest which marked
the extreme left of the enemy's sangas, and which proved
a valuable object for the gunners to range on to, from
the batteries co-operating from Samana Suk. A local
Orakzai, who took pa:rt in the action, told us that the
sheUs were falling low and bursting upon the face of the
cli:fls. The ground behind the crest line of the position
falls for a few hundred yards at an angle of thirty degrees,
and then rises again to Da•·gai village, which is a qua.rter
of a mile in rear of the position.
Dargai might very easily have been turned by
descending straight down into the Khanld Valley, either
from Fort Lockhart or from Gulistan. It was probably the
desire to mme immediately in contact with an elated
enemy that induced the generals to attack a position whieh,
if stoutly held, might )veil have proved impregnable.

CHAPTER VII.
KmmAM.
A Foul Murder-(lhilzni Trndera-:Burill1 Customs-Lower Kur:-r&.m~
Uppor Kurmm-Tlla Turls-Their Dress-Ha.:e:ams--Ja.jis and
Jadrnna-Nelghbouring Tribes-Pamcldna~:-Uoborta' .Ba.ghShll..lozan-Cbolcra-Tori MungaJ-Pciwar
Kotal-MungnlsSport-.Ahmv.dz!4i-Kalaohi.

BEYOND the little station of IIangu, on the Miranzai
Valley Railway, the line passes through Upper Miranzai,
From the train tile various localities of the Samana. Range
pass in review. First come Dar and Sanga post~. Beyond

them is Fort Lockhart, which crowns the main Sa.mana
Hill. Tho Cairn of Sangarhi st;;mds out against the skyline, a monumont to the tmgedy of 1897 ; Fort Gnlistau
lies on its narrow kotal ; Samana Suk raises its • fist'
to the heavens ; and the hist01·io cliffs of Dargai irowu
down over Miranzai.
It was at the village of Sarozai near Kai Station, that
Lieutena11t Macaulay, R.E., the Garrison Engineer at
SamnM, was murdered in February 1909. He happened
to be biayoling nlong the road when he was stopped by a
coolie who made a petit;ion about his pay. Lieute~nt
Mncnulny dismountad to loolc up the case amongst his
papers. He was sot upon by three men from the village
who thought he was ca1Tying a large sum of Government
money. A violent figM must have ensued, for Lieutenant
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Macaula,y's body, when found, was badly ·bruised. His
Jrnee!l were out, his arm bitten, and he had a bullet wound
through the left breast. He was moreover tied up, and
gagged with his own handkerchief. The three culprits
who were subsequently captured, also carried marks of
the struggle upon them. Unfortunately one o£ them made
good his escape into Afghanistan.
The sbr·and :fifty miles of road from Thai to Paraohinar
are now conrlortably covered in a tonga. The road is,
genernJly speaking, a good one, but is unmetalled, and
therefore easily damaged by rain. Kurram territory is
entered at about the eighth milestone. I met long strings
of camels which their Ghilzai ownel'S were bringing down
from Khost and Afghanistan, laden with grain, to be
disposed of at Thai. These Ghilzai traders are rough,
weather-beaten fellows. They wear loose pyjamas, a shirt,
and a cloth waistband, all of which are a grey colour
'from e:x:cessive dirt. On their feet they have grass shoes.
An untidy scrap of pugree, tied round their high-peaked
kkulas,* completes their attire. They are not allowed
to cross the Peiwar Kotal into Kurram until the let of
November, as their camels encroach upon the best grazing
grounds of the Turis. They ha"~Ce also to leave their
rilles and other arms behind. I passed two largo Ghllzai
encampments near the villages of Alizai and Sadda, wl1ere
the men had left their families, while they themselves
had gone on to Thai 'vith the laden eamels. These eamps
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are curious places. The tents are made of black camelhair cloth stretched over a rough wooden framework. The
shelters are rarely more than four feet high, and look
unspeakably dirty and uncomfortable. The men and
women with their large families share their tents with
Ghilzai dogs, with all the baby camels, and I doubt not
with a host of insect life too. The Ghilzais are very
particular about carrying back with them, for burial in
their own homes, any of their numbers who happen to die
during the journey. I saw one corpse tied to a
charpo·£, and slung across a camel, making its homeward
march. It swayed helplessly along the road, and we
had some difficulty in getting past the camel with its
ghastly load. The 'l'uris object very strongly to this
system of carrying dead bodies about their country,
and complain, very rightly, that much disease is
spread in this way. They themselves, however, do not
set a good example, and they are, if anything, even
more particular than the Ghilzais in the matter of
burying the dead in their own village graveyards. On one
occasion permission was refused on medical grounds for
the removal of a cholera-infected body. The relatives broke
open the grave at night, and carried the dead man away
to what they considered was his proper resting-place.
Lower Kurram, that is, as far as Alizai, differs very
essentially from the Upper Kurram, and in appearance
resembles the l\Iiranzai. The villages are built of rough
and irreguln.r blocks of stone interspersed with layers of
brushwood. Towers and defensive walls are the exception,
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and the inhabitants are but poorly armed. The fodder
is collected in ricks inside the villages, and great stacks
o! hay and jolwwr ;u·o also grouped together in large
numbers on rising ground near by. The valley is narrow,
and there is little room for cultivation. The trees are few
aud stunted, and the general appearance of the country
is of low hills and broken nullalts, where the usual palosa,
hera, scnetla and mazMai bushes form a thin scrub jungle.
Upper Kurram, on the other hand, is wider, and the
mountains containing it more imposing. There is a
good deal of cultivation. The villages are larger and
far more prosperous, and are built chiefly of mud.
The more important ones have from eight to ten good
fortified towers, and are besides protected by :high loopholed walls. A very successful attempt is made to decorate
these forts by means of patterns in the brickwork, and
by crenelations along the upper parapets. They are,
moreover, neatly built, snd kept in good repair. Chenar
trees abound and grow to as fine a size as they do in
Kashmir. To judge by their girth, many of them must
be very old. Thera aro willows, mulberries and paiosa
in the valley, and the walnuts of K11rram rivalthose of
Tirah itself.
Tho Kurram is inhabited by Turis. They are all
' Shiah ' Mahommedans. There are a good many J3ungash
in Lower Kurram too, who are also 'Shiaha ' ; while the
J3ungash of :&-firanzai, with the exception ol a few communities such as in Hangu and Thal, are ' Sunnis.' The
Turis, unlike all other Pathans, have actually invited
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Government to take over their valley. They are on the
most friendly terms with the Englishmen who live amongst
them ; and the heartiness of their salutation when they
meet a 'sahib ' is quite refreshing to listen to. The
Turis look upon the British Government as their deliverer
from the oppression of their rapacious 'Sunni' neighbours,
and even consider that their ' Shiah ' religion resembles,
to a certain extent, Christianity. They are not forgetful
that Christians fought and died for them in their wars
against the 'Sunnis,' and are even in a few cases buried
in the most sacred ' Shiah ' shrines. In the Second
Afghan War the Turis sided with us openly, and delivered
an effective flank attack on the Afghan lashkar in the
action of Peiwar Kotal. In the Khost Expedition they
again assisted Lord Roberts, and in the recent Afghan War
of 1919 they continued to support us loyally. There were
in 1908 some nine hundred of them in the Kurram Militia.
So certain is their loyalty to the Si1·kar, that a systematic effort has been made to arm them better. Their
weapons are now ail registered, and means are available
on the spot for arming the Turi lashkar on an emergency.
Their dress is distinctive, though many Mungals have
adopted it too. The sleeves of their shirts have blue
cuffs, and there is a thin reel piping or ornamental border
round the neck. In the cold weather they wear a coat
made out of a cloth called sharai which is woven from
sheep's wool.*
*The Turis are divided into five sub-divisions, namely, tho Ho.mzo.
Khel, Ma.stu Khcl, Ghundi Kl~el, Alizo.i, o.nd Dnpo.rzni.
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Various interesting people migrate through the
Kurram clown to India during the early months of winter
to escape the severity of their own climate, and to search
for employment. I met many Hazaras on the road.
They take work as out-of-door servants in Parachinar,
and also as road-menders on the tonga road. The Jaj.is,
who are an Afghan race inhabiting parts of the adjoining
districts of llariob and Khost, also pass through the
.Kurram in great numbers. They travel in large bands,
and are a fine-looking folk, though their poverty is as
proverbial as that of the Hazaras. These two people
together with a third tribe of Afghans, the Jadrans,
all come in search of manual labour, and in this
respect differ from the Ghilzais, whose sole object IS
trading.
One of the minor forms of trade along the road is
in walnut bark, which Afridis bring down on donkeys
from Tirah, and sell as teeth-cleaning sticks in Kohat.
There is a small breed of black cattle in the valley which
seems to be peculiar to Kurram.
The Kurram Valley became detached from Afghanistan at the conclusion of the Second Afghan War. It
was not, however, finally taken over by us until 1892.
Its status is now that of an ' administered ' territory. It
forms a thin wedge sixty miles long, and in parts not
more than ten miles broad, running into Afghanistan, and
giving us a footing on the Durand line. Khost and Hariob,
both Afghan districts, hem it in on the west. Its borders
on the south march with those of Waziristan ; and on
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the east lie the successive Pathan tribes, of Chamkanis,
Zaimukht, and the Orakzai sub-sections of the Ali Sherzai
and Massuzai. On the north, Kurram is separated
from the Shinwaris by the great Safed Koh Range, which
towers up sublime and white above Parachinar. Its
peaks are Bazurgachuka and Bodeena, respectively 14,020
feet and 13,007 feet high, and it terminates in Sikaram, a
great snowy giant who raises his massive head to a height
of 15,620 feet above sea-level.* The Safed Koh is called
'Shpina Ghar' here, which has the same meaning as
'Safed Koh,' i.e., 'The White Mountains.' The scenery
of Upper Kurram is extremely beautiful. Dark pine
forests cover the lower ranges, and naked cliffs and snowy
peaks rise high above them. The chain is so situated
that the rays of the setting sun fall full upon it. 'fhe
effect on a chill winter evening when the pale snows flush
pink and crimson, while darkness is already gathering
in the valley below, is very fine.
There seems to be some doubt as to the origin of the
word Parachinar. Some people say it means 'single
chenar,' and others that it is derived from 'china,' which
is a common village name in Tirah. Several natives;
however, told me that the big chenar tree, which still
flourishes beside the Fort, was planted about two hundred
years ago by 'Pari,' an influential malik, or chief, of the
Pari Khel section of the Hamza Khel, and that the locality
is named after Pari and his chenar tree. The Turis call
• The word 'Sikaram ' is most probo.bly the clipped form of
• Sir-e-Kurram.'-' The Heo.d of Kurro.m.'
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the cantonment ' Totki,' but this particular chenar tree
they call Parachina.r, and it is usual for them to arrange
a meeting ' under Parachinar.' This outpost of civilization consists of a dozen bungalows, a fort, two streets of
bazaar, and the lines of the Kurram :Militia. Numbers
of young trees have been planted everywhere, and many
already yield fruit in season. Para.chinar lies out in the
middle of a dry plain at the foot of the Safed Koh. In
former times the garrison used to occupy a site higher up
on the spurs of the mountains. The present cantonment
has an elevation of 5,600 feet. In swnmer the heat is
never excessive, and in a very hard winter three feet of
snow have been known to lie for a month.
The Peiwar Kotal is the chief place of historic and
geographic interest in the Kurrain. A short distance out
of Parachinar along the Peiwar Kotal road, is a pretty
tope, or grove, of trees known as ' Roberts' Bagh,' or
' Roberts' Folly.' Lord Roberts purchased it, believing
it to be adjacent to the site of a future military cantonment. He afterwards gave the property to the Government of India. Shalozan is a village of some eight o:r
ten towers, which supplies as many as two hundred men
to the Kurram Militia. It is a well-wooded village, and
though it was gaunt and dreary enough in December, I can well believe the enthusiastic accounts told of
it, ·when autumn has turned the chenar leaves scarlet.
Shalozan is noted for the beauty of its women. One of
its families has al~ays supplied ladies for the royal harem
in Kabul. The grandmother of Amir Abdur Rahman was
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a Shalozani woman. The Turis pride themselves that the
Kurram produces four remarkable commodities, namely,
the Sang-i-Malana, the stone of Malana ; the Brinj-iJ{arma.n, the rice of Karman ; the Ohaub-i-Peiwa;r, the
wood of Peiwar ; and the Dakhtar-i-Sltalozan, the women
of Shalozan.
This village suffered very severely in 1907 from
cholera, and lost nearly 300 of its inhabitants. On such
occasions the Turis are very sensible, for they move away
from their homes and go into camps on the mountains.
They have a curious custom of burying the victims of
cholern. with a large stone on the chest, and a pebble
between the teeth. They think this procedure stamps out
the disease. The custom sometimes gives rise to trouble,
when a solitary Ghilzai stranger dies of cholera amongst
them, for the relatives, when they reclaim the body later,
look upon the breaking of the tooth, for the insertion of
the pebble, as equal to mutilation.
At the single gra.ve called the 'Dwalas Imam Ziarat'
I got a change of horses. A~out this time Sikaram disappeared into threatening clouds, and soon after mists
came hurrying up, and obliterated the entire Safed Koh.
The Peiwar Ridge is an off-shoot of Sikaram which
runs southward and ends the Kurram Valley. As I
advanced, the valley became undulating, and the sterile
open plain gave place to a dense ilex scrub. The ilex
is called tsarai. Its fruit is a berry, very much like an
acorn. The natives eat the kernel, but to my mind its
taste is uncommonly bitter and nasty.
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The panorama of hills in front would have been very
fine but for the lowering clouds which partly hid it. The
lowest depression in the ridge is the Peiwar Kotal, where
the road, one of the two great trade routes between Kabul
and India, crosses. Along the ridge lay the main line of
Afghan trenches, barring Roberts' advance in the Second
Afghan War. To the left of the gap is a deep declivity
known as the ' Devil's Punch Bowl,' a trap in which the
5th and 29th Punjabis were caught on the 28th of November, 1878. To the :right of the ]{otal,* nn.now, rolling
pine ridges run towards Sikaram ; and it was along these
hills that Roberts made his memorable night march and
flank attack.
In the jaws of tho gorge which lead to the pass is
the li.ttle post of Teri Mungal which derives its name
from a small Mungal village in the vicinity. Here I left
my ponies, and changed the sowars for an eseol't of
four men from the post. Already it had begun to snow,
and I was glad of a chance of getting warm by walking.
There was ice everywhere, even on running streams, and
the cold was intense. The path lies up a ravine till it
bifurcates, after which it rises sharply up a spur to the
J(otal. It was by now snowing hard, and on nr.aring the
summit I found a good six inches of snow all over the
hills. The Peiwar Kotal Pass is so much shut in by
projecting mountains that the view is limited, and those
who, even in fine weather, expect anything buL a glimpse
• Ridge.
E, PB
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of Afghanistan, will be disappointed. The deep depression
of the l{otal forms a fitting gateway to the forbidden
laud. The road passes through it, crosses the Durand
Line, and drops gently into Afghanistan, on its way to
Alikhel. Alikhel is only sixteen miles distant and is the
heall-quartcn; of an Afghan Brigade. Pine woods cover
the Pciwar Ridge ; and the ilex bushes, which resembled
hDlly, were very much in keeping with its wint~·y aspect.
A knoll to the right is known as ' General's Hill,' and
from a higher one to the left called ' Batteri Sar ' a peep
into Hariob can he obtained. A walk along the ridge
to ' Picnic Hill ' leads to the various places where there
wa:; h ard fighting during the attack on the position, and
an Afghan post may be seen on an open plain to the west.
Rut on the occasion of my visit a keen wind was driving
anross the pass, and the snow was swirling silently down,
obscuring what little view there was of the Afghan mount:Lins. I was glad, therefore, to return to Teri Mungal,
where the H avildm· in command of the Fort gave me a
meal of tea and eggs. The hot tea was most acceptable,
even though eighty per cent. of its composition was, as
usual, sugar. The Pathans have a curious custom of
painting eggs black or red. Down in the plain, the dry
snow turned to a cold soaking sleet, and I was thankful
when I had covered the sixteen miles back to Parachinar,
and was seated again by a big log-fire in the hospitable
mess of the Kurram Militia.
The Mungals are a race who occupy Garbar. Numbers of them, however, become hamsayas, or serfs, to
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the Turis, and now occupy villages above the Turis on the
mountains around Totki. Quite lately they made an
attempt to throw off their harnsaya yoke, and claimed
representation in the Turi Jirga. The movement was
sternly repressed. The Mungals are great cattle-grazers
and wood-cutters. Their indiscriminate cutting has done
much to deforest the Kurram, but tree-felling is now very
carefully supervised.
A good deal of timber is floated down the Kurram
stream in summer. Along both banks of the river there
are numbers of well-wooded villages, below which a litt;le
ri·c e is sometimes grown. There are a lot of snipe to be
shot in these low-lying traclcs. The bag, for 1907 registered
over eleven hundred snipe. The natives are themselves
keen sportsmen, and get the best of the chicore and sisi
shooting. They also shoot duck and teal on the river,
where they use clever decoy birds made of mud. Nearly
all Pathans are born poachers. Their bird traps usually
consist of fine nets, or of a horse-hair noose attached
to a wooden peg. They sometimes wear a mask with
horns, in which disguise they approach chicore and other
game. 'rhe birds collect and await the advance of the mask,
toinspectit, and when they are well bunched together the
stalker fires into the brown of them.
At Ahmadzai are the ruins of · an Afghan Post,
wh:ich was occupied by the Amir's troops until we took the
Kurram under our protection. From these ruins a pretty
path leads along the left bank of the river to Agra, crossing
on the way many stony bluffs and willow-lined streams.
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To the south is the Jaji Maidan, and further on, under ,a
high ridge running down from the Khost Mountains, the
Darwarzargai route branches o:ff to Thai via Tigar. At the
·end of the ridge above mentioned, where it overlooks
the Kurram river, is a tall rock, beneath which two shafts
have been driven by certain villagers, in the belief that
treasure is hidden there. The other Turis were much
amused at the credulity of those who undertook the ·
digging operations; and the mullah, at whose instigation
the search was made, had to decamp for a while.
One of the most interesting rides from Parachinar
is to Khalachi, where the British post, which is situated
on a low hillock, is confronted by three Afghan forts.
The nearest of these is not more than 500 yards distant.
The Aighan posts are collectively known as ' Pa tan ' and
at this time were commanded by a venerable, grey-haired
Captain, whose monthly l)ay of forty Oabu.Ii rupees was
kept in a chronic state of arrears. He came out accompanied by a dozen Afghan soldiers, who each carried a
couple of cartridges between the first, second and third
fingers of the left hand, in case of accident. The Afghan
garrison had one bugler who ~- blew ' stables ' when the ·
Captain's horse was fed. Thi.s little post of Khalachi
was the scene of a good'_ deal of fighting in the June of 1908,
when the mullalts were disturbing the Khostwals with,,
inflammatory preaching. Their ardour was, however,
somewhat damped by .a message from the Amir, promising
to .cut out the tongue of anyone attempting a .Jehad;
and .also by the fact that one of the mullahs who was
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distributing charms against hostile bullets had his horse
shot under him. Still, fighting did take place between
the Khostwals and Tmis, in which six Afghans and one
Turi were killed. The quarrel was about some springs
which belong to the Turis, and which are very necessary
to them for their cultivation. It is a dispute of long
standing, and is always a convenient excuse for scrapping.
A truce was proclaimed in J irga, to last for two years,
but it was soon violated. The commandant of Khalachi
Post, an Afridi Subadar, gave me tea according to custom,
but I was luckily in time to 1·egulate the sugar. He
pointed out to me Khushka Ram and other localities
in the .uplands of Khost, and showed me the mountains
of Garbar where the Mungals live. The ride back to
Parachinar in the brilliant sunshine, with the Safed Koh
resplendent in a new coating of snow, and with ice crackling
under the horse's hoofs at every stream, was most
enjoyable.

CHAPTER VIII.
A 'f ALE
" ARE

FROi\>£ TrRAH.

you going to help me clean the Sahib's

topak ?"*
I saw the verandah-chick thrust open, and Sonny
staggered out bearing my gun case, which was all but too
heavy for him.
Minanr took it from him, and together they unfastened
the straps and pulled out the cleaning materials.
I dropped into a verandah chair beside them and
watched the operation. The tender care of my gun
occupied much of Minaur's spare time. I associated the
weapon with him as much for his continuous solicitude
for it as for the many happy days we had spent together
with the snipe on Ghoriwalla jheel.
"Minaur is very kind to you," I said to Sonny,
who was taking full ad vantage of the Ol'derly's good
nature, by getting in the way.
"Sonny will be a real Sahib one day," said Minaur
quietly. "He reminds me of my own boy, who was just
twice as old as Sonny is now when he died."
Minaur was a constant source of wonder to me.
The more I imagined that at least I understood this one
• Gun.

- ·PWTORE

X.

Lo.nce Naik Ro.khman Shah-1\Iishti, Orakzai.
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Pathan intimately, the more abruptly did I happen upon
some side of his character and life of which I was as yet
altogether ignorant. Minaur as a married man and
a father was a thing new to me. I had known him as a
recruit when first he came down from his Orakzai hills
and joined the Regiment. That was when I was Adjutant
four years ago. I had known him since as a good sepoy,
and an excellent shot, and I had known him long and
intimately as my orderly. And as I watched him now in
his spotless raiment and flowing skirts with the long tassel
of his black pugree thrown up over his head to be out of
his way, the thought came to me that he was a credit
to the work I had spent on him. In matters of dress
he was very particular. He had worked two little triangles
of yellow and .red beads into the strands of l1is phulla fringe,
and it struck me that the design was particularly picturesque and altogether unexpected in one who, four short
years ago, had joined us in his grey Orakzai rags.
"Yon never told me you were a married man,"
I said, in the hopes of drawing him on to tell a
story.
" We don't talk of such things to the Sahibs till we
know them well," he said. "It is an old story, Sahib:
six years old. But there-! have learnt to forget about
it. You taught me to forget, Sahib, when yon filled my'
head with 'right turn' and 'left turn' on the recruits'
square, and that gave me new things to think about.
No, Sonny Sahib, not that oil bottle, or the Memsahib
will be angry."
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" The reason of my enlisting at all," he continued,
"arose from the feud that my father Haidar had with l\Iir
Ahmad. You must remember Mir Ahmad, Sahib. He
was a Havildar in the Orakzai Company, who went on
pension last year. He did not enjoy his pension long
though. He was ambushed and stabbed, you know, on his
way home, soon after he passed Gulistan fort on the
Samana. Did you never hear about it ? Well, this
quarrel arose from a very foolish thing. Haidar and Mir
Ahmad were the best of friends until one day Mir Ahmad's
dog kj]Jed a goat belonging to us. In the heat of the
moment my father shot the dog, and so the quarrel began.
l\fir Ahmad said he prized the dog greatly ~s a watchdog. My father said he should be kept in better order,
and that he would always shoot any dog, or man too
for that matter, who touched his goats. It may sound
foolish, Sahib, but what I tell you is true when I say
that twelve men have since died on account of that dog.
Mir Ahmad was the first to start the killing. He shot
my father's brother's son, and then of course for honour's
sake we had to go on with it. Mir Ahmad's death has
balanced the account-six on each side-so we have made
a solah, or peace, and the feud is stopped for a year. I
expect we shall make it perpetual after that, as we have
both other enemies besides, but we shall arrange all that
when I go on furlough month after next.
" The feud began very well for us, and my father's
brother's son was quickly avenged. Following up his
first advantage, Mir Ahmad organised an attack on our
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house. Our house is a three-storied mud tower, with
strong loop-holed walls. It stands on a bluff of the
mountains overlooking the Khanki Valley ; and in a fold
in the ground close by, we raise a crop of makai, or Indian
corn, every year. There was a bright moon on the night
chosen, but I suppose 1tfir Ahmad was tempted by the
mists and clouds which lay banked up about us like
masses of white wool. · These clouds hang around us all
through July on the Samana, blotting out the view over
the Khanki, except at intervals for a few fleeting minutes
when the mists .flow away and melt, only to come bowling
down over us again. My son Tokheb happened to be
keeping watch at the time with a double-barrel rifle
beside him. 'rhough he was only nine summers old, he
had already shown great aptitude for sport, and was
quite a good shot. He was my eldest son. I had another,
but he was born dead because my wife had before his
birth sat under a mulberry tree, not knowing that it was
overgrown with ial. You know the ial, Sahib 1 Don't
you 1 It is that yellow stringy parasite which has no
root of its own but lives by sucking the sap of mulberry
and rose trees. They call it Banoocha here in Bannu.
.A:n.yway, if its shade falls on a woman about to bear a
child, the child nearly always dies. So it was in our
case ; and because Tokheb was my only living son, I was
proud of him. He acquitted himself well that night.
An unexpected rift in · the sodden white mists flooded
the valley with moonlight and disclosed Mir Ahmad's
party within a few yards of our tower. My son instantly
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fired and when I ran up to him he pointed me out two
figures lying on the ground. One was dead. The other
was badly wounded, and though we missed him as he
staggered down the hill he died that same night.
" Now I was by no means inclined to make little of
my son's splendid feat, and his prowess was soon known
all through the Khanki. But that I see now was unwise.
The little fellow was not sufficiently versed in the ways
of men, and one day to our horror we discovered that
he had been ambushed and carried off alive to Mir Ahmad's
tower. I strove to hope that he might be recovered
somehow, and my father Haidar, who was as distressed
as I was myself, offered a large sum of money as a ransom
for the lad. All overtures were, however, met with
derision, and so we decided to make a return attack
on Mir Ahmad's tower in the hope of surprising it and
regaining possession of my boy. We crept close up one
very dark night and lay there waiting for the dawn within
a few yards of the fort. No one discovered us, and the
watch-dog, who had begun to bark, became quiet after
he had been rebuked two or three times by the sentry.
All was quiet, until the first light appeared in the eastern
sky, and then the bolts of the door were drawn back,
and the ladder leading up to it was let down. Breathless
we waited, every nerve braced for the rush. Haidar gave
the signal, and we all fired at the figure in the open doorway. It pitched forward and fell amongst us as we ran
towards the tower. I tried to seize the ladder, ·but as
I reached it, it was wrenched upwards and the door
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slammed above us. One of our party had the presenceof mind to fire at the door while it was being bolted, and'.
we heard afterwards that it was Mir Ahmad himself
behind it, and that he was hit in the shoulder. That,
of course, was one of the reasons why he was late:
in returning ·to the Regiment after his furlough that;
year.
"Our coup having failed, there was nothing for it.
but to retire while it was still fairly clark. This we did.
safely, and took up a position behind 'some rocks about.
400 yards off, taking with us the man we had killed at.
the door, who we found to be Rab Nawaz, Mir Ahmad's.
younger brother.
" Then Mir Ahmad took his revenge, and a horrible:
one it was too: We saw Tokheb, my brave, beloved son,.
hoisted to the parapet of the tower. His hand.s were tied
in front of hlm, and there wa.s a rope round his neck. I
rose and ran forward shouting to ~r Ahmad to have,
mercy. Several of our party seized me and dragged me
down again. 'Then I saw Tokheb drop. In speechless.
h6rror I watched his convulsions against the)ower walt
at the end of the rope till at last he became still, and.
I knew h1;1 was dead. It was not breaking the neck, which.
is merciful and quick ; it was a dreadful strangulation ..
Then I wept and laughed in turn, and at last _a blackness;
came over me, and after many days I awok~·wast~d withfever on a bed in our own tower." . Minaur squintecl
scrutinizingly up the bore of my gun, and wiped out.
some oil.
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" After that, Sahib, nothing happened for many
months. I vowed a vow to Allah on the Koran that I
would take revenge ; and the thoughts and the plans
l revolved in my mind all that time alone saved me from
:going mad with sorrow for my son. And when Mir Ahmad
rejoined the Regiment there was peace for a while, but
;after six months two more of our men were surprised and
Jcilled and both their rifles were taken from them. And
:at that time the hand of fate was very heavy on us, and
my wife, for whom I had paid over eight hundred rupees,
·died. And because we were short-handed, and our feud
·was more than we could manage, we went down into the
Miranzai valley (which is the Sidcar' s territory) and
!remained there for the next two summers, instead of
Teturning as usual to Khanki. It was then that I enlisted.
I came to this Regiment because all of our tribe from
'Tirah always select it. I avoided Mir Ahmad in the .
'()Ompany and he avoided me; and the Subadar, who
knew our story, arranged that I should be in a different
;section. He also impressed upon me, wliat I already
knew, that in British territory, and especially in the
'Regiment, all feuds ceased. So I served three years and in
time became your orderly, S~hib. And one day I heard
·that Mir Ahmad was going on pension. I wait~d till he
bad started and that same hour I came to your bungalow ..
You were asleep, Sahib, and I waited burrung with impa~
'tience till you woke, and then I told you that my house
'had been burnt and that there was no one at home to
look after the cattle and women. I said that I must go .
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on urgent leave now at once, and I prayed that my going
might be kept secret, because I feared my enemy would
lay an ambush for me. Do you remember all that, Sahib~
and how you took me to the Colonel Sahib, and how r
went o:ff quietly on leave four days before it was publishe<l
in orders~ Well, I left Bannu that same afternoon~
travelling up the bed of the Kurram Nullah towards Thal
through the Waziri country. It was a hard race. :Mir·
Ahmad I knew would take two days by tum-tum to Kohat
and one by rail to Kai. I met no one, of which I was
glad, since the Waziris are unfriendly towards travellers
passing through their country. And so, God helping me,
I was several miles on my way towards Shinawari when
I saw the smoke of the train at Kai Station and knew
I was in front of my enemy. Next moming I passed
Gulistan and left British territory. I selected a quiet
place and hid myself behind a rock above the road, where
I could not be seen and where I could myself see any one
coming from both directions. I waited there about half
a day, and at last saw the Havildar coming down the hill
towards me. I slipped down on to the path and waited.
Mir Ahmad must have sat down to rest, for he was so
long in coming that I feared he had escaped me after alL
But at last I heard him come. For one moment we
confronted each other in the road. He made an effort to
disengage his rifle which was slung over his shoulder, but
he was too slow. I leapt on him, and seizing him by the
throat bore him to the ground. I scarcely recollect what
happened, but I remember a fierce overpowering flame
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rage which burned my soul while it lasted, but left me
.afterwards more content than I had been for two years.
I remember striking several times with my fists before
I used any weapon, and then I plunged my knife home
.and home and home till tears of fury blinded me, and I
<(){

·desisted."
There were tears in Minaur's eyes when he -finished.
·sonny was already closing up the straps of the gun case.
I rose and lit a cigarette to hide my confusion. A keen
resentment against the part I bad myself unwittingly
played in the tragedy possessed me; and then a strong
wave of pity came over me, pity for this fine, handsome,
misguided savage.
Minau1: turned to me from the doorway and said,
" .A:re you going on the Manceuvres next week, Sahib ~ "
"Yes," I replied, "but--." I hesitated. Surely
I could not continue to entrust my wife to the care of a
murderer in my absence.
" Do you want me to go or remain ~ "
" Yes,'' I said. " Stay and take care of the Memsahib
:and Sonny as usual."

CHAPTER IX.
BANNU.
Bannu-Ba.nda Do.ud Sllllh-A Valley of So.lt-Danto's Inf~mo
Kafir Kot-Latn.mmo.- :FcrtiliLy of Bo.nnn-The Market-The
Kurro.m River-The meaning of Bannu-Panorama ol HiiLiRnins of Akra-The Mullah Powiudah- Raids-Attack ou Lakkbi
-General O'Donucl-Rcprisn.ls.

BANNU is an o~scme little frontier station out on the
plains below the hills of Waziristan. It is distant eighty
miles from Dera Ismail Khan and seventy-nine from
Kohat. A narrow-guage railway has reached Bannu, hut
the route is so roundabout that even now it is preferable
to drive by tonga from Kohut via B::mda Daud Shah a.ntl
Bahadur Khel. At Bahadur Khel you enter through a
tunnel into a curious salt valley. The low, deformed,
dreary hills are seamed with glistening pockets of salt.
A briny stream deposits saltpetre all over its Lctl. A
solitary chowkidar, keeping guard over such vast mineral
wealth, is the only living thing, animal or vegetable, in
sight. Ancl if you pass through this valley, white and
blistering in the July noontide, you will believe that here
is a scene from Dante's Inferno. Thence through more
hills, and so out on to the plains of Bannu. Kafir Kot,
the mountain which dominates the scenery of this frontier,
lies to the north. Its bastions and curtains, which
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the syces cut for the horses. After a couple of cuttings
shajtala (a l{ind of clover) comes up under the wl1eat,
and that crop is then used. All through the summer vast
quantities of blwsa or chopped straw have to be bought,
and there are few Europeans in cantonments who cannot
estimate the contents of a four or five clwrpoi stack
with tolerable accuracy. The land seldom gets a rest.
The same field yields crops of rice, shaftala, wheat and
millet all in a twelvemonth. Sugarcane is slow-growing
and therefore occupies the ground for six months, but in
nearly all other cases a second crop is sown before the
first is ready to cut.
Friday is market day in Bannu, and for this reason
is the weekly holiday for the garrison instead of Thursday.
Throngs of l)eople pour in from the country round, bringing
with them horses, sheep, goats, cattle, vegetables and firewood for sale. The fair is held all round the city walls.
It presents an animated and picturesque scene. The
crowd consists of Bannnchis, Waziris, Marwats, Tochiwals,
Khattaks, Khatris and many other people. It is not
easy to distinguish between these different tribes, because
the Bannuchis themselves are a mixture of all. Also the
maroon-coloured turban, by which at first one hopes to
differentiate, is not in fact distinctive, but is used by all
classes indiscriminately; and the Marwat sheet, which
they wear instead of pyjamas, is also adopted by many
who are not Marwats. Lastly, a large proportion of
the agricultural classes, who one might imagine to be
Mussulmans, are in fact Hindus. The Waziris alone
E, PB
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have been in view all day, look more than ever like a
huge ruined castle when viewed from the Bannu side.
The Latamma Nullah revives a flagging interest in the
journey. It is crossed near hills, to which raiders can
beat an easy retreat, and for this reason the place is
dangerous and has an evil reputation. Besides this, the
dry rmllah bed after a few hours' rain turns into a swirling
torrent which no tonga. can face.
And then of a sudden all this desolation ceases and
gives place to luxuriant crops. The villages are buried
in trees and plantain-groves. Date-palms grow everywhere, and together with the plantains give a tropical
appearance to the place. The date-palms out along the
D. I. K. road are quite one of the sights of Bannu. It is
hard to determine which season o£ the year is most attractive. Some say November, when the sugarcane is high
and the Indian corn, but lately cut, is being flayed on the
threshing-floors. Others prefer Bannu in early spring
when the apple and peach blossoms make a great display
of colour. Others again, and with these I agree, believe
that this frontier paradise is most lovely in early summer,
when a green sea of young wheat covers the whole country
to the foot of the mountains. Then rambling roses smother
the hedges, hang in festoons from the trees, and invade
the water mills and mosques. At that season natives ·
pluck roses and stick them into their turbans.
In Bannu everyone has a stake in the agricultural
proceedings. In April you dismiss your ' grass cuts •
and become the owner of so many karnals of whea.t, which
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are easy to recognise because of their short pleated kurtas,
or shirts, embroidered with scarlet thread, and their long,
ill-kept hair.
The sltis!tam trees of Bannu are a drooping variety.
Plates, boxes, bed-posts, doprs and drums are made of
s!tislwm, and are often carved or covered with bands of
lacquer and sold in the market. A weird selection of
evil-tempered Waziri horses are brought to the Friday ·
fairs. Wall-eyed brutes, known as Sulamani, are particularly to be avoided. There are, however, many fine
animals for sale, especially amongst those whose sires
belong to Government studs. The prices asked are
rather high, but it is worth knowing that an animal
with a white star, or a white patch on its forehead, is
considered unlucky, and may be bought cheap on that
account.
Like the Latammar Nnllah, the Knrram River, which
flows close to Bannn, is given to heavy flooding after rain.
Quantities of drift wood are washed down, and, in trying
to capture this, the natives frequently lose their lives.
Small mahseer are numerous, and near Kurram Ghari,
where the river comes out into the plain, there are deep
pools where good bathing can be had.
Kurram Ghari post is a lonely spot surrounded by
fantastic, sterile hills. On the way there, a tree is passed
called 'Nicholson's tree.' Under this grand old peepul
Nicholson used to hold clurbar. It has one horizontal
branch, which was used as a gallows in those good days
of shirt-sleeve justice.
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Some say the name of 'Bannu' is derived from a
Persian word meaning ' well-wooded.' But the usually
accepted theory is that Bannu was the name of the wife
of the W aziri Chief who first conquered the plain. Each
district was then named after Bannu's sons. That across
the Kurram River is called Shirani. It is luxuriantly
cultivated. All the more striking, therefore, is the desolation of the Gumatti Pass beyond it. A small post commancls the entrance of the pass. This is known as Olci
Gumatti. New Gumatti is right inside the pass, and
Gumatti village lies in a belt of trees near it. The native
fort, which so stoutly resisted artillery fire when we
attacked it, has since been demolished. The Gumatti
defile, which till the construction of these posts· was a
veritable thorn in our flesh, and which cost us many lives
in '99 and '03, is an imposing ravine, flanked with high
rugged mountains which it is impossible to picquet
thoroughly, without a big force.
So much for Bannn itself. But a word must be said of
the panorama of mountains which surround it. Working
from the south, round by the west, we begin with distant
low hills occupied by the Bhitannis, who are a friendly
people, except when the prospect of gain tempts them
into allowing Mahsnds to pass through their country.
Next comes an inhospitable upland known as Ghabaristan
where live the Ghabars, who should not be confused with
the tribe of the same name in Kurram. The first high
mountain to the south-west is Seogar, which hides the
Mahsud country from view, excepting one dark spur
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occupied by the Shobia Khels and Jalal Khels. Jani Khel
and Wali are two posts below the foot of Seogar. The
well-known outlaw Salim, who was a Wali Khel Waziri,
came from Jani Khel, where he was once a pea.cea ble
blacksmith. The Shakhtu DIUrah and the Khaisora are
two narrow defiles leading into the fastness of Waziristan.
Of these the Shakhtu is said to be shut in by such narrow
mountain walls that even a Cl\mel cannot pass through.
A1most above it, but standing well back, is the wooded
and often snow-capped peak of Pirgul or Pregul. The
long four-gabled mountain is Shui-dar, and next to it is
Vezdeh. These are the three chief peaks of Waziristan.
The Showal district is well-wooded, and timber used for
buildings in Bannu is all brought down from there. Next
come an array of low and unattractive hills occupied by
the J ani Khels, Bakka Khc1s and :Mnhamad Khels, till
nearly north rise the jagged Umarzai and Ha.thi Khel hi11s
behind Kurram Ghari, from which the Kurram river
issues after having just been joined by the Kaitu stream.
In a deep cleft of the mountains between Kurram Ghari
and Gumatti, the majestic snows of the Safed Koh are
visible all the winter ; and one has only to go a little
way out into the middle of the plain to have a grand
view of Sikaram, Bazurgachulm, and Bodeena. Northeast, behind Gumatti Post, rise the Kabul Khel hills,
culminating in the weird bastions of Kafir Kot. All round
by the east run the distant spurs of the Maidan and
Salt Hills, amongst and behind which dwell Khattaks,
Niazais and Jats. The Sheikh Budin ridge fills up the
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south of the panorama, dividing lVlarwat from the
Derajat.
The most interesting archroological remains near
Bamm are those buried beneath mounds near the village
of Akra.. Like many other ruins on this frontier, Akra
is ascribed to Alexander the Great.
There seems, however, little reason for believing the
stories which connect him with these ancient mounds,
though there is no doubt but that Akra is of Greek or
Grroco-Bactrian origin, and came into existence in the
early part of the three centuries of Greek influence. Round
about the mounds are several villages, and if you go and
sit in the lmjra, or guest-house, the little Pathan boys
will quickly produce what they have found in the mounds.
They bring in quantities of coins, many of which are
defaced beyond recognition, bnt amongst which the silver
Menandar and some copper coins bearing the head of a
Greek soldier are to be seen. In this way the age of the
mounds is estimated to be at least twenty-one hundred
years. Many Kaclphises coins are found too, showing that
the city survived to be ruled by Hindu Kings. Clay and
earthen-ware idols of a Hindu type are found in great
numbers, but there is a remarkable paucity of stone
images such as were popular at that period in the cities
of Peshawar and Yusufzai. The few stone relics which
have been found at Akra are not of any great size or
artistic value, but they are often distinctly Greek, and
are older than the pottery :figures. The absence of any
valuable artistic remains tends to prove that Akra was
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not a centre of religion or learning, but was more probably
a fort or outpost of the newly formed Empire, about
which subsequent generations built an extensive settlement. That no building of any kind survives shows that
the ancients were content to use the same excellent clay
bricks which we, and our Waziri neighbours, still utilise
or our frontier posts.
The mounds themselves are not very interesting.
They stand about eighty feet high on the left bank of the
Baran Nullah, seven miles to the south of Bannu. They
are being constantly excavated by the villagers, who
throw the rich ash soil on to their fields. The crops in
the vicinity are consequently more flourishing than elsewhere. The story of an awful destruction and social upheaval is clearly written in these mounds. One is left to
picture the appearance of a ruthless Mussulman Army
on the plain, and to suppose that the inhabitants lowered
their choicest images into the wells to save them from
being broken up, as also did the people of Yusufzai. Then
the place must have been given over to rapine, pillage
and flames. All these events are recorded by layers of
ash, charred wood and bone fragments. Pottery, beads,
trinkets, signets and bits of polished jade and agate
are washed out every year by the rains. The signets are
usually of a black substance, resembling vulcanite in
nppearance and weight. They have on them :figures of
antelopes, lions and elephants. A little while ago a bin
full of rice was dug up, which, though remarkable, is
after all less wonderful than the discovery of grain and
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foodstu:fis in Egyptian tombs after far greater lapses
of time.
:· '\';[:~
I spent nearly two years in Bannu in 1910 and 1911.
At that time the late Mullah Powindah was still alive,
and the hatred he felt towards the British Government
resulted in frequent raids on Bannn. These were subsequently stopped by General O'Donnel, C. B., who
deported those sections of the population responsible for
aUowing raiders to pass. This strong action brought to a
close a regular reign of terror during which we were never
sure of a night in bed.
The Mullah Powindah was not a. Mahsud by birth.
He was a native of Bannu, and spent his youth there.
He also underwent a short period of imprisonment in
Bannu jail. What education he had he obtained in
Bannn city. A disagreement with the jemadar of the
jail, whom he shot dead, necessitated his hasty retirement
from British territory at the age of about eighteen. He
fled into Mahsud Waziristan, where he established himself
at Makin. He there set up as a mullah and a seeker
after knowledge, and soon assumed the title of Badsha.h-i'l'aliban or The ](ing of J(nowledge Seekers. After the
blockade of 1901-02, which was very largely brought
about by his evil influence, the Mullah Powindah lost a
good deal of his popularity. He nevertheless maintained
himself by misappropriating money which was formerly
paid by Government into Waziristan, and with this he
bought arms and ammunition. He took full advantage
of the boom in the rifle trade in Kabul in 1907, and sent
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a large party into Afghanistan to purchase firearms. In
this, and in the natural strength of Makin, lay his power.
Makin, however, is by no means impregnable, and the
village was gutted by British troops more than once even
before it became the object of aeroplane attacks. The
Mullah, fully aware of his rising unpopularity, used to
take every possible precaution and had an escort whenever he stirred from his house. He was always elaborately
armed himself. In appearance he was tall and well set up.
The activities of this pestilential fellow gave us a
great deal of trouble in Bannu for many years. He was
responsible for all the worst raids into British territory.
The most serious of these was an attempt to loot the
Civil Treasury at Lakkhi (20 miles from Bannu) on the
12th March, 1910. The raiders, forty strong, were led
by the Mullah's nephew. They sheltered openly for the
day in a mosque, trusting to the terror of their reputation
to save them as usual from interference. However, news
of their visit was wired to Bannu and a. force was sent
out in tum-turns. It reached the mosque at dusk and
surrounded it just as the Mahsuds were going to leave it . .
A violent collision ensued, in which Captain Stirling, six
men and six horses were killed on our side. The raiders
had six killed. Five more were captured, who subsequently
all died or were hanged.
It was, however, seldom that a decision like this was
reached. Raids occurred all over the district. Rich
Hindr s were carried off, tongas held up, posts attacked,
and travellers murdered-the raiders escaping across the
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border with ease by a. thousand obscure paths. In all
this, of course, they were assisted by tribesmen in our
own territory who gave them free passage. As a rule,
troops from Bannu arrived much too late after an allnight march in heat and choking dust. Nothing could
have been more harassing than life in Bannu until at last
General O'Donnel took over command. By instituting a
system of reprisals, he reduced the tribesmen to order in
a few weeks.

•

CHAPTER X.
FRONTIER FIELD FIRING.

The Bo.nnu Brigo.dc-Co.mp-Field firing-The Bo.kk~ Khel-Their
craving for fire wood u.ud spcut bullets-A Baramta.
FmLD MAN<EUVRES of the Bannu Brigade differ from
those of any other Brigade. There is an essence of reality
about them and a grim sense of humour which the Waziri
cannot learn to appreciate. I remember in particular
the annual field firing of the year 1911. Things began
quietly enough. A camp was selected a couple of miles
across the Waziri border in a weird and desolate spot.
Stony, treeless hills and broken nullahs lay around us,
intensely ugly and yellow in the sunlight; but at dusk
there is a strange beauty about the rugged walls of Waziristan, which then assume restful violet tints. After dark
the battery threw some star shells which illuminated the
nearest ridges with a faint silvery light, against which
targets were indistinctly visible. Amongst other things
we nearly shot a follower, who, contrary to all orders, was
wandering about outside the perimeter, but so sharp was
he at taking cover as soon as we opened fire, that we
thought he was one of the Bakka Khel Waziris who
inhabit these parts, and who have a great weakness for
spent bullets.

-Fl~ONT!ER
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Our troubles began on the following day when Wfr
moved out to attack a village which had been speciaUy
built for our benefit. The columns became entangled in
winding n1Lllahs; and it was already hot before the troops
reached the stony ridge of hills which was known to
overlook the battlefield, and from which it wa::~ proposed
to launch an attack on the village. Glasses were loo~cned
as we reached the swmnit. The village was seen a mile
away on the edge of a plateau. It consisted of three formidable towers connected together by low walls. Targets
eovered the whole coillltryside. ' Falling plates ' formed
an advanced line : ' running men ' covered the further
heights : and cavalry represented by cloth screens charged
from right and left.
Now when every preparation was ready a.n uncanny
thing happened. The 'falling plates' began to hll. 'rhe
' running men ' began to run ; and before glas8es could be
properly aclj us ted, the cavalry screens turned tail and
fled, and were soon disappearing over the horizon into
Waziristan. In fact the t:J.rgets were alive, and were
streaming away towards the hills as hard as t.hey could
go. The language on the ridge need not be repeated here.
The Staff said bitter things-things which they must have
been sorry for afterwards. Some one ordered the cavalry
out, and we lay for an hour sweltering under the noon-day
sun, watching the squadron rouml up the runaway
targets, which presently began reluctantly to return to
their forsaken trenches. And when they had returned
there emerged from behind each-a Bakka Khel Waziri.
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They were collected in a bunch and hustled from the
ground to a neighbouring bluff; and though they were in
imminent peril, they were permitted to remain there as
they refused to retire further, and the morning was too
far spent to start an argument. In the meantime whisky
and soda had been tactfully handed round on the ridge,
after which things looked a little brighter.
So at last the attack began, though the artistic attitudes of the targets were not restored, and they lay in
despairing attitudes before us. The battery opened fire
on the towers. The shells could be seen behind the
village, bounding and ricochetting across the plain, raising
spurts of dust where they skimmed the ground. And
each shell as it sped away was pursued by a shrieking
mob of Bakka Khels.
And now the battle became general. The flank attack
-on the right was beginning to make itself felt and the
whole of the bullet-swept area was dancing with puffs of
dust. The lines of infantry, bending low over their fixed
bayonets, were steadied for the final assault. Bugles were
blown. Someone began to cheer, and the line heaved
forward for the charge-when suddenly from the ground
before it sprang up another line-a gray line of ragged
men, shouting and fighting. They charged the position,
and, long before the infantry could reach it, were tearing
:lown beams and targets from the debris of the towers, and
grubbing up spent shot and shell from beneath the walls.
What a day that was for the Bakka Khel! What
treasures of firewood and ammunition lay before them !
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But they were destined to be disappointed. The General,
to punish them, issued orders that the sepoys might have
the wood. In a moment the ridge was ours ; and the
Waziris were driven off out of stone-throw range. In
t en minutes the towers were demolished, and with beams
and boughs waving high, like the moving woods of
Dunsiuane, the Bannu Brigade marched back to camp.
Next evening we made a night attack with blank
ammunition, the noise of which must have lulled the
suspicions of the whole district. Certainly it was a
complete surprise even to us when, after re-assembling and
heading for camp, we were suddenly turned aside in our
march. Blank ammunition was rapidly withdrawn and
ball issued. Orders were read by t.he light of electric
torches. Units slipped away into the night, and by
dawn had drawn a complete cordon round a troublesome
ar~a several miles away.
The inhabitants of this area had been issued with
rifles with which to repel raiders. But instead of doing
so, they had given raiding parties free passage, and had
even shared in the loot . Now they slept before us innocent
as babes, while the first glimmer of dawn had not yet
challenged the brilliance of the stars. Orion and his
splendid attendants shone low down in the west. A chill
night wind shivered over the crops. Village dogs barked,
but not more than usual, and presently a stark naked
Wazir (they always sleep naked) stumbled amongst us
and was downed with only a smothered exclamation.
Presently the mullahs began to call the faithful to prayer
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until in a few minutes the growing light revealed to them
.the surrounding cordon of troops.
Wazirs are pretty expert at hiding themselves. But
we knew by this time all their weaknesses for corn bins,
dung heaps, straw and firewood. One man took refuge
inside his wife's skirts. The lady played her part well
by loudly abusing us. Having failed to save her man,
:she first stoned us, and then tried to grip us by where
the beard should have been.
We caught several men that morning who were badly
wanted : but that ended the trouble in the neighbourhood for months. Ever afterwards the villagers slept out
•On the hard stones whenever they heard ' field firing.'
.Only once again did they offend-and on that occasion
the round-up was repeated, and all their camels driven
.off to Bannu and auctioned. They tasted then the
bitterness which we for months had had to endure until
General O'Donnel invented the Ba.ramta or ' reprisal,'
which in a few brief weeks reduced the Bannu frontier
to order.
I suppose few troops have ever been so alert and
efficient as the Bannu Brigade of those clays. It was
never possible to say what force would be required, or in
what direction. Yet even on dark nights it seldom took
a column more than 15 minutes to turn out complete with
transport, ammunition, rations and medical equipment.
Without hurry, without a sound, the troops slipped away
.and were gone, and by dawn were surrounding some village,
holding some post, or blocking some pass into the hills.

CHAPTER XI.
Tocm.
Ba.nnu-Kajauri-Lower Dawa.r-Trea.tment of Waziris-Lower Toohi
-Tra.de-l\1iranshah-Trees-Boia.-Tiaiders-Tutna.rai-A grand
view-llfahsuds.

Tocrrr makes no pretence at rivalling the Kurram in
either beauty or local interest. It is none the less a
fascinating locality, and there is a wildness about its scenery
which lends great attraction to this strip of administered
territory, thrust into the heart of \Vaziristan.
There was never a more un-get-at-able place than
Bannu, and Bannu is the base from which the journey
to the Tochi must be made, unless one is lucky enough
to obtain permission to travel via Thai, through independent territory.
The distance from Bannu to Miranshah in Tochi is
37 miles. The road is a good one, and has the advantage
over that leading up the Kurram of being metalled throughout. The cultivation of Bannu stops abruptly on the
left bank of the Baran Nullah. Beyond this, a stony
and treeless plain rises gently to the foot hills of Waziristan.
The border is crossed just beyond the small fortified post
of Aslam Chowki, ancl a little further on the Tochi river
comes in sight. In summer it is a considerable stream.
It rises in Afghanistan and, flowing south of Bannu, joins
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the Kurram river near Laki. The lower reaches of the
Tochi Valley consist of dreary defiles through rugged and
unimposing mountains, with no villages, cultivation, or
trees to break the monotony for nearly twenty miles.
The prospect, however, improves very much at Kajauri,
where the valley opens out into a broad and fertile plateau,
studded over with kajm·, or date palms (Plwmix sylvestris),
from which the place derives its name. The plain, which
is several miles long, is divided into fields, which in summer are said to produce rich crops; but in early January,
when I visited it, the country was looking drab and sombre
enough. Small fortified towers are scattered about it for
the protection· of the crops. 'rhe villages are, as usual,
mud forts, and are enclosed by high defensive walls. The
valley, as far as ll'Iiranshah, is known as Lower Dawar,
and above Miranshah as Upper Dawar.
The people of Dawar are comparatively prosperous
and well-to-do, and are in consequence the victims of
constant raids from their more needy and manly neighbours in the hills. They are now no longer enlisted in the
local Militia, being considered soft and effete. They su:ffer
a good deal from fevers, caused no doubt by the extensive
cultivation of rice. Fevers, enlarged spleens, eye diseases
and gun-shot wounds are all treated free of charge in the
Miranshah Hospital. The inhabitants of Dawar do not
migrate in summer, in which respect they differ from
ne:nly all other Waziris, who move up into the mountains
with their belongings as soon as the hot weather
sets in.
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Every five or six miles along the road are strong
Militia posts. Our position here is entirely different to
what it is in the Kurram. The Waziris, unlike the Tnris,
resent British interference, and consequently the happy
relations existing between Pathans and Englishmen in
Pnrn.chinar are not; to be found in Tochi. Indeed, both
sides are always hard at work, the one devising fresh
devilries, the other exacting retribution. The struggle is,
however, conducted with humour. It has been the popular
custom amongst Waziri budmashes to carry off Hindus
from their homes in order to ransom them afterwards.
Some six or seven Hindus were thus kidnapped while I
was there. But this time the game did not work
out as profitably as usual. In retaliation, all Bizan
Khels and Hati Khels within reach of British authority
were seized and confined in Bannu and Miranshah till the
Hindus were released, and proper security for future good
behaviour furnished. On the prison gate in the civil post
in Miranshah are inscribed the well-known words 'Agar
fi1·dau.s ba 1·ou-e-zamin ast, harnin ast, hamin ast.' (Oh I
if there be an elysium on earth, it is this, it is this) : and
above the doorway of a cell, within which a dozen sulky
Wazirs languish, is written a hearty word of welcome
Klwsh amded.'
The narrow strip of the Tochi, sixty-three miles long,
now brollght under British administration, lies due south
of the Afghan province of Khost, which is thus sandwiched in between the Kurram and the Tochi. The chief
town of Khost is Matun, which was occupied by our troops
E, PB
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for a short while during the early part of the second
Afghan war. I believe an Afghan Brigade is now stationed
there. The political advantages of holding the Tochi and
of thus having a footing in Waziristan are very great,
even though we have no posts further west than Datta
Khel towards the Durand line. The presence of British
arms in Tochi and the Gumal has done much to overawe
the troublesome Mahsuds.
'rochi is not a trade route, like either the Kurram
or Gumal valleys. They say that the road into Afghanistan, even beyond Datta Khel, is an excellent one. It
leads to Ghazni. Few travellers, however, use it. I met
only one large caravan (known locally as a 'kirhi '), which
was bringing down ' chilgosas' to Ba.nnu. The 'chilgosa '
is the kernel of a certain pine cone, which has a considerable market in the Punjab.
Miranshah is situated in a stony plain, well above
and away from the Tochi river. It was removed to its
present site in about 1906, because the former fort was
too near the hills. The old cantonment was demolished.
The new fort is a fine building, though rather too large
for its garrison. It contains the comfortable mess of the
officers of the North Waziristan Militia, as well as the
civil post and other buildings. Nothing that could give
cover to snipers can be erected outside the walls, and even
the' sticky court ' is sunk in a hollow. Half a mile away
is another big enclosure, in which are the hospital, bazaar,
and various native quarters. Water is brought to Miranahah all the way from Boia by means of a little canal
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which follows every bend of the hill-sides for miles. There
is besides a fine well, 115 feet deep inside the fort. Outside the post a big garden has been made in which quantities of young trees have been planted. These in time
are to be put out all about the valley, which is at present
very poorly wooded. Amongst other trees so introduced
are the safeda or poplar, the Australian ilex, the peepul,
various fruit trees, the rubber tree and the chenar. This
latter shows signs of doing well. It is found in many
Pathan districts, notably in Kurram, in the Panjkora
Valley and in Dir. I saw one remarkably fine chenar
in Tochi in the village of Kharok Ali, opposite Ahmad
Khel, which must be quite 250 years old. I was assut
that there was another quite as big near Datta Khel
These seem to be the only two large trees in Tochi. There
are, of course, extensive forests on the mountains, particularly on the slopes of Shui-dar and Vez Deh, which
are the two most prominent peaks to the south. The
timber for building the new Infantry lines in Bannu
was cut in the Showal district.
An attempt has also been made to improve the horses
and donkeys of the country. A stallion and a donkey
are kept at :Miranshah for serving the mares of the
neighbourhood.
The elevation of Miranshah above sea-level is 3,200
feet. The cold in winter is severe. In January I found
all the brooks ice-bound until midday, and a large fire
in one's room was a necessity at night. Amongst other
curious objects in the Fort are some iron ' alarm drums,
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which now fulfil more peaceful duty as flow erpots.
Perhaps the most interesting excursion from .Miranshah is that to the outpost of Tutnarai. The mountains
about Upper Dawar arc rather more imposing- than those
of the lower portions of the valley. The country is b esides
a little better wooded with mulberry and willow. Below
Boia we splashed through the waters of the Tochi river.
A strong fort occupies the far bank, and near it a small
mill is worked by the stream. There are important springs
in the vicinity, in which I saw quantities of watercress.
At Muhammed Khcl I found some ponies and an
escort, waiting to conduct me to Tutnarai. The main
road can hardly be called safe. A tonga driver and syce
were captured on the 15th March 1909, and were only
restored after a month. Major Graves was wounded in
May of '09 while driving from .Miranshah to Bannu. It
was only a few weeks previous to my visit that the tonga
was held up by a couple of Madda Khel Waziris. They
murdered the driver, looted the tonga, and only spared
a Waziri boy, who was a Naik in the Militia. This lad
was one of the members of my escort to Tutnarai. We
immediately left the road and struck up a level nullah
bed, leading towards the mountains to the south. Gradually the ravine becomes a well-defined defile, with high
containing walls, and an easy grit bed, up which we could
gallop at intervals.
Tutnarai occupies a saddle, or pass, between two
hills which are themselves each crowned with a small
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post. The Fort was built here to prevent Ma.hsud raiders
from mfLking forays into Upper Dawar, along this easy
route. There is a pond l1elow Tutnarai, formed by an
artificial clam. A stream escapes over it, runs down the
defile a little way, and then mysteriously disappears under
ground. The Afridi Subadar in charge of the post, treated
me to the usual hospitality of sweet tea, eggs and fruit,
and then supplied me with a few men to take me:up to
the highest of the flanking towers. The climb is a stiff
one of five hundred feet, but is 1·ewarded by a glorious
panoramic view over Tochi. To the north, rising majestically above the uplands of Khost, tower the dazzling
snows of the mighty Safed Koh. I suppose that it would
not be possible to obtain anywhere a better view of those
white walls of Afghanistan than from Tutnarai.
To the west, the spurs of the ridge on which we
stood fell to the broad, barren plain of Datta Khel. That
post lay out in the open, and a little white dot near it
marked the graves of the victims of the Maizar a:ffair
of '97. Tlla.i zar itself was visible in the distance,
situated between two low ridges; and close by was
Sheranni, a village which also played an important part
in the l\ia.izar incident. To the south of us Shui-dar,
and a mass of other mountains, some of which were
already capped with snow, hid the view into Mahsud
\Naziristan.
The Mahsuds in Tochi do not bear the evil reputation
that they have in Dera Ismail Khan. They are caught
young for the Militia, and havll proved themselves not
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only men of pleasant manners, but of steady, and even
reliable, character.
The dress of the Waziris is most distinctive. Their
shirt, or kurta, is quite short, and reaches to only just
below the hips. It is fully pleated, and the neck, back,
and upper part of the sleeves are usually prettily embroidered with scarlet thread. The pyjamas are exceedingly
loose ; and maroon-coloured p11grees are much a:ffected.
They wear their black hair about four inches long, and
brush it in a curl around the neck and ears. The Waziris
are not so torn by internal feuds as most of the other
trans-frontier races. To the poor of their own community,
they are said to be chal'itable, and they do not o:ffer
violence to the wives and children of their personal foes.
Their barbarity to all strangers, however, is such that
every Pathan Sepoy in the Indian Army longs for nothing
so keenly as a Waziri War. "Of the Waziri," says
Edwards, "it is literally true that his hand is against
every man, and every man's hand against him."
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CHAPTER XII.
SnAHnAsn lLAM DIN.
Ho.ved-A
mixed populo.tion-Water Snpplies-Ho.rvest-Pnthan
legends of the Stars-A harvest quarrel-Superstitions regarding
o. certain grnss-hopper-Madat-i-Fakir , Ziarat--Dcstruction of
corpses.
THIS is a tale told m( one night at Raved by a
Bannuchi villager :" It is the cutting of .crops which causes half the
trouble in our part of the world. Every one is so exacting
and quarrelsome over his water rights, that hardly a.
summer goes by without some one getting hurt. But it
is a glad time too. Even as a. child I loved the harvest,
and now that I am a. man and toil from dawn .to s1mset
under the hot May sun, I enjoy the season more than
ever. The harvest I am speaking of now was for us a
particularly fortunate one. We had several times early
in the year turned streams on to our fields in Haved,
instead of letting them flow on into Landidak village as
they should have done, and although the quarrel which
arose between ourselves and the Landidak people resulted
in our being fined in the Bannu court, the affair had
nevertheless been profitable to us.
" There is little good feeling a"mongst the neighbours
of any Pathan country-side, but around Haved there is
I
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even less than usual, because in almost every village
there is a distinct and separate community. The land
has been distributed in past years to all sorts of tribes.
We in Haved are Bannuchis. In i\'Iultani they are 1\iarwats, and in Landidak they are 1\iahsuds. What could
have induced the Sahibs ever to have given lancl and
water to these Shabia Khels who have always been their
enemies it is hard to say. In the old clays we used to
shoot a Mahsud on sight, and so much do we distrust
them, that we have a saying about them that they would
kill you for the sake of yonr pugree."
"Well, thanks to the extra supply of water, our crops
were goocl, and we engaged many men to help us reap
them. \Ye even employed a number of nomads, who had
pitched their camp of blanket tents near us. On such
occasions, when many of us work together in one field,
we hire mims·is * to play their dhols ancl surnais t to
encourage the reapers, ancl every now and then we shout
and dance and then resume our toil. Our fields lie near
those of Lanclidak, and the Landiclak people took great
offence at our noisy proceedings. Their Malik tried to
restrain them, but headed by an influential man called
Ilam Din, they sent us insulting messages and told us to
stop our drums. At this we laughed, and beat the dhols
louder than ever, but that night we left sentries in the
fields to guard the crops, for these dogs of Waziris, even
when tamed by living in the Sirkar's territory, are not
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to be trusted. In the evening we returned home, and
at dusk tarried to pray at the M~tsjid beneath the peepul
tree. They have made a mud platform before the shrine,
and there is a pool of water for ablutions.
" After the evening meal we gathered in the village
h1tjra, or guest house, and sat talking and smoking late
into the night, for we knew that there was little work
left in the fields for the morrow. The married men went
off one by one to their houses, but we bachelors always
sleep in the lwjra. We talked long of the stars which
shone so brilliantly above us, and some one told the
story of Lila and Majrum (Venus and Jupiter) and of
how the two lovers meet once a year. And another told
of the Horse's Road (the Milky Way), and of !{~ti (Carona)
which is so called because it looks like the mouth of a
well, and of Oharpoi, the bed, which is the name we give
to the Great Bear. Near the Oharpoi there is an old
woman, and a stick and a jackal. And we discussed the
great ftery star with a long tail, which had of lo.te appeared
in the heavens before the dawn.* Some one said he had
heard the Mullah remark that it foretold a war or a famine
or the deatl1 of a great Icing. He is a wise man, our Mullal~.
for the next time I went to Bannu every one was talking
of how the great King of the Sirkar had. died.t Next
morning we made a gay and joyful party and started late
to cut the remainder of the crop. The mirasis led the

• Ho.lley's Comet.

t King Edward VII.
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way and we danced and sung and flourished our swords.
My father and several others signed papers at the Thana
that we would behave well, and we were then given pe!mission to fire our rifles into the air, which is a thing
which pleases us a great deal.
" The Landidak people, headed by Ilam Din, met us
near their village. They appeared more angry than ever
at our festival, which they thought was due to the successful
use we had made of their water cuts. They ordered us
not to use the road which passed near their village. And
at this our men became angry too. The music stopped.
The procession came to a standstill, and discussions and
recriminations followed. At last we warned the Landidak
people to stand aside and allow us to pass. Upon this
Ilam Din, who was the moving spirit against us, said he
would shoot if we advanced. So many lies have since
been told in the courts that I hardly know who £reo
first,* but after the first shot many more followed, and
five of our men were killed and one of the Mahsuds was
badly wounded. We used the rifles lately distributed to
us by the Sirkar for our protection, and it mortified us
exceedingly when afterwards we had to pay a rupee for
each bullet expended. The Mahsuds had, of course, been
given no Sirkari rifles, but they had many of their own.
When we saw so many men dead on the ground, a panic
seized us, for we Bannuchis greatly dread the Mahsuds
in fight, though we can always get the better of them in

* This fight occurred between two
District, in Ma.y 1910.
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any court of law. So we fled across the fields back t()
Haved. Luckily there was a shrine by the way, which
is sacred as a local sanctuary, and there we threw down
our bundles, knowing that they would be quite safe within
the enclosure of the shrine. Even the Landidak people
would never violate the sacredness of our sanctuary.
"Now it happened that the Ishtant Sahib,* who is.
called Laram Sahib, arrived in Raved that afternoon, and
as we could not agree amongst ourselves what to do, and
as the Jemadar of the post had been away all day, we
went to the Sahib. He quickly ordered the eight Border
Militia sepoys to get ready and rode over with them
to Landidak. Most of us hacl recovered from our fright,
so we followed him too. At Landidak the Malik came
out to Laram Sahib. He had collected our dead and
protested that Ilam Din was alone responsible for what
had occurred. He told us that Ilam Din and six whole
families who had been dissatisfied over the legal decision
about the water had left the village half an hour before
with all their property.t Ilam Din, the Malik said, was
in a dangerous mood. He was sure to come back sooner
or later to raid, for after this affair the Sirko.r's territory
was of course no longer open to him. Then Laram Sahib
followed up Ilo.m Din, and overtook him two miles out
on the waste land which extends to the foot of the mountains of Waziristan and Ghabaristan. Ilam Din and Iris
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Assistant Politioa.l Officer.
An eva.cuo.tion suoh a.s this took plnce a.t Jani Khel in April:
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party were greatly impeded with their flocks and their
families, for their flight, as the Malik had truly assured
us, was unpremeditated.
"Then Laram Sahib rode up to Ilam Din and told
"him to stop and speak with him. So Ilam Din, trusting
the Ishtant Sahib, waited. He was a fine-looking fellow of
twenty-four or twenty-five summers; He possessed
powerful limbs, and squ:ue shoulders. His skin was very
dear and white, and he had blue eyes, which even our
women of Raved admired. Moreover he was careful of
nis appearance. His black hair was well oiled and combed,
a.nd he wore round his throat a necklace of beads which
had been picked up from the mounds of Alcra, which are
not far from Landidak. He wore a short and fully pleated
shirt, which reached only to his hips, after the Waziri
. fashion, and the neck and sleeves were richly embroidered.
On his head he had a red pugree ; and little black and
green tassels ornamented his sandals.
"Laram Sahib at once ordered him to surrender, but
to this Ilam Din would not agree, so he rode back and
Tejoined his own people. Then the Militia sepoys opened
fire. But the Mahsucls, to save their animals and women,
-ran back upon us and drove the Militia before them.
'Then Laram Sahib himself took a rifle and stood his
-ground and shot three of Ilam Din's men, and remained
.£hooting till the sepoys took heart and rejoined him.
" By that time it was nearly dark, and Ilam Din
:and most of his people escaped under cover of night. We
caught three, who were hanged by the judge sahib when
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he came to Bannu three months later. Ilam Din was.
the last to continue firing, and before he went he called
out ' Laram Sahib ! Oh ! Laram Sahib, shahbash, you are
a good fighter. Won't you say "shahbash " to Ilam Din.~
But the Sahib made no reply.'*
"'rhat same night, when no one was about, my
fn.ther sent me towards Landidak on a mission of great
importance. He gave me a grass-hopper which he had
bought that day for twenty-five rupees from a wandering
Swn.ti fakir. He told me to place the grass-hopper in my
rifle and fire it in the direction of Landidak: but he desired
me to go up so close to the village that the noise of the
explosion would be heard by aU the inhabitants. It is.
well known that if any wounded man hears the noise of
the rifle fired in such a way, or if he even hears the ping
of the bullet, his wounds from that moment begin to
fester, and he dies. So I went close up to Landidak,
stuffed the grass-hopper up the barrel, put a cartridge in
behind it, and fired. We heard two days later that the
man we had wounded had died. These grass-hoppers are
infallible, provided the wounded man hears the noise.
The Afridis have the greatest faith in them and frequently
employ them in their blood-feuds, and my father was
lucky to buy one so cheap.
" Then followed a tedious attendance in the Bannu
courts again, and very little good came of it all. The
• Tll!l story of Lo.ro.m So.hib o.nd Ilo.m Din wo.s told me by the·
:r..ro.lik of Jani Khel, and is, I believe, true. I never discovered Wh()
• La.ro.m Su.hib' could ho.ve,been.
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Landidak people told a mass of lies, and we Bannuchis,
.of course, only spoke truth. We had to go several times
to Bannu which was a great inconvenience because we
had our crops to thresh.
·
"It was many months after all this that Ilam Din
·suddenly paid us a visit. He carne at dusk one evening
.after we had prayed, and were eating the evening meal.
His visit was short, but he left the bazaar a wreck, and
-carried away with him a Hindu, and a runner from the
Militia post called Dilawar, who, by the way, should by
Tights have been .back in the post before dark. The
.Militia sepoys chased the raiders a little way, and next
morning the Hindu, who was much too fat to run any
distance, was found murdered near Madat-i-Fakir Ziarat,
which is a shrine out on the waste two miles across the
Tochi river. Dilawar was carried o:ff into the hills, but
because he was a very poor Mussulman, Ilam Din fixed
his ransom at only one hundred rupees, two English knives
and two china cups and saucers.* Of course, the Sirkar
has learnt its lesson by now, and absolutely declines to
pay ransoms, but for some inexplicable reason, which we
'have never been able to understand, Laram Sahib sent
Ilam Din six times the number of cups and saucers he had
-asked for. Shortly after, Dilawar escaped, and came
back to us. It now began to be known that Ilam Din
was frequenting the Madat-i-Fakir Ziarat, and people said
he meant to loot Bannu itself. But late one night Laram

* This ransom

was demanded by Khostwals who captured the
chowkidar of the Munsif'a Court, Ballllu. It was not paid.
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Sahib with twelve sowars * suddenly arrived in Haved.
It was whispered that he had information of !lam Din's
whereabouts, and one of the sowars told my father that
the Sahib had been sent some message by the cltowkidar
who is posted in Landidak to see that no trans-frontier
Mahsuds come into that village. Anyway Laram Sahib
and his sowa1·s moved on before dawn, and a dozen of us
went with them. We surrounded l\ladat-i-Fakir, and as
it began to grow light we moved closer to the tomb from
all directions. Ilam Din was there sure enough. A
severe fight followed, in which several of our men were
hit, and two died afterwards. !lam Din was shot four
times before he was killed. As soon as he was dead his
gang-_lost heart and surrendered. Some one ran to !lam
Din's body and spurned it with his foot ; but Laram Sahib
went up to it and patted it on the shoulder and said,
' Shahbash !lam Din ; shahbash I shahbash ! ' Then we
remembered what !lam Din had cried out to the Sahib
long ago, at the time of his flight.
" Then the Sahib told us to take the body back to its
own village of Landidak for burial. But as soon as he was
gone we collected wood and burned the pig of a Mahsud,
for that has always been our custom. They say that the
Powindahs, when they catch a live Mahsud, lay him out,
cut off his head with one blow and quickly place it on a hot
iron plate. The features jibber and twitch for quite a
long time in a way that is very diverting. Next day,
• Mounted. men,
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of course, we accused the Landidak people of having
stolen the body. But Laram Sahib, when he heard of it,
was very angry, and believed the report that we had
destroyed Ilam Din's corpse. He fined us, but we have
appealed against this gross injustice."

I
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OHAPTEit XIII.
SHEIKH

BUDIN.

Sheikh Budin-Mo.rwa.t
Country-Pe:.m-Wa.tor-Po.nio.lo.-Horier·
voirs-Da.nto's Inferno-Game-A HoodleHs Cobra-Snporatitione
regarding Trees-Olives-Dust-storms-Clima-te-Tho Shrino of a.
Saint-High Plaoos.
Now tho journey wo.a past,
They bo.d landed at last
With their boxes, p01:tmantoo.uR o.nd bags ;
But at firBt sight the erew
Were not pleo.aed with tho view,
Which consisted of chasms and crn.gs.
THESE lines fittingly describe my sensations as I
scrambled up the last bit of stony road to Sheikh Budin,
and looked down with severe disn.pproval upon the desolation of Dante's Inferno. Sheikh Budin is the Hill Station
fol' the Dernj at. It lies about. half· way lHJhveen Bannu and
Dera Ismail Khan, at the end of a spur thrown"" out hy the
Indus hills towards the mountain syHtcm of Waziristan.
It is desert nearly all the way from Dera. Ismail Khan
to Pezu. ':I:'he su.nd is with difficulty knpt from overflowing acrnss the road. Nor is the fifty-one-mile drive
from Bannn, over the dried-up M:11rwnt country, any more
attractive. You crof!s the hills through deep defiles, which
fling back the summer heat upon you. One aide of the
hills, being composed of hard, black sandstone, slope~ up
gently, only t(J fall to the next valley in precipices, where
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soft clays are exposed to the surface. Above these ravines
and nullahs rises the main mass of Sheikh Budin. People
have died of heat at Pezu before now, and it is questionable whether the subsequent delights of Sheikh Budm
ever make amends for the burning hours one is forced
to spend in Pezu. It is a fourteen-mile climb up a rough
zig-zagging path to the top of the hill. Sheikh Budin
has an elevation of 4,560 feet, and is, therefore, about the
same height as Cherat. . It is rather like Cherat in some
ways. You suffer the same sinking of heart, when you
first look down upon it, that is experienced upon reaching
Cherat.
Even in the best years, Sheikh Budin is threatened
with drought. There is not a drop of water on the hill,
unless a little happens to have collected in some tanks.
But they usually run dry. Water is carried fourteen
miles from Pezu at the foot of the hill, and the wretched
mules which bring it up in the afternoon to Sheikh Budin
cannot get a drinl{ until they return next morning to the
plain. Europeans can afford to take a bath, but master's
horse and master's cow have to drink it afterwards, so
master does not make it too soapy. The servants never
get a:Atub at all unless they can make surreptitious use
of the bath water, before the cow gets it. Thirsty crows
make desperate efforts to dislodge the covers of the water
gkurras. A jar of water costs two annas, which is why
someJpeople take so little of it with their whiskey. The
Pezu water is supplied by springs, and is excellent. There
is, however, a slightly sulphurous spring at Paniala, and
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the natives prefer this as it is only nine miles off, instead
of fourteen. The word, Paniala, means « the place of
water."
When such a rare thing occurs as a good year of rain
a great deal of water can be stored in the tanks, which
are 20 feet deep. They are four in number, and by a
clever system of drains are supplied by the drainage
of all the surrmmding hills, including the drainage from
the reverse slopes. Once, and not so very long ago either,
there was a fine spring at the very summit of Sheikh
Budin. In an evil hour the P. W. D. submitted estimates
concerning it. They would blast the rock, and make a
well. They did so, but blasted all the water out of the
spring ; so that what few drops now flow hardly sttffice
to nourish an unhappy bunch of maiden-hair. They say
there is a connection between this spring and the one at
Pezu. If the P. W. D. could be turned on to Pezu too,
they could quicldy benefit humanity by rendering Sheikh
Budin altogether uninhabitable.
Sheikh Budin lies in a cup on the summit of the hill.
The houses, though unpretentious outside, are wonderfully
airy and comfortable within. From the verandahs of
some, the hills fall away hundreds of feet. It is supposed
to be a purely civil station, but the military, who are
there on sufferance, really make it. The glittering Staffs
of the Bannu and D. I. K. Brigades reside there in the
summer, and write circulars exhorting the fever-laden and
heat-distracted to further labour. Being situated on the
exact top of the hill, half of Sheikh Budin belongs to
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:Bannu, and hal£ to D. I. K., a scheme which mvolves
several subtle conveniences. A circular road makes a
figure of eight round the two peaks. The view over the
plain after rain is noble. The Takht-i-Suliman can easily
be .seen rising from the uplands of Baluchistan. Pirgul
and Slmi-dar tower above the rest of Waziristan, and on
a fine day you can even see the signal hill above Miranshah
in Tochi. Sand deserts and palm groves stretch eastwards
to where the waters of the Indus flash in the sunshine.
In nearly the same direction, too, you look down upon a
wonderful tangle of ravines and broken hills, split and
twisted and riven by some awful convulsion of Nature.
This they call Dante's Inferno. There is another Dante's
Inferno near the tunnel on the Bannu-Kohat road, but
this one at Sheikh Budin is the nethermost Hell of all.
Nothing lives there. There is no water. No shrubs grow.
Even the birds shun it, as if they feared gasses would
rise and kill them. It is ugly, and dry, and utterly
damned.
There are marhkor on the Indus hills, but they are
shy, and their heads are too small to seriously attract
sportsmen. Still, they are shot occasionally, and may be
·regarded as a distinct and smaller species of the Himalayan
marhkor .. A few foxes live round about, and jackals
come quite close up to the houses every night. The only
other creatures deserving notice are the reptiles, which
are both numerous and deadly. The viper family is
represented by the Krait (Echis carinata). Cobras are
abundant. The most interesting is N aia tripandians
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a :rare, hoodless species. It has no spectacles and no
hood, but is, in all other respects, a true cobra, and is
very deadly. Spf:lcimens have been sent to the Natural
History Society in Bombay, where it has been identified
with another similar one sent from Ohitral. The bite of
a small grey lizzard, with black spots, is said by the natives
to be fatal. Cases of death from it are reported from
Paniala. The Bombay Natural History Society declarer.
it harmless. In Pushtu it is called 1l!a1· Ohiraka and in
Punjabi Ka;ri. Several harmless snakes are also found.
The light-coloured scorpion is not very poisonous.
Sheikh Budin seems to have been founded in 1852.
John Nicholson stayed there in 1856. Before .Murree and
Kashmir were as accessible as they are now, it was a
popular hill resort for Derajat. In those days a whole
regiment was stationed there, and the terraces on which
its tents were pitched still exist. A cement skating rink
has now fallen into disrepair. One cannot admire the old
frontier institutions, which ex]sted almost unamended ]n
Bannu and Kohat to within recent years. They were
not generous institutions, and it is lucky all India was
not run on the same strictly commercial lines. However,
Sheikh Budin actually possesses a racquet court, tennis
court, library, residential club, and even a church and a
cemetery, which do not appear to be encumbered by any
one's prehistoric money claim. No doubt the owners
were expensively bought out years ago. The church is a
quaint little building, very much like those in Bannu and
Montgomery.
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Somehow or other, the absence of trees always provokes one to speak sympathetically of the few unhappy
shrubs which. do exist. At first sight you would imagine
that the flora of Sheikh Budin was not worth worrying
about except for boiling bath water. But if you look
carefully-vei·y carefully-you will find a hardy 'P.alosa
struggling bravely against wind and drought. The mazara,i.
or dwarf palm, so rare in the Bannu district, but usually so
typical of the frontier, grows here freely. It is used for
. matting. The date-palms down at Paniala, which grow
in fine groves, are noted all up and down the country for
the flavour o:f their fruit. Finely woven baskets are made
from the leaves. The industry is now unfortunately
decaying, and only a few old women are employed in it.
There are wild olives on the stony ridges, but their fruit
never ripens. One olive, now growing up well, was brought
from the Mount of Olives. A single vine produces good
grapes, and there are several mulberry trees, eucalyptus
and blue gum, all more or less tortured into agonized
attitudes by the wind.
Two of the olive trees possess supernatural powers.
It is the custom to wish under one of them, and to register
the wish by hammering in a naiL The trunk is now
thickly studded with nails of all sizes, from tin tacks and
broad-headed ch~tppli nails, to large iron tent pegs. A
Mullah is sometimes in residence under the second holy
tree. Here, to earn the fulfilment of your wish, you must
hold your nose, and IUn seven times round the tree without
breathing. This is no easy feat, as thGre are big rocks
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and low boughs to avoid, and the pilgrim has to give up
time after time. The performance is well worth watching
through a pair of good field glasses. It is a peculiarity
of these trees that their benefits are not limited to
Mussulmans. There is nothing in the world to prevent the
reader from driving in bis nail, or leaping round the
tree.
The climate of Sheikh Budin is not very good. A
thermometer in a northern verandah registers a hundred
degrees in summer. But the nights are cool, and a fresh
breeze blows continually from the south-east. A storm
in the north-west over Bannu usually means rain for
Sheikh Budin too. Dust-storms are common, which
envelop the place in total darkness for a few minutes.
People suffer from fits of sickness which have not yet
been accounted for. There are sudden changes of temperature which are apt to lead to chills. But when all
this is admitted, it is really delightful to come up from
the overwhelming heat of Derajat, and pull a couple o£
blankets over yourself at night. That is real luxury.
Moreover, though the climate is bad, the oldest native
inhabitant is believed to have endured it for over a hundred
years-poor devil. There are 25 graves in the littll'!
cemetery down the khud. Of these only 12 are occupied
by adults. The remaining thirteen graves are those of
children, o£ whom all but one died before reaching the
age of one year. The one exception died when thirteen
months old. It would therefore appear that Sheikh
Budin does not exactly suit children. Many of tb-e deaths

!
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occurred in one year, which was afterwards spoken of as
" Babies' Year."
Old man Sheikh Ba-u-din, to whose residence this
hilltop owes its sanctity, was a Kashmiri, and a Syed, or
descendant of the Prophet. His shrine is perched on the
highest peak, and is tended by a holy man who receives
a small Government allowance for stopping. Otherwise no native servant would ever be induced to live
there. Even the barber, the butcher and other necessary,
but unwilling, functionaries, have to be subsidized. The
shrine reminds one forcibly of the high places of Israel,
where " The King went to Gideon to sacrifice there, for
that was a great high place."
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CHAPTER XIV.
DimAJAT AND WAzmiS1'AN.

Der11 Ismail Khan-Gundapura-Powinda.he-The Indus-Dora.js.t-Tonk the Unspca.k!Lble-.A Mount11in:Sp11.te-Concluaion.
DERA IsMAIL KHAN is the mo~:~t import~mt city of
Derajat, and is the chief centre of trade between tho Punjab
and Southern Afghanistan. It is enclosed wit:hin high
walls, and has two or three busy 1Ja.zaars, which present
a lively scene when the Powindah carav:.ms n.rc passing
through. The shops which line the streets arc backed
with four~storiecl brick houses, which am t~dorncd with
picturesque wooden balconies. Braziers, cloth merelHmt!i,
sweet sellers, fruiterers, and leather workers ply tlu~ir crafts,
and llakims, with their rows of rncdieine bottles, do a line
trade with unsuspecting Powindahs. Somo of tlwsn doet<>ra
specialise in eye diseases, and n,J:;o sell surmrt :mel othclr
cosmetics. ·wcather~boa.tcn, black-loclmd Powindnha,
magnificent specimens of humanity, lounge about• the
streets enjoying the first civilization of India. Thort! nrc
many Hindus too, aud a few Marwats. In tim suw11mtling
district there h; n confusing variety of ractm, whmm prt~.~-~~~m:e
is dilllcnlt to account for. ~~here urc whole commuuitim-1
of Baluchis, who must have settled here many cuuturius
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ago, and who are now entirely cut off from Me Baluch
tribes of Baluchistan. With them, often sharing the same
villages, are Jats. In Kulachi, eighteen miles distant, live
the Gundapurs, celebrated in days gone by for their
fighting qualities. These Gundapurs, by the way, employed the wes!l- or " exchange of land " system until
1812. The Marwats of the Bannu district retained the
wesh until still later, and it only finally disappeared
after the first proper revenue settlement. '£here are
besides in many of the villages Khatris, and such obscure
people as Vail, Khokar and Dawe, of whom I was unable
to gather any information.
The Powindahs, who are the most interesting people
met with in Derajat, are worthy of further notice. They
are a great race of militant merchants, who for centuries
have fought their way, with their families and caravans,
through the Mahsud Mountains. They bring down on their
camels the grain and fruit of Cabul and Ghazni, which
they exchange for cloth goods destined for Bokhara and
Samarkand. On their arrival in British territory they
leave their families and the sick camels in large encampments in the neighbourhood of Tonk. They themselves
push on to the furthest corners of India, returning again
at the close of winter, preparatory to fighting their
way home again. They are as uncouth and highly scented
as their own camels, but are cheery fellows, always ready
with a smile and a passing salutation.
Dera Ismail Khan as a station is not without its
good points. Lying though it does in a desert, it is itself
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buried in a mass of siris, safeda, tamarix, shisham,
peepul and date-palm. These latter trees are very
abundant, and add greatly to the picturesqueness of the
cantonment.
In summer the broad flood of the Indus does much
to isolate Dera Ismail, and the crossing of the river not
infrequently occupies a whole day. I shall never forget
crossing on my return from the Waziristan Expedition of
1917. The whole country was under water for miles and
miles. The ferry steamer set us down in what appeared
to be an inland sea, and we waded for nearJy a whole
day.
The water was knee-deep always, and often
breast-deep. I was never more glad in my life to reach
dry ground and a first class railway carriage at Darya.
lilian, just as dusk >vas falling. In winter, however, the
thirteen-mile drive in the sandy bed, along a rush-strewn
road, and over innumerable crazy boat-bridges to Darya
lilian, i'l an easy matter. Darya Khan is a disconsolate·
little village amongst the sand-hills.
Derajat is a miserable district. Around Dera Ismail
Khan scarcely one per cent. of the land is under cultivation.
Little patches of mustard show up green here and there,.
and in summer, if the rainfall is sufficient, a certain amount
of }ohwar and ba}ara is grown. For the rest, the dreary
sand-blown desert produces nothing better than tantalizing
mirage lakes.
Derajat was, in about 1469, governed by Hussain
Khan, who divided· out the district to three subordinates~

I
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Ismail Khan and Fatteh Khan (the sons of Sohrab, a
Baluch from Makram), and Ghazi Khan. Each founded
a city and named it after himself, and a strange fate has
followed the towns of the Dera. Dera Ismail lilian was
washed away by the Indus in 1825, when its inhabitants
moved to the present site. Dera Fatteh Khan has twice
fallen into the river, and Dera Ghazi Khan is similarly
threatened.

*

*

*

*

*

Beyond Dera Ismail Khan lies Tonk, which for general
beastliness lS without equal-the limit-the last
word!
Before Tonk lies Waziristan, but Waziristan does not
come within the scope of this book. I will, however,
conclude with an experience of the Waziri Expedition of
1917 which has left a deep impression on my mind. The
narrow valleys of the frontier, and particularly of Waziristan, are subject to sudden ' spates/ or floods, of which
no words can give an adequate conception. In the case
I am now describing we had had a long spell of intense
heat. It was June, and the columns moved up the beds
o£ absolutely dry' nullahs. These nullahs were, in fact,
the only roads. Heavy rain must have fallen somewhere
in the hills, though we were quite ignorant of it when we
set, out that morning to escort a convoy.

T
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All of a sudden the Advance Guard came running
back upon us, and almost immediately a wave of water
tore down the ravine. I never saw anything so terrifying
in my life. There was no gradual rise of water, but it
advanced like a wall t'en feet high, filling the ravine completely. It travel1ed at ten miles an hour which was
twice as fast as we could run. Great boulders were driven
before it, and we could feel the shock of their progress as
they "Qumped slowly along.
Most of us found safety on the hill slopes, but where
the nullah walls were steep escape was impossible. Several
men were drowned, including five who sought refuge in a
little cave: and, of course, many mules and camels were
lost. Two hoUl'S later the flood had abated and the
boulders lay drying in the hot sun.

*

*

*

*

*

These pages are a picture of the border. as it was
before great changes were brought about by the late War.
In essential features the North-West Frontier will always
be what it always has been. Heat, flies, the absence o£
roads, the.unreliability o£ the tribesmen, are factors which
will endure. But science has modified conditions. We
have yet to learn the exact effects of bombs, aeroplanes
and motor transport. Weapons have changed. But_the
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people of our Pathan Borderland will remain-at least in
.our time-what they always have been-brave and
debonair, fickle and inflammable-men with many virtues
and many faults.

l

1

THE END
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Table showing approximately the number of Patltans serving in the Native Infantry on the 1st January, 1908.
AFRIDI,

BONER.WALS.

KRA.TTAXB.

TOTAL.

19 Punjab is
. ..
20 D. 0. 0. Infantry
21 Punjabia
22 Ditto
24 Ditto
25 Ditto
26 Ditto
27 Ditto
28 Ditto
29 Ditto
31 Ditto
33 Ditto
40 Pathans
46 Pnnjo.bis
51 Sikhs
52 Do.
153 Do.
5~ Do.
55 Ooke's Rifles
56 H.ifica
57 Wilde's Rifles
58 Vaughan's Rifles
fill Rifles
...
72 Punjabis
...
106 Haza1·a. Pioneera
107 Pioneers
124 D. 0. 0. lQfantt•y
126 Bn.luoh. do.
127 Do.
do.
12~ Pioneeu
129 B!l.luehis
·.::
130 Do.
Guides Infantry
TOTAL

13
26

5

98

1

11
3l

rs

2

2
1

35

1

5

1

1
1

99

1
2

10

94

6 tOO
21

15

48

39

13

21

20

8

32

1

83

5

57

'(3

27
6

7

3

1

13

4

2
57

'3

10

7

l

7

11

38

1

iiO

6

2

lll

87

56

l t06

1 161

... 621

u~

H
79

43

...

.. .
3

.,. 'f"2'
wI - _
~ _ -·
1 ·- - 1 - - ,
-:91 730 186 608

7

99 2!3

21

17

2

70

6

46
110

4

'2

2

8

;,·;

~

2

4

46

55

41

78

45

9

!l

9
4

8

'4. '3

8

2

8
8

1

1
..

'5
37

1
4
5

2
1

10

"i

2

218
6
2

"i
...

..

15

"8 "i
is . i

8
5
5

26

12

49

'5 '5
2

1

73

191
l09

25

2

4

5

2

i9

21t

222
336

6

1

:~ao

2116

105

448

4S

iii

35

"61

21 iii iio

2

iii

to5

tos2

173

"i

21)1

16

2

427
209

1

4

;;

...

..2

95

B8S
395
1!86

JQ:l

H

711

6

...

.•

2(1\~~t~si
--1----!-----------l--l--1-l--l-----1--l-i-----------1------1----1--l--·--59 13
8 10 too
9 12 40
5
3
7 so
24
666
• 13
s 1 s ... 28 26 3 134 68 t9! H4 192 4 75 1252 1446 la93 i:JBl
5o 96 101 48
2 511
10
91 20ii 1,:i60 19
!i 1 5

'2
i __::. .:.:._

aa ...

451
211

191

1

228

443

1

2

06

1

212
4t13

202
!09
228
116

69

2

"i

26 12

15

i'al

7

28

I

51 (Sw

53

'2 ..

27

2170

2301
312

47

2

7

1

1

29
1

201
41!2
822
136
229
111

1

iiii

'2 25

is

4

5·o 8o 4·15 r9
15 7
17
·2 n tos "4 so

1

9

...6

"i

42
12

5

... 1

1

8

. '4,

1

...
··

5
23

ti4
7

···
2

1

26

4

1

l75
97
1 _.._.
_

31

2

57

9

52

3

8

....
1
97

26
41

13
5

'8

a so 4o
~3 '5 17

35

55

71

15

is'5 23 31
5

1

7

"i

29

2

_:_
1
1

-~ _ · - _ _

u

1

a

8,673

'.
1.980
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APPENDIX B.
Table showing the approximate Btrength of Border Military
Police, Militias and Levy Corps along the Nortk-WetJt
Frontier on 1st January, 1908.
Oorps.
Head-Quarters.
Ohitra.l Scouts
Chitral
Ohitral Levies
Chitral
Dir Levies
Dir
Swat Levies
Malakand
Bhittani Levies
J andola
Peshawar Border Military Peshawar
Police.
Khyber Rifles
. . Lundi Kotal
2nd Bn., Kohat Border Mili- Kohat
tary Police.
lst Bn., Border Military Police Hangu
(Samana Rifles).
Kurram Militia
Parachinar
N. Waziristan Militia
Miranshah
S. Waziristan Militia
Wana
Hazara Border Military Police Tochi
Ba.nnu Border Military Police Bannu
D. I. K. Border Military Police Tonk

Total

*Of these only about 1,150 are not Pa.the.ns.

990
110
390

200
74,

580
1,691

550

480
1,370
1,270
1,500

250
410
580
0,445*
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WORKS BY THE SAME AUTHOR.

A Burmese Enchantment.-" One of the most attractive
features of Captain Enriquez's book on Burma is the
genuine pleasure he takes in the country and its
peopie. Books have been written of Burma which
have struck the note of romantic attractiveness, but
which leave a suspicion that romance was introduced
more as a paying proposition than as a real quality
of the country. There is no question of that with a
book by Captain Enriquez. He has lived in the
country for many years, and has made a first-hand
study of what he writes.
" It is impossible for the reader not to be convinced that
the author has found a deep attraction in Burma, a
conviction which is sustained by the matter of fact
and humorous way in wh:ich most of the descriptions
are given. . . . . .His powers of concise description
are considerable. • . . . . Graphic touches are
numerous. . . . .The author has picked up many
quaint and intm·esting items of information. His
sympathy extends to the wild life of nature, and
he has some lively and engaging passages on this
topic. . . . .The illustrations are photographs taken
by himself, and ~re well chosen.
"To many readers, especially those who know Burma well
already, the most interesting part of the book will be
the account of 'the north~eastern frontier:, the political

l
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situation there, the people, and the life of the Military
Police in these outposts of empire. His description is
the best yet published, in the sense of being the moat
easily accessible, the most up-to-date, and the most
generally informative.''-Rangoo7?t Gazette.
THACKER, SPINK & Co., CALCUTTA. Price, Rs. 6.

A Burmese Loneliness.-" Captain Enriquez's new book
on Burma represents the fruit of his wide knowledge
of the land of the Pagoda and its peoples. His
almost native sympathy and insight at once stamps
' i1. Burmese Loneliness ' with the Fielding Hall mark
of super-excellence." -Rangoon Times.
" Born of solitude, the book bears several marks of ,that
'inward eye' which is the bliss of solitude."-Ran,qoon

Gazette.
"The references to.bird life are made the more interesting
by the author's way of relating the Burmese, Shan or
Chinese legend about them and their cries. .Almost
every bird has some story attached to it, and some
strongly resemble those in Ovid's Metamorphosis."Rangoon Gazette.
" Captain Enriquez in his new book combines the
versatility of a Shwey Yoe and the subtle charm of a
Fielding Hall.''-Rangoon Times.
Tlu.OKEB, SI>INK & Co., CALCUTTA. Price, Rs. 6.

Pagan.-" Full of interest and infor.mation for students
of Burmese and Buddhist archreology, and for all
E, PB

13
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who have fallen under the spell of this beautiful
P:t:ovinc.e. n is well illustrated."-Press C1·uique.
HANTHAWADDY PRESS, RANGOON. Price, Rs. 2-8.

Colloquial Yunnanese.-Being a practical guide to the
Ylinnanese language as spoken on parts of the
Burmese frontier. There is at present no other book
on Yi.innanese in print. '' OoZloqu~·az Yunnanese"
teaches the language in a way that is easy and simple.
TrrAOKER, SPINK & Co., SIMLA. Price, Rs. 8.

The Realm of the Gods.-'-A tale of travel in Kulu,
Kashmir, Ladakh, and Baltistan.
•' There is natural spirit in these pages, and grace of
form and charm of fancy."-Pioneer.
Illustrated, and with map.
TrrAOKER, SPINK & Co., SIMLA. Price, Rs. 6.

;· The Pathan Borderland.-'' I can strongly recommend
this book to those who have an interest in this
strenuoua section of the F:rontier."-Pioneer.
With map.
TrrAOKER1 SPINK & Co., SIMLA.
Price, Rs. 6.

From the Eihrary of

Arthur Paul

